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Induction motors are the most commonly used electrical drives, ranging in power 
from fractional horsepower (HP) to several thousand horsepowers. Several studies have 
been conducted to identify the cause of failure of induction motors in industrial 
applications. More than fifty percent of the failures are mechanical in nature, such as 
bearing, balance and alignment-related problems. Recent activities indicate a focus 
towards building intelligence into the motors, so that a continuous on-line fault diagnosis 
and prognosis may be performed. 
The purpose of this research and development was to perform aging studies of 
three-phase, squirrel-cage induction motors; establish a database of mechanical ,  electrical 
and thermal measurements from load testing of the motors; develop a sensor-fusion 
method for on-line motor diagnosis; and use the accelerated aging models to extrapolate 
to the normal aging regimes. A new laboratory was established at The University of 
Tennessee to meet the goals of the project. The facility consists of three motor aging 
modules and a motor load-testing platform. 
The accelerated aging and motor performance tests constitute a unique database, 
containing information about the trend characteristics of measured signatures as a 
function of motor faults. The various measurements facilitate enhanced fault diagnosis of 
VI 
motors and may be effectively util ized to increase the reliability of decision making and 
for the development of life prediction techniques. 
One of these signatures, which constitute the database, is the use of Multi­
Resolution Analysis (MRA) using wavelets. In today's industry applications, vibration 
signatures are analyzed only up to several hundred Hertz. The use of MRA in trending 
different frequency bands has revealed that higher frequencies (2-4 kiloHertz) show a 
characteristic increase when the condition of a bearing is in question. This study 
effectively showed that the use of MRA in vibration signatures can identify a thermal 
degradation or degradation via electrical charge of the bearing, whereas other failure 
mechanisms, such as winding insulation failure, do not exhibit such characteristics. 
A motor diagnostic system, called the Intelligent Motor Monitoring System 
(IMMS) was developed in this research. The IMMS integrated the various mechanical, 
electrical and thermal signatures, and artificial neural networks and fuzzy logic 
algorithms. The IMMS was then used for motor fault detection and isolation and for 
estimating its remaining operable lifetime. The performance of the IMMS was evaluated 
using the motor aging data, and showed that the stator thermal degradation, bearing 
thermal degradation and bearing fluting degradation could be effectively diagnosed and 
the prognosis of motor operation could be established. 
Vll 
Previous studies are primarily based on the 'cause ' when calculating and 
estimating the remaining life of a motor and its components. This work has concentrated 
rather on the 'effects' in the detection and isolation of faults and the remaining lifetime of 
the motor and its components. Hence, when 'on-line' technology implementation is in 
question, measuring the effects is readily available, feasible, robust and definite, rather 
than trying to measure the cause (e.g. measuring the cause of motor winding insulation 
failure by means of ambient temperature only vs. measuring the effects of motor winding 
insulation failure by means of winding insulation temperature, leakage voltage and zero­
component impedance) .  
Vlll 
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A nuclear power plant utilizes hundreds of electric motors of all sizes and types. 
Failure of these motors, especially those designed for safety operations, could impair 
plant safety. Although motors are known to be built rugged and have a record of reliable 
operation, they do fail and may disable safety systems in nuclear plants [ 1  - 3] .  Induction 
motors are the most commonly used electrical motors. Depending on the applications, 
induction motors have a wide range of power outputs, from fractional horsepower (HP) to 
several thousand horsepowers. An induction motor is mechanically simple, rugged, can 
be adapted to widely differing operating conditions and is simple to control .  Several 
studies were made to identify the cause of failure of induction motors in industrial 
applications. Table 1 . 1  provides a general breakdown of motor failures. Table 1 .2 is a 
more detailed list of failure modes of motors. 
Such studies have been conducted by EPRI [4] , IEEE Industry Applications 
Society [5], and others [6] . The principal damage mechanisms that lead to the failure of 
these motors are overheating, insulation breakdown. mechanical failures and motor 
circuit faults. In some cases the root cause of motor anomalies were traced to harmonics 
Table 1.1 : Percentages of failure modes as given by major components * 
Failure Mode Percentage 
Bearing Related Total - 4 1 %  
Sleeve Bearings 1 6 % 
Anti-Friction Bearings 8% 
Seals 6% 
Thrust Bearings 3% 
Oil Leakage 3% 
Other 3 %  
Stator Related Total - 37% 
Ground Insulation 23% 
Turn Insulation 4% 
Bracing 3% 
Wedges 1 %  
Frame 1 %  
Core 1 %  
Other 1 %  
Rotor Related Total - 1 0% 
Cage 5% 
Shaft 2% 
Core 1 %  
Other 2% 
All Others Total - 1 2% 
* This information was based on an 872 failed motor survey conducted by EPRI. 
Table 1 .2 :  Summary of selected failure modes for motors 
Failure Mode 
Stator Frame 
Insulation - Ground 















Thrust Bearing (V) 
Thrust Bearing (H) 
Accessories 
All Other 
Percent of Total Failure 
3 
0.8 
1 8 .5 
3.7 
0.6 

















of the l ine frequency in the power supply [7] . Table 1 . 1  indicates that more than fifty 
percent of the failures are stator winding insulation and bearing assembly failures. This 
is true for both nuclear and non-nuclear applications. It is ,  therefore, desirable to develop 
methods of monitoring the condition of these vulnerable motor components. 
The interpretation of multiple technologies used for condition monitoring of 
motors is gaining popularity. Table 1 .3 shows correlations among vibration analysis, 
lubricant wear particle analysis, thermography, motor current analysis and others [4]. An 
approach for an integrated on-line motor protection system, that uses motor current 
signature analysis for predicting mechanical and insulation failures, was proposed by 
Farag, Bartheld and Habetler [8] . Recent activities indicate a focus towards building 
intelligence into the motors, so that a continuous on-line failure prediction may be 
performed with the capability of predicting remaining useful life of machinery. 
The purpose of the research and development effort at The University of 
Tennessee was to perform aging studies of three-phase squirrel-cage induction motors, 
establish a database from motor performance tests for each aging case, and to develop a 
multi-sensor fusion method for machinery diagnosis. A new laboratory was established 
to meet the goals of the project. The facil ity consists of motor aging modules and a 
motor testing platform. Electrical , mechanical and thermal measurements were 
performed in all cases. The product of the project will be applicable in enhancing the 
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Table 1.3: Correlation among condition monitoring technology [4] 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Vibration Analysis ( 1 )  ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
Lubricant Wear Particle Analysis (2) ,/ 
Temperatureffhermography (3) ,/ ,/ 
Motor Current Signature Analysis (4) ,/ ,/ ,/ 
Surge Comparison Testing (5) ,/ ,/ 
High-Potential testing (Hi-Pot) (6) ,/ 
Motor Circuit Evaluation (7) ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
Breakaway and Coastdown (8) ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
Insulation Resistance (9) ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
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design of industrial motors and in developing on-line monitoring systems. The project 
was being conducted in close cooperation with industry collaborators. 
In order to develop a multi-sensor fusion method for the machinery diagnosis, 
mechanical , thermal and electrical "features" are extracted. The features that indicate 
aging will be extracted and the functional form of the trend behavior will be determined. 
This analysis is used to develop an algorithm for extrapolating the accelerated aging 
feature shape function to normal operating conditions. 
1 .2 Statement of the Problem and the Proposed Solution 
The overall purpose of the project is to establish a database of induction motor 
agmg mechanisms and to develop a multi-sensor fusion method for analyzing the 
machinery data from accelerated aging, performing fault diagnosis and the estimation of 
remaining operability l ifetime of induction motors. 
In order to establish on-line signatures and features of motor failure, electrical 
motors have to be observed before failure. It is an impractical task to observe electrical 
motors for various measurements during their operational lifetime. Therefore it is 
imperative to accelerate the aging process of electrical motors under observation. IEEE 
1 1 7 and UL 1 446 describe the recommended accelerated aging methods, based on the 
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Arrhenius model [9, 1 0, I I ]. Three forms of aging of motors have been considered. The 
following aging experiments were performed on 5-HP three-phase squirrel cage motors. 
• Stator insulation thermal agmg by continuous automated on-off switching by 
single-phase power supply. The insulation temperature was maintained at - 205 
oc. 
• Bearing thermal aging at - 1 40 °C, with induced corrosion by water soaking. 
• Bearing fluting aging by shaft current technique combined with thermal aging. 
The correspondence of these accelerated aging tests to normal operation 
conditions will be explained in detail in the following chapters. The importance of this 
study is to detect and identify the aging, in other words the failure mechanism, through 
various on-line measurements. If we consider that electrical motors consume a large 
amount of electrical energy produced, monitoring the health of electrical motors will 
decrease unexpected downtime and increase motor life by careful fault identification and 
timely repairs. 
A total of twelve 5-HP motors were used for the aging studies, each undergoing 
up to 1 1  cycles of aging experiments mentioned above. At the end of each cycle ,  a 
complete load test was performed using an electrical dynamometer. The tests ranged 
from no-load to 1 1 5% full load. A PC-based data acquisition system was designed and 
developed to acquire measurements from thirty sensors: vibration, electrical , temperature, 
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speed and load variables. A database management program was developed to 
systematically record the data for future use. Simple calculations (such as mean value, 
RMS value, motor power, power factor and motor efficiency) can be performed during 
data acquisition. The detailed analysis, including signature trending, was performed off­
line. 
The database from these aging experiments are umque m nature and contain 
valuable information about the sensitivities of signatures to motor faults, their trend 
behavior and for developing on-line life prediction models. 
This study aims to implement the intelligent machinery monitoring system 
(IMMS) as shown in Figure 1 . 1 .  In order to implement this system the following tasks 
were performed. 
• Establishment of trends of statistical features. These include the RMS and mean 
values of measured variables as well as derived variables such as the phase 
impedance and spectral amplitudes at specific frequencies. 
• A sensitivity matrix was established from which proven and new methods were 
used to extract features from raw and derived measurements. These techniques 
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Figure 1 .1 : The intelligent machinery monitoring system (IMMS) .  
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• Least - squares fits for the selected features. Some of the measured I calculated 
points are showing deviations from normal. Some of these deviations are caused 
by specific conditions, which are abnormal for accelerated aging tests. Motor 
# 1 3, aging cycle #5 is such an example in which a loose terminal caused a phase 
imbalance resulting in higher temperatures and a current imbalance. This 
measurement has to be excluded from the least-squares fit calculations. 
• An artificial neural network estimates the remaining life and percent failure of 
specific components. The network was trained using accelerated aging data. By 
this approach, a feature-level data fusion was accomplished. 
• The sensitivity matrix was implemented by using fuzzy logic reasoning. If-and­
then statements using fuzzy variables fuse various features and measurementsThis 
allows the handling of imprecise data efficiently. Membership functions were 
established with the experience gained through accelerated aging tests: By 
determining the alarm levels of each selected measurement or feature, 
membership functions of the fuzzy measurements were established. Deviations 
from established design parameters were the basis for construction of these 
membership functions. 
1 0  
1.3 Review of Previous Work 
1 .3.1 Introduction 
Present industry-wide maintenance tests on motors are primarily limited to the 
fol lowing off -line tests: 
I .  Dielectric Insulation Resistance Test (Megger), 
2. Surge Test, 
3 .  AC Dissipation Factor I Capacitance Test [ 1 2] , 
4. AC Partial Discharge Test [ 1 3] ,  
5. AC I DC Leakage Current Test, 
6. DC Winding Resistance Test (Wheatstone Bridge), 
7. Winding End Tum Movement Test, 
8. Bearing Grease Analysis. 
The following are the primary on-line test methods in detecting electric motor 
faults: 
1 .  Vibration Analysis, 
2. Motor Current Signature Analysis , 
3. Component Sequence Analysis, 
4. Motor Power Signature Analysis, 
5.  Temperature Analysis, 
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6. Magnetic Flux Analysis. 
The purpose of this study is to improve the on-line fault detection methods for 
detecting incipient faults. Most of the studies in the literature are concentrated on 
detecting a fault after it has developed; however, as it is in the case of motor winding 
insulation failure, some faults are catastrophic after they develop. 
MotorStatus, developed by Status Technologies, collects and examines detailed 
information on operational temperature, flux, and vibration parameters to provide a 
comprehensive motor condition assessment [ 14] .  It uses vibration measurements to 
assess the condition of the bearings and flux measurement to detect a stator short. 
However, provided that an electrical motor can be equipped with other built-in sensors, 
such as thermocouples, a fault can be detected by other measurements also, increasing the 
reliability and robustness of the fault detection. The unit is still under continuous 
improvement for application to incipient fault detection. The tested unit was not very 
accurate in determining the load-level of the electrical motor. In addition, an operator has 
to download the collected data and trend it manually in order to detect the incipient fault. 
The unit itself has the ability in its final version, to alarm an already developed fault. 
1 2  
1 .3.2 Magnetic Flux Analysis 
Presently, there is no commercial instrument or technique capable of detecting 
faults associated with the electrical insulation of electric motor stators while the motor is 
in operation (on-line). Technologies such as motor current analysis and negative 
sequence impedance have not, to date, been proven as effective methods of on-line stator 
monitoring. Although the MotorStatus unit uses a magnetic flux coil to detect a tum-to­
tum short in the motor winding, it is not fine-tuned to detect a failure at the time the unit 
was used in this study. Detection of a winding insulation fault requires trending of the 
fol lowing frequencies in the magnetic flux spectrum [ 1 5 ,  1 6] :  
• Line Frequency - 2 * Running Speed 
• Line Frequency - 1 * Running Speed 
• Line Frequency 
• Line Frequency + 1 * Running Speed 
• Line Frequency + 2 * Running Speed 
• Line Frequency + 3 * Running Speed 
1 .3.3 Vibration Analysis 
Many other studies exist, in which vibration analysis has been used successfully 
in detecting faults in electrical motors. This technique is explained in detail in later 
1 3  
chapters, in which monitoring of specific frequencies gives a condition assessment of the 
motor. Vibration analysis can detect the following failures [ 1 7  - 20] : 
• Imbalance can be detected using spectral plots and polar plots, 
• Resonance can be detected at I x the running speed, 
• Misalignment produces excitations at 1 x, 2x the running speed, 
• Mechanical faults like bearings, axial float, soft foot, 
• Electrical faults due to non-symmetry in the air gap, 
• Broken, cracked rotor bars will show up at l x  rotational speed, 2x line frequency, 
slip frequency x number of poles, rotational speed ± slip frequency x number of 
poles. 
1 .3.4 Motor Current Signature Analysis 
Motor Current Signature Analysis is effective in the range of 25% - 1 30% of ful l  
load conditions. It can detect the following failures [ 1 9, 21  - 26] : 
• Broken rotor bar will show harmonics at (1 ±2s )fe, where s is slip and fe is line 
frequency of motor, 
• Cracked end rings, 
• High resistance squirrel cage joints. 
• Casting porosity in die cast rotors, 
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• Static & dynamic air gap irregularities, 
• Unbalanced magnetic pull .  
This method should be used together with vibration analysis i n  order to  reduce 
false alarms [27] . 
1 .3.5 Motor Power Signature Analysis 
Motor Power Signature Analysis can detect the following faults in a motor [28] :  
• Broken rotor bars using frequency analysis, 
• Shorted stator turns, 
• Shorted laminations, 
• High resistance connections, 
• Motor bearing damage using frequency analysis, 
• Rotor eccentricity using frequency analysis and high-pass filtering, 
• Misalignment and overload using trending, 
• Shorted circuits, 
• Inter-tum short circuits, 
• Ground faults , 
• Phase failures. 
1 5  
This technique is more sensitive than processing the current signal alone. The 
characteristic spectral component of the power appears directly at the frequency of 
disturbance, independently of the synchronous speed of the motor. This is important in 
automated diagnostic systems, in which irrelevant frequency components, i .e. those at 
multiples of the supply frequency, are screened out [29]. This technique is  not sensitive 
in detecting the above faults when load and supply voltage change. 
1.3.6 Temperature Analysis 
One of the famous studies in this area is on using the Arrhenius and Eyring model 
to estimate the residual life of an electric motor [30, 3 1 ] .  The relative l ife-ratio for motor 
winding insulation is formulated as : 
where 
Life-ratio = exp[(¢/k)(l/Td - l!Tm)] 
Td = 40 °C + Trise + 273 = motor design temperature, K 
T m = motor actual temperature, K 
Tnse = motor rated temperature rise, °C 
¢ = insulation activation energy, e V 
k = Boltzman constant, 0.000086 1 7  e V 
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( 1 . 1 )  
The average grease l ife of a motor bearing for "SRI Grease NLGI 2" lubricant and 
an "SKF 6203" bearing is calculated as [32] : 
where 
Life (hrs) = 6. 12 - 1. 14(n!Nnwx) - [0.018 - 0.006(nlNnwx)JT 
n = speed of operation, rpm 
Nmm: = rated speed capacity, rpm 
T = Temperature, (70°C - 1 30°C) 
1 .3.7 Component Sequence Analysis 
( 1 .2) 
Component Sequence Analysis [33] is basically a transformation method in which 
instantaneous potentials, currents, impedance and power are resolved into their 
symmetrical components [34 - 36] . Although this method is well documented and used 
in theoretical computation and simulations, there are no commercial applications utilizing 
this approach.  This method has the ability to detect 
• Phase-to-phase faults, 
• Tum-to-tum faults, 
• Phase-to-ground faults 
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The method is independent of the slip frequency [8] . 
1.3.8 Data Fusion and System Integration 
The area of fusing data in machinery diagnostics is new, although the technique 
has been successfully developed in various military and robotic applications [37] .  The 
fol lowing are the main data-fusion levels: 
• "Signal-Level Fusion" consists of single- or multi-dimensional signals.  This 
methodology reduces the expected variance. 
• "Feature-Level Fusion" consists of features extracted from signals .  It reduces 
processing, increases feature measurement accuracy and has the value of 
additional features. 
• "Symbol-Level Fusion" IS a representation of the decision and is the highest 
information level . Data fusion in this level increases truth or probability values. 
Signal Level Data Fusion IS being used in normalization of electrical motor 
temperatures as 
T = (Tm - Tamb ) I %  Load ( 1 .3) 
where 
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T m = measured motor temperature 
Tamh = ambient motor temperature 
This level of data fusion makes the motor temperature measurement independent 
of ambient temperature, thus differentiating between the temperature rise as a result of 
motor fault or due to given running condition. Another signal level data fusion is when 
the motor temperatures are not available to the user and are derived from current 
measurements. 
Feature-level fusion has been proposed usmg a Hilbert space formulation. 
Vibration and magnetic flux measurements are collected, after which their spectra are 
fused to create a Nyquist plot [32] . 
Symbol-Level Data Fusion has been investigated using artificial neural networks. 
Features, which are extracted from measurements are fused together to detect and classify 
failure in electrical motors . However, no work has been done so far in using fuzzy-logic 
reasoning in detection and classification of motor faults. This approach incorporates the 
technique of classical rule-based programming together with imprecise data. This 
approach is especially useful, as it will take into consideration, that even for a given 
electrical motor, the manufacturer specifications and behavior of the motor may change. 
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l ist. 
1.4 Contributions of the Dissertation 
The original contributions of this dissertation are summarized in the following 
• Development of a unique electrical motor accelerated aging experiment. This 
database incorporates most of the sensor measurements used today in the industry 
for on-line fault detection. The uniqueness of this database is that the diversity of 
synchronized measurements enables the user to apply many computational 
methods in detecting certain faults. The raw database is recorded in binary 
format, whereas another higher-level database is developed in Microsoft Access 
for further feature and database query. 
• Most of the studies in the literature are concentrated on detecting a fault. 
However, it is very crucial in plant operations to detect an incipient fault. This 
unique database is an extensive collection of measurements, which can display 
trends of faults before they develop. Functional forms of degradation models will 
be developed, based on the signatures and derived features from the database. 
• Use of manufacturer-installed thermocouples into an electrical motor is a cost­
effective method in detecting bearing degradation failures, which may cause 
increased frictional forces, and hence increase local temperatures at faulty 
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locations. Trending of such temperatures involves simple algorithms and 
increases the effectiveness of a fault being detected. Also, several bearing 
degradation modes can be classified by using thermal analysis. 
• Reliance upon data from a single source or sensor can result in potentially 
erroneous conclusions. Sensor fusion is a method for dealing with this problem. 
In order to implement a successful sensor-fusion, a "Sensitivity Matrix" is  being 
formed. This matrix incorporates various features and methods to detect specified 
faults. 
• Development of data fusion at three different levels: 
I .  Signal-Level Fusion (Temperature normalization with respect to ambient 
temperature and power level) 
2. Feature-Level Fusion (Transfer functions, cross-power spectra, coherence, 
Ratio of RMS Temperature to RMS Vibration Level , etc .) 
3.  Symbol-Level Fusion (Artificial Neural Networks, Fuzzy-Logic Decision 
Making). The probability of error could be reduced by using this method. 
Figure 1 .2 shows the overall strategy of data fusion. 
• So far, no commercial product or technique has been able to detect an incipient 
winding insulation failure. Component-sequence analysis has yielded a unique 
signature from which winding insulation failures can be detected and trended 
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SENSOR MEASUREMENTS 
(Temperature, vibration, voltage, 
current, speed, torque) 
�, 
SIGNAL PROCESSING 
(Isolation ampl ification, low - pass, high - pass filtering, AID conversion) 
SENSOR-LEVEL FUSION 
(Normal ization of Temperature, 
Calculation of Motor Power and Load 
Power using Voltage and Current, 
Zero Sequence Component 
Impedance, etc . )  
FEATURE EXTRACTION 
(Mean, RMS, Spectral Peak Amplitudes, etc . )  
FEATURE LEVEL FUSION 
(Transfer Functions, Cross-Spectra, Coherence, Ratio of RMS 
Temperature to RMS Vibration Level ,  etc . )  
SYMBOL-LEVEL FUSION 
(Artificial Neural Networks, Fuzzy-Logic Fault Classi fication) 
Figure 1.2: Data fusion in IMMS. 
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before they occur and shutdown the motor from operation. 
• Multi-sensor fusion usmg degradation trend features from the "Sensitivity 
Matrix" and fuzzy-logic to identify the type and extent of motor fault. This 
method yielded a robust algorithm in detecting specific motor faults. 
1.5 Organization of the Dissertation 
Chapter 2 of this dissertation presents basic descriptions of induction motors, the 
motors used in these studies, their failure modes and failure detection methods as 
introduced in this chapter. Chapter 3 explains how the accelerated aging tests were 
performed. The study focuses on three main failure modes of the electrical motor. Each 
of them is explained in detail .  Chapter 4 explains how the motors were tested on a 
performance platform, where various electrical , mechanical and thermal measurements 
were taken. A detailed 'activity log' of tests explained in Chapters 3 and 4 is also 
established in Appendix A. Signatures used for motor fault monitoring are described in 
Chapter 5 .  Finally, Chapter 6 presents results of the accelerated aging studies, showing 
signatures and the IMMS, which were used to detect and classify electrical motor 
failures, as well as the remaining life estimation of particular components. Finally, a 
summary and concluding remarks are given in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2 
A REVIEW OF INDUCTION MOTORS, FAILURES AND THEIR 
DETECTION 
2.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe briefly the induction motor, its modes of 
failure, and the methods to detect these failures [38] .  
2.2 Basic Operation of an Alternating-Current Polly-Phase Squirrel-Cage 
Induction Motor 
As shown in Figure 2. 1 ,  there are two major components in an induction motor, 
the rotor and the stator. The stator is the outer most component. "The stator employs 
wound coils to generate the rotating magnetic field. Stacking a series of soft iron 
stampings forms the stator coil .  This construction offers a low reluctance path to radial 
and tangential magnetic fluxes while presenting a high electrical resistance to axial 
currents : this reduces eddy current loss in the core. A series of axial slots run the length 
of the stator stack along its inside diameter. These slots serve as coil forms. Copper wire 
coils are pre-wound and fitted into the stator slots" [39]. The electrical current input into 
the motor system energizes the stator. The energized stator produces an electromagnetic 





Primary winding Phase C 
Secondary conductors 
shon- circuited by 
common end rings 
Rotor core 
Figure 2.1 : Main components of an induction motor. 
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Stator teeth 
"The squirrel-cage rotor consists of a series of stamped soft iron discs stacked 
along the shaft. This yields a structure, which is magnetically compliant in the radial and 
tangential directions and electrically resistant to axial eddy currents . . .  Each disc is 
punched with a series of equally spaced holes near the perimeter. The discs are aligned 
when the rotor is stacked so that the holes form axial channels running the length of the 
rotor core (or slightly skewed) to the shaft. Electrically conductive rotor bars run through 
these channels. At each end, all of the rotor bars are joined to a single electrically 
conductive end ring" [39] . 
2.3 Project Motor Description 
The induction motors used in this project are 5-HP, three-phase, 220 Volt, 1 5  
Amperes (maximum start-up) ,  1 2  Amperes continuous, 1 ,800 RPM electrical ly operated 
squirrel-cage motor. The motors are supplied by U.S. Electrical Motors Division of 
Emerson Electric Company. 
2.3.1 Electrical Description 
The three-phase induction motor may be wired in two different forms, star and 
delta connections. The motors used in the project are in the delta configuration. The 
delta configuration is shown in Figure 2.2 with respect to the physical wire numbering. 
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4 - 8 - 2  
� 
. G;J  
9 - 5 - 3  
7 - 6 - 1 
Figure 2.2: Delta electric circuit configuration. 
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There are three different voltages and currents measured within the motor. In this 
configuration the following are valid for voltage and current relations: 
(2. 1 )  
(2.2) 
where 
lp = RMS Phase current 
h = RMS Line current 
VP = RMS Phase voltage 
V1 = RMS Line voltage 
Since there are three different phases, three separate electrical waveforms are used 
by the motor. Each electrical waveform is separated from the other by a phase angle of 
60 degrees. If the currents or voltages are plotted against time, each waveform is 
identical except for the phase difference. We also know that electricity supplied by 
power companies has a frequency of 60 Hz. Therefore we can graph the three voltages 
versus time for 0. 1 0  seconds as shown in Figure 2.3. The apparent power of this 
balanced system is given by 
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Figure 2.3: Three phase currents for 60 Hz supply. 
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P = .J3IY1 cos(e ) (2.3) 
where e is the angular displacement of the sinusoidal voltage waveform to the sinusoidal 
current waveform, expressed in degrees, and also referred to as the phase angle. 
Apparent power is expressed in volt-amperes (VA). 
However if the system is not balanced or if the waveform is not exactly 
sinusoidal, instantaneous power can be calculated as 
(2.4) 
where the l ine current and voltages are shown in Figure 2.2.  The time average of the 
instantaneous power over one period of the wave is referred to as active power and has 
the units of Watts. 
S imilarly, apparent power is defined using the RMS values of l ine current and 
voltages as : 
I ( . Papparenr = J3 nns(I, )rms(Vn ) + rms(l ., )nns(VF ) + nns( I z )nns(Vz., ) )  
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(2.5) 
The ratio of the active power to the apparent power now defines the power factor 
and is equal to cos(8) for a balanced system: 
cos(e ) = pacrive 
papparent 
(2.6) 
Measurement of the input currents to the motor yields a slightly different graph 
for the three currents compared to that shown above. The time-domain graph of the 
currents shows small variations in the input current. The variations are rather small in 
nature and occur at a higher or lower frequency with respect to the line frequency. The 
variations in the measured input current to the motor are caused by the electrical design 
and abnormalities associated with the motor. 
2.3.2 Bearing Description 
We can obtain some of the frequencies that are caused by the bearing vibration 
and are defined in the following: 
For Outer Race Defect :  
For Inner Race Defect: 
f = !!__ f j 1 - BD cos(/3 )] 
" 2 ' L  PD 
n j BD ] f = - f, L l + - cos(/3) 2 PD 
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(2.7) 
(2.8) 
For Ball  Defect: (2.9) 
Important Bearing Frequencies: fo = f, ± m.fo , J, = J, ± m.f; , fs = J, ± m.fh (2. 1 0) 
where 
m = l , 2, 3 , . . .  
PD = Pitch Diameter (Refer to Figure 2 .4) 
BD = Ball Diameter 
n = number of balls 
fr = relative revolutions per second between inner and outer races 
fe = electrical l ine frequency 
These are some of the vibrational frequencies that should be seen in an example 
measured vibration spectrum. These characteristic bearing vibration frequencies also 
have integer harmonics associated with each component. 
Table 2. 1 shows the defect frequencies of the SKF USA Inc. 's  motor bearings at a 
speed of 1 000 RPM. To calculate the actual frequency the following formula is used: 
Frequency Actual (Hz) = 0.001 * (RPM) * (Precalculated Frequency) (2 . 1 1 )  
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Figure 2.4 : Schematic of a bearing. 
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Table 2.1 :  Defect Frequencies for the motor ball bearings at 1 ,000 RPM 
Bearing Number Inner Outer Cage Ball  Ball Pitch Contact 
Designation of Balls Ring Ring Train Defect Diameter Diameter Angle 
Defect Defect Freq. Freq. (mm) (mm) (degree) 
(Hz) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) 
6205 9 90.250 59.750 6.639 78 .580 7 .938 39 .040 0 
6206 9 90.530 59.470 6.608 77.039 9.525 46.000 0 
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2.4 Failure Modes 
Failure modes of an induction motor may be divided into four groups, stator, 
rotor, bearings, and other. The three groups given by stator, rotor, and bearing are the 
major components of an induction motor and account for 63.6 % of the total failures for 
motors [40] . Given the large percentage for these three modes, their failure modes will 
be discussed first. These three main failure modes may be further classified as shown in 
Table 1 .2. For the group given by other fault areas, only the major problems in this group 
are discussed. 
2.4.1 Stator 
The stator, as seen in Figure 2 . 1 ,  is the external group of coils that apply the 
electromagnetic force that causes the rotor to rotate. The stator is composed of three 
main parts: the stator frame, the stator core, and the stator windings. 
2.4.1.1 Stator Frame 
'The stator frame encloses the stator and protects it from the environment. It 
should be robust enough to withstand the mechanical vibrations in the machine and the 
high torsional forces transmitted to it from the air gap during start-up of the machine or 
due to excessive load' [4 1 ] .  
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2.4. 1.2 Stator Core 
"Insulation shrinkage of stator core laminations i s  a problem in large motors, but 
for smaller motors, this does not pose any significant problem [ 4 1 ] ." 
2.4.1.3 Stator Windings 
"Stator windings consist of an insulated conductor. The conductor is usual ly 
copper in larger motors and aluminum in small motors. The insulation is the most 
common site of failure in electrical machines. Every strand, tum and coil is insulated 
from its neighbor. Insulation failure leads either to tum-to-tum or phase-to-phase or a 
three-phase short circuit [4 1 ] ." 
2.4.2 Rotor 
The rotor is the rotational part of the motor. This is the inner most part of the 
motor as shown in Figure 2 . 1 .  The electromagnetic field induced in the rotor coils by the 
stator field causes the rotation. The rotor applies the rotational force to the external 
equipment. There are three main areas of the rotor: the rotor bars, the shaft, and the 
frame that allows the rotor bar to be mounted to the shaft. 
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2.4.2. 1 Problems Common to the Rotor 
"The rotor is subjected to the same forces as the stator, such as forces due to load, 
machine vibration, misalignment and environmental factors [4 1 ] ." Since the windings 
are not composed of wound copper wire, but instead metal bars, there are different 
problems associated with the rotor assembly. These problems are discussed below. 
2.4.2.2 Rotor Bars 
"The hypothesis on which broken-rotor-bar detection is based is that the apparent 
rotor resistance of an induction motor will increase when a rotor bar breaks . . .  Typical 
detectors examine axial flux, stator current, rotor velocity, and stator vibration in search 
of variation resulting from the unbalanced currents caused by the broken rotor bars [42]." 
2.4.2.3 Rotational Problems (Vibration and Centrifugal Forces) 
If the rotor is not balanced properly, or if the shaft is not straight, the rotation of 
the rotor will cause vibration. With this rotation, the components of the rotor are also 
subjected to centrifugal forces that pull the rotor components away from the shaft and 
away from each other in a direction perpendicular to the axis of rotation. 
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2.4.2.4 Thermal Expansion and Contraction of Windings 
"Rotor cages undergo thermal excursion due to load. The energy losses produced 
during acceleration are directly related to the energy stored in the rotating inertia of the 
drive system at rated speed and may produce more pronounced thermal excursions [4 1 ] ." 
2.4.3 Bearings 
The bearings allow the rotor to rotate within the motor independent of other motor 
components. The bearings are composed of four main elements: the seals, the balls (or 
rolling elements), the inner and outer races, and the cage. The seating is not a physical 
component, but rather the geometrical relationship between the two motor bearings. 
2.4.3. 1  Seals 
Bearing seals perform two important tasks, first, the seal does not allow outside 
contamination to infiltrate the interior of the bearing, and second, the seal keeps internal 
lubrication from leaking into the motor or the environment. 
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2.4.3.2 Rolling Elements 
This element of the bearing transmits the forces between the inner and outer races. 
If for any reason this element has a defect, the result will be seen in a specific frequency 
of vibration of the bearing itself. The vibrational frequency is sometimes referred to as 
the Ball Spin Frequency. 
2.4.3.3 Inner and Outer Races 
These bearing elements are the surfaces that the rolling elements (ball) are m 
contact with. The inner race is in contact with the rotor shaft and the outer race is in 
contact with the motor frame that houses the internal components of the motor (rotor, 
stator. .. ). Both the inner and outer races are usually securely mounted. If for any reason 
these elements have a defect, the result will be seen in specific frequencies of vibration of 
the bearing itself. These vibrational frequencies are sometime referred to as the Ball Pass 
Frequency of the Inner or Outer Race. 
2.4.3.4 Cage 
The function of the cage or the retaining element is to keep proper spacmg 
between the rolling elements (Ball) within the bearing. Any problem with this 
component will also cause a vibration that is related to the frequency that the retainer 
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turns with the rolling elements. These vibration frequencies are sometimes referred to as 
Fundamental Train Frequencies. 
2.4.3.5 Seating 
Seating refers to the alignment of the bearings with each other, with the rotor, and 
with the stator. Any misalignment will cause vibration of the bearings and also the motor 
system. 
2.4.4 Other Fault Areas 
The other main fault areas include electrical faults, loading, bad couplings, and 
soft foot. 
2.4.4.1 Electrical Faults 
"The most prominent electrical fault is current imbalance. Current imbalance is  
mainly caused by imbalance in phase impedances. Resistive imbalance may be caused 
by a number of defects mainly found in power circuit connections, contacts and external 
terminals . . .  circuit reactance changes when windings short with one another (tum-to-tum) 
or with the ground (phase-to-phase) [43] . "  But, circuit reactance is included with stator 
or winding faults above. These faults cause the insulation of the windings to overheat 
and degrade at an accelerated rate. 
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2.4.4.2 Loading 
"Another important reason for the failure of motors is overloading them 
mechanically. By reducing the shaft stress by 1 0%,  the fatigue life of the shaft increases 
by 1 .8 times and the bearing life increases 37%; a 20% load reduction gives 3 .4 times 
longer shaft life and 95% more bearing l ife ;  and a 50% reduction yields 47 times the 
original shaft life and 800% increase in bearing life [ 44] ." 
2.4.4.3 Bad Coupling 
A bad coupling refers to the actual l inkage between the induction motor and an 
external system and/or the fact that the external system is  not a perfect system. The 
l inkage may be of a number of different types and also the problems that the external 
system introduces to the induction motor are complex as well . 
2.4.4.4 Soft Foot 
The term "soft foot" implies that the induction motor is not properly anchored to a 
base. There are two main reasons why this happens: ( 1 )  the motor is not properly 
secured, and (2) the motor base and/or the anchoring base do not seat together properly. 
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Chapter 3 
ACCELERATED AGING OF INDUCTION MOTORS 
3.1 Introduction 
The purpose of the aging experiments i s  to expose electric motors to heat, 
mechanical stress, moisture and electrical stress in repeated cycles, which will represent 
the cumulative deteriorating effects of service on an accelerated basis. 
"IEEE Standard Test Procedure for Evaluation of Systems of Insulation Materials 
for Random-wound AC Electric Machinery" and "Standard for Systems of Insulating 
Materials" have been accepted as basis for designing the test setup [45] .  
This current study is  focused on three different failure modes of electric motors: 
I .  Bearing failure due to high temperature and moisture 
2 .  Stator winding insulation failure due to high temperature and electrical stress 
3 .  Bearing failure due to  fluting. 
In order to have a statistical distribution of each motor aging test, three 5-HP 
motors were tested for each failure mode. All the 5-HP 4-pole induction motors were 
supplied by US Electrical Motors Division of Emerson Electric Company. The 
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nameplate information is given in Table 3 . 1 .  In addition to these specifications each 
motor was equipped with 1 2  J-Type thermocouples, each being mounted at the following 
locations in the motor: 
1 .  Short-End Bearing 
2. Process End Bearing 
3 .  Short-End Winding Insulation 1 0:00 
4. Short-End Winding Insulation 6:00 
5 .  Short-End Winding Insulation 2:00 
6. Process-End Winding Insulation 1 2:00 
7. Process-End Winding Insulation 8 :00 
8. Process-End Winding Insulation 4:00 
9. Laminated Steel 
1 0. Air Gap Between Winding and Casing 
1 1 . Cover Box Temperature 
12 .  Ambient Temperature Inside Cover Box 
The three-phase. cast iron TEFC, explosion-proof horizontal motor dimensions 
are given in Table 3 .2. Refer to Figure 3 . 1  for the dimensions. 
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Table 3.1 : Nameplate information of the test motors 
Type of Motor Premium Efficiencv Motor 
Manufacturer US Electrical Motors 
Division of Emerson electric Co. 
St. Louis, MO 
Model Number 7965B 
Horsepower 5 
RPM 1 750 
Phase 3 
Frame Number 1 84T 
Frame Type TCE 
Volts 230 I 460 
Amperes 1 3 .0 I 6 .5 
Service Factor 1 . 1 5 
Hertz 60 
NEMA Design B 
Insulation Class F 
Enclosure TE 
Maximum Ambient Temperature 40 °C 
LR KVA Code J 
Duty Continuous 
Power Factor 82.5 
Efficiency 90.2 
Maximum KV AR 1 .4 
Shaft End Bearing_ Type 6206-2Z-JIC3 
Drive End Bearing Type 6205-2Z-JIC3 
ID #  Z08Z 1 77R 1 90F I 
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Table 3.2: Horizontal motor dimensions for frame type 1 84T 
Dimension Value in Inches 
A 8-7/8 
B 6 %  
c 1 6-31 1 6  
D 4 Y2 
2F 5 Y2 
H 1 3/32 
Maximum N 2- 1 51 1 6  
Maximum 0 9-5/8 
Maximum P 9 Y2 
u 1 - 1 18 
Maximum AA % 
SQ Key 1/� 
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Figure 3.1 :  Outer schematic of the 5-HP electrical motor. 
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These motors are tested on a performance test setup, which consists of a 3 kW, 
1 800 RPM dynamometer (LSC 1 32 MC 7 Type) and adjustable motor mounting platform 
coupled with universal joints. The dynamometer is excited with 0 - 2 Amperes and 0 -
200 Volts DC, and loaded with a 2 1 .63 Ohms (at room temperature) open-air resistor. 
The test setup is shown in Figure 3 .2  and a photograph of the facility is given in 
Figure 3.3.  The motor is loaded with a manual switch, which changes the excitation 
current and voltage to the dynamometer. A torque sensor and a tachometer are also used 
for motor load measurements. 
3.2 Thermal Aging of Electrical Motor Bearings 
The purpose of this setup is to age the electrical motors thermally and chemically 
on accelerated test cycles. This  aging test basically consists of heating the motor at a 
constant temperature of 140 oc_ The motors are totally inserted into a laboratory grade 
oven with the specifications given in Table 3 .3 .  
The heat is transferred from the bottom up through the oven chamber by natural 
convection and exits through vents at the oven top. Adjustable fresh-air inlet damper at 
the oven bottom provides control of the amount of fresh air entering the oven . In order to 
have less temperature fluctuations the inlet and outlet air vents are closed. A bimetal 
control thermostat maintains the desired oven temperature. Thermal cutoff limits 
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3 - Phase 
Supply 
Line Currents (It) { Phase Voltages CVr) 
Motor Power (M1,) 





It Vp Mp V T PL \Load I Load Torque 
Patch Panel 
Signal Conditioning 
T: Temperature (Total 1 2) 
V :  Vibration (Total 6) 
Load Voltage (V Load ) 
Load Current (I Load ) 
Dynamometer 
PC for Data Acquisition 
and Analysis 
Figure 3.2 :  Schematic of the motor performance test setup. 
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Figure 3.3: Photograph of the motor performance test setup. 
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Table 3.3 : Specifications of laboratory ovens 
Manufacturer The Grieve Corporation 
500 Hart Road 
Round Lake, Illinois 60073-9989 
Model # LW-201 C  
Work Space Dimensions 1 8" Width, 1 2" Depth, 1 6" Height 
Work Space Volume 2 cubic feet 
Outside Dimensions 20" Width, 14" Depth, 25" Height 
Maximum Temperature 2oo oc 
Number of Shelves 2 
Insulation 1 "  
Watts 1 600 
Approximate Shipping Weight 66 lbs. 
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maximum oven temperature. 
Several tests have been performed on the temperature distribution of these ovens 
as shown in Table 3.4. Table 3.5 shows the steady state temperature variation. As we 
can see the temperature differences at the bottom and top of the motor is 5 °F on the 
average and 1 7  °F maximum. These measurements are without using a thermal shield 
between the heating elements and the motor. Steady-state temperatures are achieved in 
about 6 hours, and the temperature distribution on the motor is much better than the 
ambient temperature distribution. An additional thermal shield, which is basically  an 
aluminum foi l  on the bottom shelf, reduced the temperature variation inside the oven to a 
maximum of 1 0  °F. 
The motor bearing aging setup is pictured in Figure 3 .4. 
The accelerated aging procedure for one cycle of this type of test is as follows: 
1. The 5-Hp motor is put into the oven, which is at 1 40 oc.  
2 .  The motor is heated at this temperature for 72 hours. It is then removed from the 
oven and cooled for 6 hours. 
3 .  The motor is then fully immersed in  water for 1 5  minutes and then taken out and 
placed in the oven immediately for another 72 hours of heating. This induced 
corrosion in the motor components. 
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Table 3.4: Experimental temperature distribution of the laboratory oven with the 
electrical motor inside 
Where 
0 72 °F 75 °F 76 °F 79 °F 
I hr I O  min. 320 op 200 op 2 I I op I 82 op 
I hr 45 min. 300 op 2 I 5  op 226 op I 98 op 
8 hr I 5  min. 304 op 288 op 273 op 266 op 
T 1 : Ambient temperature on the heating elements of the oven (Thermocouple). 
T 2: Ambient temperature at the bottom of the motor (Thermocouple). 
T 3 : Ambient temperature at the top of the motor (Thermocouple). 
T4: Ambient temperature at the top of the motor (Thermometer) . 
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Table 3.5: Steady-state temperature variation inside the oven without a heat shield 
T1 T2 T3 T4 
Minimum 28 1 °F 284 °F 27 1 °F 
Average 304 °F 288 °F 273 °F 266 °F 
Maximum 327 °F 292 °F 275 °F 
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Figure 3.4: The motor bearing thermal aging setup. 
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4. The motor is taken out of the oven after 72 hours and cooled for 6 hours. 
5 .  The motor i s  tested on the load performance test setup. 
The defect frequencies of the SKF USA Inc . ' s  motor bearings are given in Table 
2. 1 and by Equation (2. 1 1 ) .  
3.3 Thermal and Electrical Aging of Motor Stator Winding Insulation 
Stator winding insulation failure is the second most common failure mode in 
electrical motors [46] . Table 3 .6 shows the main factors and their importance affecting 
the life of the winding insulation. 
For Class F insulation the life of the electrical motor is predicted as shown in 
Table 3.7 and Figure 3 .5 .  
The electrical motor draws 5 to 10 times greater current at start-up compared to its 
steady-state operation after a couple of seconds [2 1 ] .  Since heating during acceleration is 
proportional to lt where I is current and t is 
t = (Load x RPM) I (Torque) * (unit conversion factor) (3.2) 
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Table 3.6: Contribution of stress factors for remaining life calculation [3 1 ]  
Index Contribution (%) 
Winding Temperature 25 
Number of Starts 1 2.5 
Cleanliness 1 2 .5 
Humidity 6.25 
Operation 1 2.5  
Insulation Resistance 6.25 
Polarization Index 1 2 .5 
Vibration Level 1 2.5 
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Table 3.7: Motor life versus stator winding temperature * 
Temperature in oc Motor Life in Hours 
1 55 20,000 
1 65 1 0,000 
1 75 5,000 
1 85 2,500 
1 95 1 ,250 
205 625 
* Provided for Class F motor winding insulation by USEM. 
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Figure 3.5: Graphical representation of Table 3 .7. 
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The motor itself can be utilized to heat the motor to a desired temperature. In 
order to accomplish this the motor is subjected to repeated on-off cycling, by controlling 
the motor relay using a Macromatic Time Ranger TM Multi-Range Plug-In Time Delay 
Relay model # SS-63 1 22.  This unit is powered with a standard 1 1 0 Volts AC l ine source. 
Upon the appl ication of the power (the on and off button of the whole test setup), a preset 
delay begins. This is the on delay time and can be programmed from 0.6 seconds up to 
24 hours. At the end of the preset delay, the relay contacts transfer and remain in that 
condition for a specified time, independently adjustable preset time. This time is called 
the off time and is also adjustable from 0.6 seconds up to 24 hours . At the end of this 
preset time, the relay contacts drop out and the sequence repeats until the power is cut 
off. 
The Winding Insulation Aging Test has the following time settings, shown in 
Table 3 .8 ,  to heat the winding insulation to 205 °C. In order to achieve this temperature 
a 1 00% imbalance in one of the phases is introduced by connecting only 2 out of the 3 
wires of the delta connection of the electrical motor. This motor connection is kept 
always the same in the fol lowing order with respect to Figure 2.2: 
Phase Z = Connection 7-6- 1 
Phase X =  Connection 4-8-2 
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Table 3.8: Timer settings and their corresponding times for one cycle to heat the 
electrical motor winding insulation to approximately 205 oc 
Description On Off 
Heat-Up 3 (- 1 . 1 7 seconds) 0 ( = 2.5 seconds) 




Steady-State 1 (- 0.79 seconds) 7.2 ( - 5 .84 seconds) 47 hours 
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Figure 3.6 i s  a photograph of the electrical motor winding insulation thermal 
aging test setup. 
In order to reduce the bearing failure due to high temperatures, the bearings are 
lubricated with SRI Grease NLGI 2 after each aging cycle. Also, the plastic cooling fan 
has also been replaced whenever it melted due to high temperature. The setup was also 
thermally isolated in order to reduce heat losses from the motor. 
3.4 Fluting of Electrical Motors 
Fluting is a fault in which the ball bearing surface, and I or the inner and outer 
races of the bearing get damaged caused by electrical sparking. As a result, rolling 
elements and the races get damaged. This surface degradation causes extreme vibration 
levels of the bearing and its eventual failure. 
In order to simulate the electrical discharge from the shaft to the bearing, a special 
test setup was designed. The test setup schematic is shown in Figure 3 .7 .  
The fluting run has duration of 30 minutes with the motor rotating at no  load, and 
an externally applied shaft current of 27 Amperes at 30 Volts A C. 
The motor is delta connected with the following wire configuration with respect 
6 1  





Figure 3.7: Schematic of the electrical motor ball bearing fluting. 
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to Figure 2.2: 
Phase X (Black): Connection 4-8-2 
Phase Y (Red) : Connection 9-5-3 
Phase Z (White): Connection 7-6- 1 
As was the case with other tests, this wire connection was preserved for all test 
motors and for the connection for the performance test setup. 
The fluting aging was followed by thermal and chemical agmg m order to 
increase and accelerate the aging process. One test cycle is defined as follows: 
1 .  The 5-HP motor is  fluted for 30 minutes on the fluting test setup. 
2. Afterwards, the 5-HP motor is  placed in the oven, which is  at 140 oc. 
3.  The motor is heated at this temperature for 72 hours. It is then removed out of the 
oven and cooled for 6 hours. 
4. The motor is then fully immersed in water for 1 5  minutes and then taken out and 
placed in the oven immediately for another 72 hours of heating. This induced 
corrosion in the motor components. 
5 .  The motor is  taken out of the oven after 72 hours and cooled for 6 hours. 
6. The motor is tested on the load performance test setup. 
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Chapter 4 
MOTOR LOAD PERFORMANCE TESTING 
4.1 Introduction 
At the end of each aging cycle, the motor performance was tested under various 
loads. These varied from zero to 1 1 5% of ful l  load. These tests also provide information 
about the condition of the motors by monitoring mechanical, electrical and thermal 
parameters. The fol lowing measurements were recorded by the data acquisition system. 
• 1 2  temperatures, 
• 3 motor voltages, 
• 3 motor currents, 
• Dynamometer load current, 
• Dynamometer load voltage, 
• Motor speed, 
• Load torque, 
• Acceleration at 6 different locations on the motor using piezoelectric 
accelerometers . 
The heart of the experiment is the data acquisition in proper manner. For this 
purpose the highest sensitive measurement equipment were utilized as much as possible. 
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Making the data acquisition and the sensor integration as flexible as possible was another 
task which was accomplished during this setup. The hardware interface of the data 
acquisition allows the user to further extend the number of sensors and incorporate this 
into the software. S ignal ampl ification, filtering and acquisition were performed with 
National Instruments' hardware and software. 
4.2 Design and Installation 
The motor performance test setup consists of a 3 kW dynamometer, an adjustable 
motor platform, a universal coupling, a tachometer and a torque sensor. 
The load cell of the torquemeter, which is located 10 inches away from the center 
of the dynamometer with an arm, has the specifications shown in Table 4 . 1 .  The details 
of the torquemeter unit, which also produces an analog output for the data acquisition 
board, are specified in Table 4.2. It provides power to the load cell and outputs and 
displays the torque value. 
The tachometer consists of a retro-reflective sensor and a panel tachometer with 
an analog output module. The retro-reflective sensor measures the shaft speed of the 
motor by producing a square pulse for each beam of light reflected from the motor shaft. 
The tachometer panel specification is given in detail in Table 4.3 .  
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Table 4.1 :  Load cell specification 
Type Super-Mini Load Cell 
Manufacturer Interface, Inc .  
7401 E. Butherus Dr. 
Scottsdale, Arizona 85260 
Model SM- 1 00 
Serial # D099 1 2  
Capacity 1 00 lb.f 
Output, Tension 3.005 mVN 
Input Resistance 350 + 40 I -3.5 Ohms 
Output Resistance 350 ± 3.5 Ohms 
Non-Linearity < ± 0.03% Rated Output 
Hysteresis < ± 0.02% Rated Output 
Temp. Range Compensated 0 to 1 50 °F 
Temperature Effect on Zero ± 0. 1 5 %  Rated Output I 1 00 oF 
Zero Balance < ± I %  Rated Output 
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Table 4.2: Selected torquemeter specifications 
Type INFCS INFINITY C Strain Ga_ge Meter 
Manufacturer Newport Electronics, Inc. 
2229 South Yale St. 
Santa Ana, CA 92704-4426 
Model # 92 10-001 
Serial # 6 1 4 1 673 
Analog to Digital Internal Resolution 1 5  bits 
Accuracy at 25 oc ± 0.03% of Reading, 1 - 2 sec. Step Response 
Analog Output Linearity 0.2% 
Analog Output Step Response Time 2 - 3  seconds to 99% of Final Value 
The torquemeter was calibrated for 0 - 30 lb.r to produce an analog output of 0 -
1 0  Volts. 
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Table 4.3: Tachometer specifications 
Type Panel Tachometer 
Model DT-5TG with DOP-FV add-on and 
RS220H sensor 
Accuracy ± 0.5% F.S .  
Response Time 20 mS > 50 Hz 
Sampling Time 1 0  ms 
Max. Ripple 50 mV p-p 
Operating Temperature 0 oc to 45 oc 
The tachometer was calibrated to produce a 0 - 1 0  Volts output for 0 - 2000 RPM. 
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Additional transducers and signal conditioning equipment were installed on a 
portable platform, which is pictured in Figure 4. 1 .  This platform holds the following 
equipment: 
4.2. 
• Tachometer panel 
• Strain gage meter (torquemeter) 
• 2 Power supplies for accelerometers 
• 4 voltage transducers 
• 4 Hall-effect current sensors 
• 2 power supplies for current sensors 
• National Instruments' SCXI signal conditioning units 
• Universal Patch-Panel for easy sensor-output integration 
• 1 1 0 Volts AC surge protector. 
A schematic of the connections of these units on the platform is shown in Figure 
The patch-panel that serves as an interface to the data acquisition and 
instrumentation is shown in Figure 4.3 .  
The voltage transducers, used to measure the voltage in each phase and to 
measure the load voltage on the dynamometer, are described in detail in Table 4.4. 
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Figure 4.1 : Portable remote sensors, signal conditioning equipment and the signal patch 
panel. 
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otor Peiformance Test Setup 





+------------- Length: 70" --------------+ 
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1 1 0 V AC 
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Figure 4.2: An outline of the connections of the sensors and the power supplies to the 
motor performance test setup. 
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Figure 4.3: Photograph of universal patch-panel . 
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Dielectric Test (Input I Output I Case) 
Burden 
Response 





DC voltage Transducer 
Ohio Semitronics, Inc . 
4242 Reynolds Dr. 
Hilliard, Ohio 43026- 1 264 
VT7-009D 
DC to 1 0000 Hertz 
0 to 500 Volts 
± 1 0  Vnc 
2 times ful l  scale rating 
1 500 V AC 
Greater than 1 00000 Ohms 
50 microseconds 
± 1 0% 
± 0.25% F.S . @ de. Including 
l inearity and repeatability 
- 1 0  oc to 60 ae: ± 1 .0% RDG. 
2000 Ohms minimum 
1 1 0 V Ac, 60 Hz, 5 VA 
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effects of 
If a conducting material is placed in a magnetic field perpendicular to the 
direction of current flow, a voltage is developed across the material in a direction 
perpendicular to both the initial current direction and the magnetic field. This voltage is  
called the Hall voltage, after E.  H.  Hall who first observed the effect in 1 879. The Hall 
voltage arises from the deflection of the moving charge carriers from their normal path by 
applied magnetic field and its resulting transverse electric field. The Hall Effect current 
sensors, which were used to measure the phase currents of the motor and the current of 
the dynamometer load, are specified in detail in Table 4.5. 
The voltage output of the voltage transducer and the current sensor are directly 
proportional to the input waveform. However, the current sensor had an offset, which is 
measured at the beginning of the data acquisition and subsequently biased. 
Another type of sensors used in this experiment was high bandwidth 
accelerometers. The accelerometers are placed at the following locations on the motor: 
• Process end 2:00 
• Process end I 0:00 
• Short end vertical 
• Short end horizontal 
• Short end axial 
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Hall Effect Current Sensor 
Ohio Semitronics, Inc. 
4242 Reynolds Dr. 
Hilliard, Ohio 43026- 1 264 
CTF-50 1 T  
500 AAc, 700 Aoc 
1 00 mA 
- 40 oc to 80 °C: ± 0.5% FS 
± 0.3% FS Including effects of l inearity, 
setpoint, and offset @ 25 oc. 
± 0. 1 %  FS 




1 50 kHz 
2500 V AC 
250 Ohms 
± 1 5  V ±1 Yoc 
< ± 1 35 mA 
< 35 rnA + IN 
• Cover box 
A description of these accelerometers is given in Table 4.6 and shown in Figure 
4.4. 
As mentioned earlier, the motors were also equipped with 12 J-type 
thermocouples. Each of these thermocouples had a temperature range of 0 to 760 oc and 
could be used in oxidizing, reducing, inert or vacuum atmospheres. It was composed of 
iron and constantan. 
On the other hand, the ovens in which the electrical motor bearings were 
thermally aged did not require such precise measurements. Therefore, to monitor the 
oven temperatures, K-type thermocouples were used. These thermocouples operate from 
-200 to 1 260 oc and were composed of Chromega™ and Alomega™. 
All the sensor outputs were terminated at the patch panel . The signals were 
preprocessed through a signal conditioning device. This was manufactured by National 
Instruments and consists of the following components: 
• Model SCXI- 1 000 chassis with 1 1 0 V."'c power supply pictured in Figure 4.5.a. 
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Table 4.6: Specifications of high bandwidth accelerometers 
Sensor Type High Frequency Industrial Accelerometer 
Manufacturer Industrial Monitoring Instrumentation 
3425 Walden Av. 
Depew, New York 
Model # 323B01  
Sensitivity 1 00 mV/g ± 5% 
Measurement Range ± SO g  
Resolution 0.0002 g 
Frequency Range 1 44 - 480000 cpm ± 5% 
1 02 - 600000 cpm ± 10% 
48 - 9000000 cpm ± 3 dB 
Mounted Resonant Frequency 40 kHz 
Amplitude Linearity ± 1 % 
Transverse Sensitivity � 5% 
Shock Limit 5000 g pk 
Temperature Range -54 to 1 2 1  oc 
Settling Time within ± 1 %  of Output Bias 5 seconds 
Discharge Time Constant 2 0.2 seconds 
Spectral Noise 4.0 /-tgi�Hz ( 1 0 Hz) 
1 .2 /-ig/�Hz ( 1 00 Hz) 
0.4 !-Lg/�Hz ( 1  kHz) 
Case Isolation Protection RFI / ESD 
Broadband Electrical Noise 200 /-ig ( 1 - 1 0 kHz) 
Mounting Thread 1 0-32 female 
Sensing Element Structure Ceramic I shear 
Power SUf'IJ!y Model 482A05 I.C.P. Power Supp_!y 
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Signai/Powe r 
1 .68 (42,7) 





MIL-C-50 1 5  / 2-Pin 
¥"' 1 1 /1 6  Hex 
+- 0.75 ...... 
1 0-32 Thread 
Mounting Hole 
Figure 4.4: Schematic of the high bandwidth accelerometer. 
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Figure 4.5: Photographs of various parts of the data acquisition hardware. 
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• Two model SCXI- 1 120 8-channel isolation amplifiers with SCXI- 1 328 terminal 
blocks for measuring 1 2  motor temperatures and one ambient room temperature 
using J -type thermocouples. The units have 250 V rms working isolation. The 
units are configured for a gain of 200 and a 3-pole RC filter that has a cutoff 
frequency of 4 Hz. The units can scan up to 333 kS/s. One of the units i s  
pictured in  Figure 4.5.b with the terminal block in Figure 4.5 .c. 
• Model SCXI- 1 1 4 1  8-channel elliptic low-pass filter module. This unit was used 
to filter the measurements from the accelerometer and amplify them. Each 
channel has an eighth-order elliptic low-pass filter with an -80 dB stop-band and 
1 35 dB/octave rolloff. These filters were of hybrid switched capacitor filters and 
continuos time filters which are software programmable in order to prevent 
aliasing in the digitized data. Figure 4.5.d shows a picture of this unit. It had a 
scan rate of 1 20 kS/s. A model SCXI- 1 328 terminal block was also used for AC 
coupling and signal ground referencing. The terminal block included isothermal 
construction that minimized errors caused by thermal gradients between terminals 
and the high-precision cold-junction sensor. Low-pass filters were set 1 !3rd of the 
sampling frequency. 
• Model SCXI- 1 1  00 32-channel multiplexer amplifier took the remaining type of 
signals and conditions them for digitizing. It had a scan rate up to 250 kS/s. The 
module gain was set to 1 and the low-pass filter was set to 1 OkHz. The unit is 
8 1  
pictured in Figure 4.5.e and was used with model SCXI- 1 300 general-purpose 
terminal block that had an onboard temperature sensor for measuring the 
reference junction temperature when using the thermocouples. The terminal 
block is pictured in Figure 4.5.f. 
• After signal conditioning with National Instruments' SCXI modules, the signals 
were digitized using a data acquisition board. This is National Instruments' AT­
MI0- 1 6E3 Series Multifunction I/0 board for ISA bus systems. It was located in 
an ISA bus of the IBM compatible Personal Computer. The data acquisition 
board could sample 32 differential channels up to 500 kS/s with 1 2-bit resolution . 
Its software selectable gain is set to 0.5, giving an input range of ± 1 0  Volts. The 
CMRR, DC to 60 Hz is  95 dB and relative accuracy is  ± 1 .5 LSB.  System noise 
is 0. 1 5  LSBnns· This hardware is pictured in Figure 4.5 .g. 
• Finally, the digitized data was processed and stored in an IBM compatible PC. It 
had a 200 MHz Pentium processor with 64 MB EDO RAM. 2 GByte hard disk 
space, one CD-ROM, one Write-Once-Read-Many CD-ROM, one 100 MB 
external Zip drive, one 3 .5 inch floppy drive, 1 28-bit graphics card with 4 MB 
VRAM, 1 7" color monitor working at 1 600x 1 200 resolution, one Epson Stylus 
Color 600 Printer, 1 6-bit stereo sound card and a PCI Ethernet card. The PC has 
well enough computing power for on-line data acquisition and data processing, 
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database management, data storage and retrieval , program development, internet 
communications and report generation. This system is shown in Figure 4.6. 
4.3 Computer Software For Aging Monitoring and Motor Performance Testing 
4.3.1 Data Acquisition Program 
The data acquisition software was developed using National Instruments' 
LabWindows/CVI under Microsoft Windows 98. It is a full-featured C programming 
environment in which the data acquisition system was developed as a stand-alone 
executable. 
The following are the main functions of the data acquisition software: 
• Calibrate the SCXI signal conditioning modules and the data acquisition board 
before motor performance test-run .  
• Acquire high frequency data sampling at 1 2,000 Hz for 1 0  seconds and low 
frequency data at 666.67 Hz for 60 seconds per channel. Before 05/22/1 997, the 
low frequency data were sampled at 200 Hz for 60 seconds in which aliasing had 
occurred. 
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Figure 4.6: Data acquisition system showing the end-user interface. 
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• Display RMS and mean values of the signals instantaneously to the user as shown 
in Figure 4.7. If desired, time and frequency plots could also be displayed on­
line. Spectral plots were produced using an FFT window of 1 6384 points and 
50% overlap. The window function (e.g. Hanning, Blackman, etc .) is user 
selectable and has a default Blackman window defined by: 
wi = 0.42 - 0.5cos(2Jri!n) + 0.08cos(4Jriln) for i =  0, 1, . . .  , n-1 (4. 1 )  
• Provide a visual alarm when the motor operation reaches steady state. The 
criterion of steady-state operation was defined by USEM as follows. If the motor 
temperature does not change more than 2oc within 30 minutes then the motor is 
said to be at steady-state operation. As this kind of validation imposed a longer 
time period, the steady-state validation was modified as: if the motor temperature 
does not change more than 0.2°C within 3 minutes then the motor is said to be at 
steady-state operation. 
• Record the acquired data into binary data files. This i s  explained in detail in the 
following section. 
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Figure 4.7: Graphical User Interface of the data acquisition system. 
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4.3.2 Recorded Data Format 
There are mainly 2 data file formats: the ".tc" file recorded the temperatures every 
minute in 8-byte double precision format in the following order: 
1 .  Oven #1  
2 .  Oven #2 
3 .  Oven #3 
4. Oven #4 
5. Oven #5 
6. Spare (Usually temperature on the Winding Insulation Aging Test) 
7. Lamination 
8. Air Between Winding and Shell 
9. Cover 
10.  Ambient inside cover 
1 1 .  Winding Pulley End 4:00 
12 .  Winding Pulley End 8:00 
1 3 . Winding Pulley End 1 2 :00 
1 4 . Winding Short End 2 :00 
1 5 . Winding Short End 6:00 
1 6. Winding Short End 1 0:00 
1 7 .  Bearing Surface Pulley End 
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1 8 . Bearing Surface Short End. 
After 05/22/ 1 997, this file format was expanded in the following order: 
1 .  Oven #1  
2 .  Oven #2 
3. Oven #3 
4. Oven #4 
5. Oven #5 
6. Winding Pulley End 4:00 
7.  Winding Pulley End 8:00 
8 .  Winding Pulley End 1 2:00 
9. Winding Short End 2:00 
10. Winding Short End 6:00 
1 1 . Winding Short End 1 0:00 
12 .  Bearing Surface Pulley End 
1 3 .  Bearing Surface Short End 
14 .  Spare (Usually temperature on the Winding Insulation Aging Test) 
1 5 .  Lamination 
1 6. Air Between Winding and Shell 
17 .  Cover 
1 8 .  Ambient inside cover 
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1 9. Ambient outside the motor. 
The ".mt" file holds all other motor signatures. First the high frequency data, then 
the low frequency data were recorded in the following order: 
1 .  Vxy (Volts) 
2. Ix (Amperes) 
3 .  Vyz (Volts) 
4. ly (Amperes) 
5 .  Vzx (Volts) 
6. Iz (Amperes) 
7. Vload (Volts) 
8. l1oad (Amperes) 
9. Speed (Revolutions per minute) 
1 0. Torque (Pound - feet) 
1 1 . Cover Vibration (g) 
1 2. Short End Axial Vibration (g) 
1 3 . Short End Horizontal Vibration (g) 
1 4. Short End Vertical Vibration (g) 
1 5 . Pulley End 1 0:00 Vibration (g) 
1 6. Pulley End 2 :00 Vibration (g) 
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After 05/221 1 997, this file format was changed so that the low frequency contains 
60 seconds of 666.67 Hz data instead of 200 Hz. 
The naming of these files was such that, the time stamp included year, month, 
date, hour, minute and second. In this way, the time stamp information can always be 
calculated from the file name itself, saving valuable disk space. 
The order of these data files is as follows: 
1 .  0% start-up (dynamometer uncoupled) 
2. 0% steady-state (dynamometer uncoupled) 
3 .  0% shutdown (dynamometer uncoupled) 
4. 0% start-up 
5 .  25% load 
6. 50% load 
7. 75% load 
8. 1 00% load 
9. 1 1 5% load 
1 0. 1 1 5% shutdown 
It should be noted that there were no shutdown data available before 05/2211 997. 
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Chapter 5 
MOTOR FAILURE DETECTION 
5.1 Introduction 
In this section, the various on-line (non-intrusive) detection methods to determine 
the failure mode or modes is listed and examined. These methods are also the basis for 
tabulating the "Sensitivity Matrix" for various fault modes. 
The "Sensitivity Matrix" is a matrix representing various signatures, which are 
sensitive to specific motor faults. Using this matrix ,  trends of motor aging are 
established. When the accelerated aging effect is taken into account as a scale factor in 
these trends, the remaining life of the motor may be estimated easily. 
5.2 Motor Current Analysis 
"The motor current analysis can be used to determine the condition of various 
parameters within the motor system. These parameters include: rotor cage defects, 
broken rotor bars, shorted stator turns, shorted laminations, high resistance connections, 
and motor bearing damage [ 1 9] . "  The motor acts a transducer, with the motor current 
signature changing with the various drive train anomalies. 
9 1  
The power spectrum of the currents should reveal a large spike at 60 Hz, and also 
other peaks associated with the harmonics of l ine current and harmonics of the actual 
operating frequency of the motor and movement of the rotor shaft. The predicted stator 
current frequencies (febng) caused by bearing vibrations that induce rotor movements are : 
febng = I fe ± m *fvbng I (5. 1 )  
where: 
m = 1 , 2, 3  . . .  
fe = electrical supply frequency 
fvbng = characteristic vibration frequencies calculated by Equation (2. 1 1 ) .  
The operating frequency of the motor is less than 60 Hz when the synchronous 
frequency is 30 Hz. 
There are also motor current spectral frequencies generated by the difference in 
the frequency of rotation of the shaft and the motor's synchronous frequency. The 
equation below gives most of the harmonic frequencies seen in a current spectrum plot 
caused by this difference: 
fesltp = fe * [1 + or - (k * slip * P)] (5.2) 
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where: 
fe = electrical supply frequency 
P = number of poles wound in stator = 4 
synch = 2 *fe I P 
!shaft = shaft tum frequency = 30 
slip = (fsynch - fshatt) I fsynch 
k = 1, 2, 3, . . .  [47] 
Thus, by using the equation above, we obtain more frequency peaks that should 
be seen in the current spectrum. 
5.3 Vibration Analysis 
The movement within the motor causes vibration itself. The purpose of a motor is 
to supply torque to an outside system. The observable moving part of the motor is the 
motor shaft. The motor shaft has the rotor mounted on it. The rotor and shaft rotate 
together within the motor. The rotor/shaft assembly is allowed to rotate within the motor 
by using bearings. 
The bearings are solid mounted to the motor casmg and to the rotor/shaft 
assembly, thereby allowing the rotor shaft to rotate within the motor but also to be a 
"solid" fixture of the motor system. 
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There are two main areas of the motor system that cause vibration. One is within 
the motor and related to the motion of the shaft, the other is the manner in which the 
motor is coupled to the outside system. But before we analyze these problems, we must 
first define our fundamental frequency of rotation. 
We use the speed of rotation to determine the fundamental frequency of the motor 
system. The unit of frequency is a Hertz (cycles I second), with the fundamental 
frequency (ffunct) of the motor defined by: 
Fundamental frequency = ftund = RPM I 60 (5.3) 
where 
RPM = revolutions per minute. 
This frequency is used throughout vibrational analysis to determine the frequency 
components in the vibration spectra caused by various problems. We will now focus on 
the various causes of vibration associated with a rotating system. 
Imbalance, bearings, and looseness could cause the motion within the motor. 
Imbalance is caused when the center of mass of the rotor/shaft system is not centered 
along the axis of rotation. The imbalance is characterized by vibrations with a frequency 
lfimbalance) equal to that of the rotational speed of the shaft. 
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Jimbalance = J *Jiund (5.4) 
where 
ftund = fundamental frequency of rotation 
The highest magnitude vibrations are at 90 degrees perpendicular to the shaft. 
Bearing problems can be divided into six categories: fundamental train ,  ball spin, 
ball pass of the outer race, ball pass of the inner race, misalignment, and oil whirl (journal 
bearings). 
Misalignment vibrations occur at 1 and 2 times the rotational speed. "Oil whirl 
happens at integer multiples of 38-49% of the fundamental rotational frequency. All 
other associated vibrations happen at characteristic sub-harmonic and integer multiples of 
the rotational frequencies and associated harmonics. These characteristic numbers are 
given by physical characteristics of the bearings themselves. Thus, the bearing 
vibrational frequencies ifm�.m!ign, /bearings, and foilwhirt) are defined by the fundamental 
frequency of rotation by: 
fmisalign = N*Jiund (5.5) 
and 
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!bearings = M* (characteristic sub-harmonic or integer frequency) (5.6) 
and also 
with 
N =  I and 2 
M = I , 2, 3 . . .  
foilwhirl = 0.38 to 0.49*M*ftund (5.7) 
We must note that, in practical applications, the bearing frequencies usual ly show 
up in the higher frequencies of the vibrational spectrum. Higher frequencies meaning 
between 5-50 times the fundamental frequency [48] ."  
Looseness is  caused in the motor or in the attached system because of parts that 
are not securely mounted. Vibration due to looseness occurs at I ,  2, 3 . . .  times rotational 
speed and the associated harmonics. Thus looseness frequencies iftoose) is defined in 
terms of the fundamental frequency as 
Jioose = N*ftund (5.8) 
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where 
N = 1, 2, 3 . . .  
The two major problems with rotating systems that are l inked (coupled) together 
are usual ly caused by imbalance or misalignment. Imbalance of this nature occurs when 
the shaft is coupled to a system whose center of mass does not rotate along the axis  of 
rotation. The vibration is also found in the same frequency range as the internal 
imbalance defined above. 
Misalignment occurs when the motor shaft axis is not exactly positioned along the 
axis of rotation for the coupled system. The two types of misalignment are called offset 
and angular. Angular misalignment has a strong vibration at the same frequency as that 
of the rotation of the shaft. Offset misalignment causes vibration at 1 and 2 times the 
rotational frequency. This is also the same as the internal misalignment found above. 
Bearing damages resulting from shaft voltages and currents (i .e. fluting) can be 
seen in high frequency high-resolution vibration spectrum. This type of fault consists of 
high frequency modulated energy in the high frequency range between 2000 - 4000 Hz. 
The location of the mound of energy due to electrical discharge machining does not 
appear to be related to running speed or any other speed related variable [49] . Therefore, 
using a band-pass filter for the above-mentioned frequencies or using multi-resolution 
analysis using wavelets, general RMS trends can be calculated for the measured vibration 
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signals. 
We must note, however, that there are problems that are seen in the motor current 
analyses that do not appear in the vibration data. "These problems are broken rotor bars, 
cracked end rings, high resistance squirrel cage joints, casting porosity in the die cast 
joints, static and dynamic air gap irregularities, and unbalanced magnetic pull [2 1 ] ." 
Therefore, since there i s  extra information contained within the current signature, there 
should not be an exact match between current and vibration. 
5.4 Torque Calculation 
Torque can be calculated using a dynamometer. The dynamometer applies a 
specific load to the shaft of the motor by coupling the shaft of the dynamometer to that of 
the motor. The dynamometer's stator produces a magnetic field that reacts with the 
permanent magnet mounted on the dynamometer's rotor. The resistance produced is in 
opposite direction to that of the induction motor's rotation. A load cell mounted at a 
specific distance on the dynamometer from the axis of rotation measures the torque. The 
torque is given by: 
Torque = force * distance (5.9) 
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The torque may also be measured in a variety of other ways. For example J. S .  
Hsu has proposed a methodology in which air-gap torque can be  observed by  measuring 
instantaneous voltage and currents [50] . However, this method requires the knowledge 
of line-to-l ine resistance values as an input to the calculations. This method has not been 
tested in industrial applications yet to detect cracked rotor bars or shorted stator coils as 
claimed by the author. Moreover presumption of resistance value, which is directly 
related with the fault itself, can be erroneous in calculations of derived measurements . 
Torque may be used to calculate the power input to the dynamometer for the setup 
mentioned above. The power input into the dynamometer can be assumed to be the 
power output of the motor at the shaft. The power output at the shaft can be used by a 
variety of methods, one such method involves the calculation of motor efficiency. 
5.5 Power Calculation 
Power analysis. as will be discussed in this section, refers to either instantaneous 
power input into the stator windings (power input to the motor) or the power input into 
the dynamometer (power output of the motor). 
5.5.1 Instantaneous Power 
Instantaneous power is defined as the instantaneous voltage between any two 
phases multiplied by the instantaneous current drawn by either phase. The formulation 
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has been given in Equation (2.4). "If mechanical abnormality develops in a drive system, 
harmonic torques are generated in the motor, accompanied by speed oscillation, and 
modulation of the stator current. Frequency components characteristic for the type of 
abnormality appear in the power spectrum of the stator current. The location of these 
components allows identifying the abnormality" [29] . The motor power analysis is very 
similar to the motor current analysis. 
5.5.2 Torque Derived Power 
The power input into the dynamometer can be determined by using the RPM, and 
the torque. The equation relating the power to RPM and torque is given by: 
Power = conversion constant * RPM * torque (5. 1 0) 
The torque and RPM are time avererage readings that are multiplied together, 
which has been used to derive the power output from the motor. 
5.6 Thermal Analysis 
Thermal analysis is usually performed by two methods; measurement by direct 
contact or by thermal imaging. Direct contact gives a more precise reading as far as 
positioning is concerned. The detection device may be positioned almost anywhere 
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inside or outside of the motor. Thermal imaging gives an overview of the temperatures 
on the outside of the motor. But both can give valuable results. 
"Excessive and prolonged heat is the main factor responsible for shortening the 
l ife expectancy of motors. The two components most affected by excessive heat are the 
insulation system and bearing. Trending temperature measurements is a simple and fast 
method for estimating motor overheating. Common methods of overheating are 
overloading, bearing seizure, misalignment, ventilation, single phasing, high ambient 
temperatures, excessive duty cycles, and power supply variations. Motor temperature 
rise is a function of bearing friction, windage, core loss, copper losses (referred to as I2R 
losses) and stray losses [ 1 6] ."  
5. 7 Magnetic Flux Analysis 
"Any small unbalance in the magnetic or electric circuit of motors is reflected in 
the axially and radial ly transmitted fluxes. A simple sensor for detecting these signals i s  
a flux coil .  Many of the frequencies are related to the speed of the motor. It also appears 
that flux measurement can supply a preliminary indication of rotor bar defects. electrical 
faults, unbalanced voltage, stator faults . . .  shaft currents ,  and others [5 1 ] ." The coils are 
placed on the axial outboard end of the motor and on top of the motor. The magnetic flux 
is thought to detect many of the same problems that motor current analysis yields. 
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Detection of a winding insulation fault reqUires trending of the following 
frequencies in the magnetic flux spectrum: 
• Line Frequency - 2 * Running Speed 
• Line Frequency - 1 * Running Speed 
• Line Frequency 
• Line Frequency + 1 * Running Speed 
• Line Frequency + 2 * Running Speed 
• Line Frequency + 3 * Running Speed 
5.8 Efficiency Calculation 
The efficiency of a motor is given by the power output divided by the power 
input. Thus, the equation is: 
Efficiency = Power out I Power in (5 . 1 1 ) 
This is a dimensionless quantity ranging from 0 to l or 0% to 1 00%. This 
measurement tells directly how well a motor is functioning. 
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5.9 Component Sequence Analysis 
The following transformations are used in order to calculate the zero-, positive-
and negative-sequence components of each instantaneous current and voltage 
measurement as indicated in Figure 2.2: 
where 
/ 0  1 
r 1 \f' '¥ 2  X 
r 1 \f/ 2 \f' [] X = .!. * r \f' 1 \f/2 y 3 r \f/2 I \f' y 
r \f' \f/ 2 
r \f/2 \f' z 
· [ 2 ) ( 4  . 1 -rr: I J -rr: \f' = e 3 ' = -0.5 + }0.866 and \f/2 = e 3 J = -0.5 - }0.866 
(5 . 1 2) 
(5. 1 3) 
The superscript 0 denotes the zero, + denotes positive and - denotes negative-
sequence-component of the corresponding x, y, z phase currents. Component analysis for 
voltage has the same format as Equation (5. 1 3) :  
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vo I I 
v+ X I 
'I' 'I' 2  
v - 1 '!' 2 o/ IV, J X = _!_ * v+ 'I' 1 '!'2 v> (5 . 14) y 3 
v - 'I' 2  1 :r y v+ l ;, 'I' 2  z vz- 'I' 
where the equivalent phase-to-neutral voltages are expressed in terms of phase-to-phase 
voltages as : 
Component analysis for impedance is  given by 
�z0 
I z; I 1 z-X z� z-v 
Z7 z� 
= 
V 0 I I 0 
v+ 1 r  X X 
v - 1 r X X V}� I I; V)� I I � 
v.+ 1 r 
v.- 1 r 
(5 . 1 5) 
(5 . 1 6) 
It is seen that, except for the zero-sequence component all the other components 
are complex. So, the RMS magnitude and angle of the component sequences are trended 
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for current, voltage and impedance. Using this method, the amount of phase imbalance 
can be accurately determined independent of motor load and source imbalance by using 
negative-sequence component impedance. This sequence impedance index or 
impedance due to phase imbalance is a good indicator of the tum-to-tum insulation 
condition since it is independent of slip. However, in order to obtain a signature for 
incipient fault detection, zero-sequence component impedance gives a better indication 
than any of the other transformation given in Equations 5 . 1 2 - 5 . 1 6. The reason for this 
is, if all of the phases are balanced, hence the winding is in good condition, the zero­
sequence component of impedance should be close to zero, whereas positive and negative 
sequence components yield transformations of much larger amplitude. Therefore, if a 
very small change in the condition is  to be observed, it is better to use the zero-sequence 
component. 
5.10 Remaining Life Estimation and Fault Classification 
The techniques explained in the previous sections of this Chapter are used to 
constitute the "Sensitivity Matrix." This matrix is a cross-reference between the 
signatures and the failure modes. The signatures indicated in this matrix are trended 
using accelerated aging data. Upper and lower l imits of the measured values are trended 
together with an established mean trend. This trend will be the basis for estimating the 
remaining life of the motor. The IMMS measures the specified signature and uses the 
appropriate trend graph to find the corresponding time index . Based on the ambient 
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operating temperature, the remaining life of the motor undergoing a thermal, corrosional 
and I or electrical discharge failure, may be estimated using the following procedure: 
1 .  Normalization of the temperature measurement with respect to the ambient 
temperature (and power) . This is accomplished by using 
TNormalized = (Traw - TAmbienrJ/f(Load) + IJ.Tsready-Srate 
where 
TNormalized = Normalized temperature in °C. 
Traw = Raw temperature in °C. 
TAmbient = Ambient room temperature in °C. 
!J.Tsreadv-Srare = Correction factor for the semi-steady-state operation. 
f(Load) = Load function which normalizes temperature to 1 00% load. 
(5 . 1 7) 
This load function can be shown in the following example: Suppose the raw 
temperature measurement of the winding insulation temperature at process end is 45 oc 
at 50% load and the ambient room temperature measurement is 20 oc. Now, the first 
normalization is performed with respect to the ambient room temperature by subtracting 
the ambient temperature from the winding insulation temperature and calling it oT so% · 
Now, suppose that there exists a function, which correlates this differential temperature 
(oT) to percent load as : 
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8T(load) = 0.0036 * (load/ - 0. 1266 * (load) + constant 
By putting the values above, we find: 
(45-25) = 0.0036 * (50/ - 0. 1266 * (50) + constant 
Hence, constant = 22.33 oc. 
Thereafter, the same equation is used to calculate the differential temperature at 
1 00% load, with the constant known this time. This variable is called oT IOO%· 
Now, the functionj(Load) can be defined as 
j(Load) = 8Tso% ! 8T1oo% 
If the relationship between the temperature and power level would have been 
linear, Equation (5 . 1 7) would be equal to Equation ( 1 .3 )  and j(Load) would be 0.5. 
However, since the relationship between power level and temperature is not linear, as is 
shown in the next chapter, j(Load) is computed to be 0.52. 
Using Equation (5 . 1 7), with a .1Tsready-Srare = 2.33 °C. we find TNormalized = 48 oc . 
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2. Based on a sampling time L1t a trend is established. In the accelerated aging 
studies, each aging cycle corresponded to 48 hours of motor operation (for motor 
winding insulation experiment), while in normal operating conditions this would 
correspond to 64 days of motor operation. This factor is derived from the 
Arrhenius Equation as depicted in Figure 3 .5 .  Hence, the relationship of 
converting the accelerated aging data into normal operating data, is to multiply 
them with a scaling factor in time domain: 64 days for winding insulation aging 
experiments and 1 92 days for bearing thermal and electrical aging experiments 
for each aging cycle. In a field application, any L1t can be chosen any value, as 
trends are formed in calculating the remaining lifetime of the motor or its 
components. 
3.  Accelerated aging studies provided "alarm levels" of failure. These alarm levels 
are tabulated in the next chapter for each feature in the 'Sensitivity Matrix. '  
4. Based on the "alarm level" and the trend the remaining life of the motor can be 
estimated by extrapolation as shown in Figure 5 . 1 .  
When more than one degradation trends are used, the worst possible is assumed to 
estimate the overall remaining life of the motor or its components. 
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Figure 5.1 : Calculation of remaining life based on established signature trends. 
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Another approach is  to use back-propagation artificial neural networks as shown 
in Figure 5 .2. For each signature, that has the ability to detect a specific failure mode, an 
artificial neural network was constructed. A fast back-propagation neural network is 
used to develop these networks. The input of these networks, are mainly two parameters : 
1 .  S ignature amplitude, 
2. Trend of the signature amplitude. 
Each of the inputs was normalized in the range of [0, 1 ]  with respect to the 
maximum possible values, derived from the accelerated aging. Each processing elements 
of the back-propagation neural network has the sigmoid transfer function as: 
1 
Output = --=----( -L wetght1 *input1 
1 + e  ' 
(5 . 1 8) 
The output of each artificial neural network (ANN) g1ves an estimation of the 
remaining lifetime of the motor or its components. The training of these artificial neural 
networks were accomplished by an artificial training data set, which covers the possible 
input space homogeneously. 
For each component failure or motor failure mode, artificial neural networks are 
developed to estimate the remaining lifetime of the motor or its components. Figure 5 .2 
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Figure 5.2: Structure of the ANN to estimate the residual life of the short-end bearing 
inner ring. 
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shows such an artificial neural network, which predicts the remaining lifetime of the 
motor short end bearing inner ring remaining lifetime based on three sensitive signatures: 
1 .  Motor power spectral amplitude at fe + SE IR frequency 
2. Motor current spectral amplitude at fe + SE IR frequency 
3.  Motor vibration spectral amplitude at fe + SE IR frequency 
For each of these signatures, ANN's  were developed, each of them estimating the 
remaining l ifetime of the motor short end bearing inner ring. The overall remaining 
lifetime was calculated to be the minimum of these estimations. 
A fuzzy - logic inference engine is implemented in order to classify motor faults 
[52 - 54] . By this approach ,  a symbol-level data fusion is established, combining several 
measurements and features into linguistic variables. Table 5 . 1  gives the fuzzy logic rule 
base, which is used for fault detection and classification. This rule base is derived from 
the 'Sensitivity Matrix, '  as a result of the accelerated aging studies. As it can be seen 
from the rule base the failure of the motor or its components are based on the effect, not 
on the cause. This does not mean however, fault detection based on driving forces cannot 
be incorporated into this database: For example the measurement of ambient temperature 
may be used to track abnormal operating conditions and alarm the user in the form: 
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Table 5.1 : Fuzzy Logic Rule Base 
if Power_f e+ IRSE is Decreas ing 
and Mo t or_curren t_ f e + IRSE is Decreas ing 
and Motor_Vibra t i on_fe+ IRSE is Increas ing 
then SE_B_IR_Damage i s  True 
if Power_f e +ORSE is Decrea s i ng 
and Motor_current_fe+ORSE i s  Dec reas ing 
and Mot or_Vibra t i on_f e+ORSE is Increas ing 
then SE_B_OR_Damage is True 
if Power_ f e + B S E  is Decreas ing 
and Motor_current_fe+BSE is Decreas ing 
and Mo t o r_Vibrat i on_fe+BSE is Increas ing 
then S E_B_BSE_Damage is True 
if Power_ f e + I RPE is Decrea s ing 
and Motor_current_fe+ IRPE is Decreas ing 
and Mo t or_Vibr a t i on_fe+ IRPE is Inc reas ing 
then PE_B_IR_Damage is True 
if Power_f e + ORPE is Decreas ing 
and Mo t or_current_fe + ORPE is Decreas ing 
and Motor_Vibr a t i on_fe+ORPE is Increas ing 
then PE_B_OR_Damage is True 
i f  Power_ f e +BPE is Decreas ing 
and Mo tor_current_ f e + BPE i s  Decreas ing 
and Mot or_Vibr a t i on_fe+BPE i s  Increas ing 
then P E_B_BPE_Damage i s  True 
i f  Mo t o r_vibra t i on is Highly_Inc reas ing 
and Mo tor_SE_BS_Temperature i s  S l owly_Inc reas ing 
and Power_vibr a t i on_coherenc e_l ine_freq i s  Dec re a s ing 
and P ower_vibr a t i on_c oherence_s l ipxnumbe r o fpo l es / 2  is Dec re a s i ng 
and Mo t or_vibra t i on_MRA_ra t i o  i s  H i ghly_Inc reas ing 
then Motor_E l e c t r i c a l_Di s charge i s  True 
if Mo tor_vibrat i on is H i gh l y_Increas ing 
and Motor_PE_BS_Temperature i s  S l owly_Increas i ng 
and Power_vibra t i on_coherence_l ine_freq i s  Decreas ing 
and Power_vibra t i on_coherence_s l ipxnumbero fpo l e s / 2  is Decreas ing 
and Mo tor_vibra t i on_MRA_ra t i o  i s  H i ghly_Increa s ing 
then Motor_E l e c t r i ca l_Dis charge is True 
i f Mo t o r_vibra t i on is S l owly_Inc reas ing 
and Mo tor_SE_BS_Temperature is H i ghly_Increas ing 
and Power_vibra t i on_coherenc e_l ine_freq is Dec reas ing 
and Power_vibr a t i on_c oherence_s l ipxnumber o fpo l es / 2  l S  Decreas ing 
and Mo t or_vibra t i on_MRA_ra t i o  is H i ghly_Increa s ing 
then Motor_Thermal_Damage is True 
i f  Motor_vibr at i on is S l owly_Increas ing 
and Mo tor_PE_BS_Temperature i s  H i gh ly_Inc r ea s i ng 
and Power_vibra t i on_c oherence_ l ine_freq i s  Decreas i ng 
and Power_vibrat i on_coherence_s l ipxnumberofpo l e s / 2  i s  Decrea s ing 
and Motor_v�bra t i on_MRA_rat i o  is H i ghly_Inc reas ing 
then Moto r_Therma l_Damage is True 
i f Axi a l_Magne t i c_ f lux_RPM is Increas ing 
and Radi a l _Magn e t i c_Flux_s i deband_freq i s  Inc r e a s ing 
and Radia l _Magn e t i c_F lux_l ine_freq is I nc reas ing 
then Winding_Insu l a t i on_Damage is True 
if Mot or_Zero_Component_Impedance_l ine_freq is Increas ing 
then Winding_Insu l a t i on_Damage is True 
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If Ambient_Temperature is High then Abnonnal_Operation_Temperature is True 
or if there is a current imbalance, wheter it is a result of improper connection or a 
result of failure, the following rule to alarm the user can be also added: 
If Negative_Sequence_Component_of_lmpedance is High 
then Unbalanced_Currents is True 
Membership functions for the fuzzy variables used in the fuzzy rule base were 
derived as following: 
1 .  The corresponding signatures were first normalized, with respect to load. If it 
is a temperature measurement, as indicated in Equation (5. 1 7), ambient 
temperature was also used in the normalization. 
2. Based on accelerated agmg data, trends of these normalized data were 
established using a linear or exponential fit by least-squares fitting technique. 
3 .  The slopes of these trends are thereafter used in the fuzzy domain of the 
membership functions to establish the corresponding membership functions. 
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Chapter 6 
RESULTS OF INDUCTION MOTOR AGING ANALYSIS AND 
FAULT DIAGNOSIS 
6.1 Introduction 
The analysis of the data includes establishment of a database in  which statistical 
as well as derived values of measurements were recorded. Microsoft Access was used as 
a standard relational database management system. Use of this standard tool enables the 
user to extract and add additional features in the future. This database contains the RMS 
as well as the mean values of the measurements, active power and apparent power, power 
factor and many other features .  Table 6 . 1 l ists the motors used in the three aging 
experiments which are included in this database. 
Spectral analysis of the motor current and vibration signals was performed in 
order to verify the data collection technique and its quality. As indicated before, this kind 
of study revealed aliasing in the low frequency measurements (up to 200 Hz without 
filtering), so that the low frequency data collection was increased to 666.67 Hz with a 
fifth order Butterworth filter. 
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Table 6.1 :  Listing of the electrical motors for accelerated aging tests 
Type of Accelerated Aging Test Motor # 
Thermal and electrical aging of stator winding insulation 1 ,  2, 3 
Thermal aging of bearings 6, 7, 8 
Fluting 1 1 , 1 2, 1 3  
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6.2 Failure of Electrical Motors 
The electrical motors were aged until it was determined that they were no longer 
operable. The assessment of the failed condition was made as follows: 
• If the motor winding insulation was subjected to accelerated aging, a short would 
occur, therefore causing an electrical short. This left the electrical motor 
inoperable. 
• If the electrical motor was subjected to fluting, then the vibration levels of the 
motor would increase. When the vibration levels were no more tolerable, which 
was merely determined by the acoustic noise generated, then the motor was 
marked as failed. 
• If the motor was subject to thermal aging, then the motor was marked as failed, 
whenever the rotor locked after the aging cycle. 
• The damage to the winding insulation is very obvious and a close examination 
revealed no damage to the thermocouples, which could have caused a false 
measurement (Figure 6. 1 ) . A visual inspection of a fai led motor, namely motor 
#1 1 which was subjected to electrical discharges, was also performed. Visual 
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J Type Thermocouple 
Figure 6.1 : Measurement of bearing temperature. 
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inspection of the bearing elements revealed pitting and frosting damage, caused by 
electrical discharge as shown in  Figure 6.2 - Figure 6.5. 
6.3 Analyses of Raw Data 
The analyses of the temperature and vibration data, which are shown in Figure 6.6 
- Figure 6.25, indicate the following features in the measured signatures. 
• Bearing surface temperature increases as a function of aging cycle for both 
bearing thermal aging and bearing fluting cases. This observation is shown in 
Figure 6.8,  Figure 6.9, Figure 6 . 1 2  and Figure 6. 1 3  
• RMS vibration signatures show trends for both bearing aging and bearing fluting 
cases. However, the RMS vibration signatures for bearing fluting as shown in 
Figure 6. 1 0  and Figure 6. 1 1  are greater than those for bearing thermal aging as 
shown in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6. 7. The difference is the effect of fluting. 
• Zero-sequence component of impedance shows signs of degradation. Figure 6. 14  
shows the time series, the spectral and the cepstral plots of a motor under winding 
insulation accelerated aging experiment. As seen, as the winding insulation 
degrades, the electrical resistance of the winding also changes slightly, which is 
reflected on the electrical l ine frequency in spectral plots and multi pels  of the line 
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Figure 6.2: SKF6205 bearing  disassembled. 
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Figure 6.3: Bearing outer race of motor # 1 1 .  
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Figure 6.4: Bearing inner race of motor # 1 1 .  
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Figure 6.5: Bearing ball of motor # 1 1 .  
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Figure 6.10:  Bearing fluting test process end 2:00 accelerometer trends. 
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Figure 6.12: Bearing fluting test process end bearing surface temperature trends. 
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Figure 6.14: Zero-sequence component impedance time, spectral and cepstral plots of a 
motor for which the insulation has been thermally aged. 
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Figure 6.15 :  Motor #6 bearing aging test process end 2:00 accelerometer spectrum. 
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Figure 6.16: Motor #7 bearing aging test process end 2 :00 accelerometer spectrum. 
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Figure 6.23: Initial (light-color) and final (dark-color) motor power - vibration coherence 
of motor # 1 1  at 1 00% load level . 
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Figure 6.24: Initial (green) and final (blue) motor PE 2:00 - cover vibration coherence of 
motor # 1 I at 1 00% load level. 
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Table 6.2: Sub-bands of Wavelet Multi-Resolution Analysis [55]. 
Details Sub-bands (Hz) Approximations Sub-bands (Hz) 
D l  6000 - 3000 A 1  0 - 3000 
D2 3000 - 1 500 A2 0 - 1 500 
D3 1 500 - 750 A3 0 - 750 
D4 750 - 375 A4 0 - 375 
05 375 - 1 87.5 AS 0 - 1 87.5 
06 1 87.5 - 93.75 A6 0 - 93 .75 
07 93 .75 - 46.875 A7 0 - 46.875 
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Figure 6.25: Comparison of band RMS values to total RMS values for vibration 
measurements. 
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frequency in the cepstra] plots. As the winding insulation fails, electrical 
discharges between the windings occur more often, however, since these charges 
are small in magnitude, they are difficult to detect with other classical methods 
such as motor signature analysis. 
• Use of multi-resolution analysis (MRA) on vibration data revealed that the h igher 
frequency components (3 - 6 kHz) dominate the overall signal as the motor ages 
and causes failure of the motor bearings [55] .  The MRA is capable of effectively 
trending information related to motor bearings without signal distortion. When 
vibration was measured at process-end 2:00 at ful l  load, it was observed that there 
exists a similarity between the overall RMS trend in the signal and the overall 
R...\1S trends in some sub-band signals. The first detail ( D 1)  in the 3-6 kHz 
frequency band, shows the most dominant contribution to the signal energy. This 
is followed by second detail (D2) in the 1 .5-3 kHz range. These observations can 
be seen in Figure 6 .25 , where the frequency bands of MRA are given in Table 6.2. 
• It can be concluded from the results that electrical fluting damage of motor 
bearings give rise to high-frequency vibration signatures that are not normally 
seen in electrical motors. Vibration spectrums shown in Figure 6 . 1 8- Figure 6.20 
exhibit a much higher amplitude increase in higher frequency bands than those 
seen corresponding to thermal bearing aging alone as shown in Figure 6 . 1 5  -
1 45 
Figure 6. 1 7 . 
• Efficiency is  not a good indicator of incipient failure detection, but rather is a 
validation tool that a motor has failed. This observation can be easily seen in 
Figure 6.2 1 ,  where the input and output power is plotted as a different 
representation of efficiency. Tracking back the points in the graph, where they do 
not fit l inear relationship, we see that in one of the cases (motor # 1 3) had a bad 
terminal connection, causing a current imbalance, while in another case (motor 
# 1 )  had already developed a short in the winding. 
• If the motor i s  considered to be an input-output system, in which the possible 
input and outputs are 
1 .  Motor power - dynamometer output power, 
2. Motor power - motor vibration, 
3. Motor PE 2:00 - cover vibration, 
Then, we can look into the corresponding coherence spectrums and see how the 
spectrum changes with respect to aging. These plots are shown in Figure 6.22 -
Figure 6.24, and show that as the motor ages, it loses the ability to convert 
electrical energy into mechanical energy effectively (Decrease in amplitude at 
several frequencies). 
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6.4 Normalization of Measured Signatures 
In order to make a decision at any power level, we have to normalize the 
signatures with respect to a certain load (namely 100% load level) and if it is a 
temperature, with respect to the ambient temperature. This i s  because, it is nearly 
impossible to formulate an algorithm at specific load levels and expect the algorithm to 
work in reality only when the motor is operating at that certain load level. The proper 
way to process the measurement signature is to normalize it to a specific load level . 
Also, when dealing with temperature measurements, the variation in ambient 
(surrounding) temperature of the motor will also affect thermally any temperature 
measurements inside the motor. If a trending algorithm is to be established based on 
temperature, then the ambient temperature has to be compensated also, so that the 
temperature, which is a result of energy loss, can be measured accurately.  Equation 
(5. 1 7) i s  the solution for this problem. Figure 6.26 - Figure 6.33 show the function, which 
is used to normalize the measured variable to 1 00% load level as given in Equation 
(5 . 1 7).  The study of these normalization techniques based on experimental data is 
unique. 
An example of how to use such a temperature normalization function was given 
m Chapter 5. As an another example, we can consider normalizing PE 2:00 RMS 
vibration as following: 
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Figure 6.29: Normalization of spectral amplitudes at l ine frequency of PE 2 :00 vibration. 
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Figure 6.30: Normalization of spectral amplitudes at line frequency of motor power. 
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Figure 6.32: Normalization of spectral amplitudes at l ine frequency of motor zero 
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First let' s assume that we have measured the PE 2:00 RMS vibration to be 0.075 
g's at 50% load level . In order to normalize this  measurement to 1 00% load level , we 
first calculate the bias constant, which changes as a result of fault: 
Given the equation from Figure 6.26: 
RMS Vibration = 
0.0000 1 57 x (Power Level)2 - 0.0020235 x (Power Level) + Constant 
we calculate the constant to be 0. 1 86925 g's .  Thereafter, the normalized RMS 
vibration i s  calculated at 1 00% load level as 
Normalized RMS Vibration = 
0.00001 57 X ( 1 00%)2 - 0.0020235 X (100%) + 0. 1 86925 
which we find to be 0. 1 4 1 575 g's .  
One important aspect of this normalization is that the relationship between power 
level and temperature is not l inear, as some studies assume in their calculations. 
Furthermore, the relationship depends on the sensor location: Different locations in the 
motor have different heat transfer and mechanical characteristics. 
6.5 Trending of Selected Signatures 
Once the normalization is performed, the trending of selected signatures IS 
accomplished. These signatures include RMS values of vibration, current and zero­
sequence components of impedance as well as mean values of temperature and spectral 
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amplitudes at specified frequencies. Skewness was also calculated as third moment of 
the data. Figure 6.34 - Figure 6.94 show the results of the least-square-based trends for 
each signature that indicates an incipient failure. It should be noted that the fits are 
performed on data that has inevitable random variations in reality. Table 6.3 i s  a simple 
review of the 'Sensitivity Matrix '  which tells us which signatures are usable in electrical 
motors fault detection. This table was created by using the trends and signatures given in 
Figure 6.34 - Figure 6.94 and visually analyzing them. Later, a summary of the trends is 
given in Table 6.4. 
6.6 Fault Detection and Classification Using Fuzzy Logic 
Using the average trend slopes given in Table 6.4, fuzzy membership functions of the 
signatures, which are sensitive to the specified incipient faults, are derived. These 
membership functions are given in Figure 6.95 - Figure 6 . 1 08. Using the fuzzy logic rule 
base, given in, classification is achieved successfully as shown in Table 6 .5 .  A very few 
measurements showed false alarms of winding insulation failure, caused by an 
insufficient amount of data sets of magnetic flux measurements. Other than this, 
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Figure 6.37: Motor zero component impedance RPM frequency amplitude at 1 00% load. 
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Figure 6.50: Motor power slip * number of poles frequency amplitude at 1 00% load. 
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Figure 6.52: Motor zero component impedance slip * number of poles I 2 frequency 
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Figure 6.57: Radial magnetic flux ( 1  - 2 * slip ) * fe frequency amplitude at 1 00% load. 
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Figure 6.67: Motor PE vibration fe + PE IR frequency amplitude at 1 00% load. 
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Figure 6.72: Motor cover vibration fe + SE OR frequency amplitude at 1 00% load. 
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Figure 6. 76: Motor cover vibration fe + PE OR frequency amplitude at I 00% load. 
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Figure 6.80: Motor cover vibration fe + SE B frequency amplitude at I 00% load. 
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Figure 6.86: Radial magnetic flux fe - RPM frequency amplitude at 1 00% load. 
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Figure 6.87: Motor power - PE 2:00 vibration coherence slip frequency amplitude at 
1 00% load. 
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Figure 6.88: Motor power - PE 2 :00 vibration coherence slip * number of poles 
frequency amplitude at 1 00% load. 
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Figure 6.89: Motor power - PE 2 :00 vibration coherence slip * number of poles I 2 
frequency amplitude at I 00% load. 
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Figure 6.90: Motor power - PE 2 :00 vibration coherence l ine frequency amplitude at 
100% load. 
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Figure 6.91 :  PE 2:00 RMS vibration trends for thermal aging and electrical discharge 
agmg. 
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Figure 6.92: Bearing surface PE temperature difference trends for thermal aging and 
electrical discharge aging. 
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Figure 6.93: Bearing surface SE temperature difference trends for thermal aging and 
electrical discharge aging. 
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Figure 6.94: MRA RMS ratios of PE 2 :00 motor vibration for thermal aging and fluting 
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Table 6.3: Matrix of Failure Detection 
Variable Frequency Electrical Thermal Winding Stator Line to 
Discharge Damage on Insulation Line Fault 




Air Gap Mean 
Temperature 





PE 4:00 Mean D 
Winding 
Temperature 
PE 8:00 Mean D 
Winding 
Temperature 
PE 1 2:00 Mean D 
Winding 
Temperature 
SE 2:00 Mean D 
Winding 
Temperature 
SE 6:00 Mean D 
Winding 
Temperature 
SE 1 0:00 Mean D 
Winding 
Temperature 
PE Bearing Mean D D 
Surface 
Temperature 
SE Bearing Mean D D 
Surface 
Temperature 
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Table 6.3 Continued 
Variable Frequency Electrical Thermal Winding Stator Line to 
Discharge Damage on Insulation Line Fault 
Damage on Bearings Damage 
Bearings 




Motor Current RMS D 
Phase X Skewness 
Phase Y RPM D 
Phase Z Slip 
Slip X number 
of poles 
Sl ip X number 
of poles / 2  
Slip X number 
of poles X 2 
( 1  + 2s) fe 









fe + IR SE D D 
fe + IR PE D D 
fe + OR SE D D 
fe + OR PE D D 
fe + B SE D D 
fe + B PE D D 
fe + CT SE 
fe + CT PE 
fe - CT SE 
fe - CT PE 
fe - RPM 
fe 
fe * 2 
fe + RPM D D 
fe + 2 * RPM 
fe + 3 * RPM 
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Table 6.3 Continued 
Variable Frequency Electrical Thermal Winding Stator Line to 
Discharge Damage on Insulation Line Fault 
Damage on Bearings Damage 
Bearings 
Motor Power Mean D 
Skewness D D D 
RPM D D 
Slip 
Slip X number 
of poles 
Slip X number 
of poles I 2 
Slip X number 
ofpoles X 2 
( 1  + 2s) fe 









fe + IR SE D D 
fe + IR PE D D 
fe + OR SE D D 
fe + OR PE D D 
fe + B SE D D 
fe + B PE D D 
fe + CT SE 
fe + CT PE 
fe - CT SE 
fe - CT PE 
fe - RPM 
fe 
fe * 2 
fe + RPM 
fe + 2 * RPM 
fe + 3 * RPM 
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Table 6.3 Continued 
Variable Frequency Electrical Thermal Winding Stator Line to 
Discharge Damage on Insulation Line Fault 
Damage on Bearings Damage 
Bearings 
Load Power Mean D 
Skewness D D D 
RPM 
Slip 
Slip X number 
of poles 
Slip X number 
of poles I 2 
Slip X number 
of poles X 2 
( 1  + 2s) fe 









fe + IR SE 
fe + IR PE 
fe + OR SE 
fe + OR PE 
fe + B SE 
fe + B PE 
fe + CT SE 
fe + CT PE 
fe - CT SE 
fe - CT PE 
fe - RPM 
fe D D 
fe * 2 
fe + RPM 
fe + 2 * RPM 
fe + 3 * RPM 
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Table 6.3 Continued 
Variable Frequency Electrical Thermal Winding Stator Line to 
Discharge Damage on Insulation Line Fault 
Damage on Bearings Damage 
Bearin�s 
Vibration RMS D D 
MRA D D 
PE 2:00 RPM D D 
PE 10:00 Slip 
SE Vertical Slip X number 
SE Horizon. of poles 
SE Axial Slip X number 
Cover of poles I 2 
Slip X number 
of poles X 2 
( 1  + 2s) fe 









fe + IR SE D D 
fe + IR PE D D 
fe + OR SE D D 
fe + OR PE D D 
fe + B SE D D 
fe + B PE D D 
fe + CT SE 
fe + CT PE 
fe - CT SE 
fe - CT PE 
fe - RPM 
fe 
fe * 2 
fe + RPM 
fe + 2 * RPM 
fe + 3 * RPM 
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Table 6.3 Continued 
Variable Frequency Electrical Thermal Winding Stator Line to 
Discharge Damage on Insulation Line Fault 
Damage on Bearings Damage 
Bearings 
Motor Power - RPM 
Vibration Slip D D 
Coherence Slip X number D D 
of poles 
Slip X number D D 
of poles / 2  
Slip X number 
of poles X 2 
( 1  + 2s) fe 









fe + IR SE 
fe + IR PE 
fe + OR SE 
fe + OR PE 
fe + B SE 
fe + B PE 
fe + CT SE 
fe + CT PE 
fe - CT SE 
fe - CT PE 
fe - RPM 
fe D D 
fe * 2 
fe + RPM 
fe + 2 * RPM 




Table 6.3 Continued 
Variable Frequency Electrical Thermal Winding Stator Line to 
Discharge Damage on Insulation Line Fault 
Damage on Bearings Damage 
Bearings 
Motor Power - RPM 
Load Power S li£ D D 
Coherence Slip X number D D 
of poles 
Slip X number D D 
of poles I 2 
Slip X number 
of poles X 2 
( 1  + 2s) fe 









fe + IR SE 
fe + IR PE 
fe + OR SE 
fe + OR PE 
fe + B SE 
fe + B PE 
fe + CT SE 
fe + CT PE 
fe - CT SE 
fe - CT PE 
fe - RPM 
fe D D 
fe * 2 
fe + RPM 
fe + 2 * RPM 












Slip X number 
ofp_oles 
Slip X number 
of poles I 2 
Slip X number 
of poles X 2 
( 1  + 2s) fe 









fe + IR SE 
fe + IR PE 
fe + OR SE 
fe + OR PE 
fe + B SE 
fe + B PE 
fe + CT SE 
fe + CT PE 
fe - CT SE 
fe - CT PE 
fe - RPM 
fe 
fe * 2 
fe + RPM 
fe + 2 * RPM 
fe + 3 * RPM 
RMS 
Skewness 
Table 6.3 Continued 
Electrical Thermal Winding Stator Line to 
Discharge Damage on Insulation Line Fault 







Table 6.3 Continued 
Variable Frequency Electrical Thermal Winding Stator Line to 
Discharge Damage on Insulation Line Fault 
Damage on Bearings Damage 
Bearings 
Zero-Sequence RMS D 
Component RPM 
Impedance Slip D 
Slip X number 
ofp_oles 
Slip X number 
of poles I 2 
Slip X number 
of poles X 2 
( 1  + 2s) fe 









fe + IR SE 
fe + IR PE 
fe + OR SE 
fe + OR PE 
fe + B SE 
fe + B PE 
fe + CT SE 
fe + CT PE 
fe - CT SE 
fe - CT PE 
fe - RPM 
fe D 
fe * 2 
fe + RPM 
fe + 2 * RPM 
fe + 3 * RPM 
RMS 
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Table 6.3 Continued 
Variable Frequency Electrical Thermal Winding Stator Line to 
Discharge Damage on Insulation Line Fault 
Damage on Bearings Damage 
Bearings 





































Table 6.3 Continued 
Variable Frequency Electrical Thermal Winding Stator Line to 
Discharge Damage on Insulation Line Fault 
















Motor Mean D 
Efficiency 
System Mean D 
Efficiency 
Power Factor Mean 
Speed Mean D 
D = Detectable signature for fault I degradation 
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Table 6.4: Table of Trends 
SIGNATURE FAILURE TREND EQUATIONS TREND FAILURE 
TYPE SLOPE LIMIT 
Axial Magnetic Winding Y = 3 x ! 0- 1  X - 2x ! O-o 2x ! O  5 x l 0  7 
Flux RPM Insulation Y = l x ! 0-7 X - 7x ! 0-7 
Frequency 
Amplitude 
Radial Winding Y = -3x l 0· 1 X +  2x ! O-o -2x l 0-1 0 




Motor Power Thermal Aging Y = 0.0023e-u. mu x -0. 1 504 0.0005 
RPM y = 0.00 J 7e-01718  X 
Frequency Y = 0.001 3e-01204 x 
Amplitude 
Motor PE Thermal Aging Y = 9x l o-o X +  0.0005 1 . 1 4x ! O-) Y1 + 0.0001 
Vibration RPM Y = 2x!0-5 X +  0.0002 
Frequency Y = 5 x l 0·6 X +  0.0002 
Amplitude Thermal Aging Y = 5x 1 0-' X + 0.0004 2.27x 1 0-o 
& Fluting Y = l x l o-s x + 0.0003 
Y = 8x ! 0-6 X +  0.0002 
Zero Winding Y = 1 .9674 X +  2.4967 1 .873 1 7  




Radial Winding Y = - 1 x l 0-o X +  l x l O-) -8xl0- 1  0 
Magnetic Flux Insulation Y = -6x 1 0-7 X +  5 x l 0-6 
Slip Frequency 
Amplitude 
Radial Winding Y = l x l O- ' X - 7x 1 0- 1 x 1 o- l  4x ! 0-7 
Magnetic Flux Insulation Y = 1 x 1 0·7 X - 8x l 0·7 
( 1  + 2 X Slip) fe 
Frequency 
Amplitude 
Zero Winding Y = 849.65 X +  8 1 9.46 792.57 7000 





Radial Winding Y = 0. 1 755 X - 1 . 1 5 8 8  0. 1 39 1  I 0.4 Magnetic Flux Insulation Y = 0. 1 026 X - 0.725 




Motor PE Thermal Aging 
Vibration & Fluting 
f, + IRsE 
Frequency 
Amplitude 
Motor Power Thermal Aging 
f, + IRsE & Fluting 
Frequency 
Amplitude 
Motor Current Thermal Aging 
f, + IRsE & Fluting 
Frequency 
Amplitude 
Motor Power Thermal Aging 
f, + IRrE & Fluting 
Frequency 
Amplitude 
Motor Current Thermal Aging 
f, + IRrE & Fluting 
Frequency 
Amplitude 
Motor PE Thermal Aging 
Vibration & Fluting 
fe + IRrE 
Frequency 
Amplitude 
Motor Power Thermal Aging 
f, + ORsE & Fluting 
Frequency 
Amplitude 
Motor Current Thermal Aging 
fe + ORsE & Fluting 
Frequency 
Amplitude 
Motor PE Thermal Aging 
Vibration & Fluting 
f, + ORsE 
Frequency 
Amplitude 
Motor Power Thermal Aging 
f, + ORrE & Fluting 
Frequency 
Amplitude 
Motor Current Thermal Agmg 
f, + ORrE & Fluting 
Frequency 
Amplitude 
Table 6.4 Continued 
TREND EQUATIONS 
Y = 3 x 1 0. 1  eU.)jJo x 
Y = 1 .9065 e·U M I. X 
Y = -2x l 0· X +  2 x l O·o 
y = 1 .688 e·U.Hil X 
Y = -2x 1 0. X + 2 x 1 0-o 
y = 4 x 1 0., eo.5JSJ x 
Y = 0.9859 e·U4 /bL X 
Y = - l x l 0-6 X +  1 x l 0·) 
y = 3 x 1 0" '  eUAI�b X 
Y = 0.7794 e·0.4M9 X 




0.5376 1 .2x 1 0·) 
-0.6875 0.01 
-2x 1 0· 3x l 0· 
-0.637 1 O.Dl 
-2x 1 0· 3x l 0· 
0.5 1 5 1  1 .2x l 0·) 
-0.4762 0.036 
-1 x l 0·6 3x 1 o·" 
0.4 1 86 5x l 0·6 
-0.4649 0.030 
-2x w·b 6x l 0·6 
SIGNATURE FAILURE 
TYPE 
Motor PE Thermal Aging 
Vibration & Fluting 
fe + ORPE 
Frequency 
Amplitude 
Motor Power Thermal Aging 
fe + BsE & Fluting 
Frequency 
Amplitude 
Motor Current Thermal Aging 
fe + BsE & Fluting 
Frequency 
Amplitude 
Motor PE Thermal Aging 
Vibration & Fluting 
fe + BsE 
Frequency 
Amplitude 
Motor PE Thermal Aging 
Vibration & Fluting 
fe + BPE 
Frequency 
Amplitude 
Motor Current Thermal Aging 
fe + BPE & Fluting 
Frequency 
Amplitude 
Motor Current Thermal Aging 
fe + RPM And / Or 
Frequency Fluting 
Amplitude 
Motor Power - Thermal Aging 




Motor Power - Thermal Aging 
PE Vibration And / Or 
Coherence Fluting 
Amplitude at 
Slip x Number 
of Poles 
Frequency 
Table 6.4 Continued 
TREND EQUATIONS 
y = 2 x l o· / eUMY4 X 
y = u 544 e·0.54Is x  
Y = -3x l 0·1 X +  3 x i O·o 
Y = 7x l 0- eu.J /4j x 
Y = 9xl0- '  eu.L/�1 x 
Y = -5x l o·' X +  3 x l 0·6 
Y = l x i O·' X +  0.00005 
Y = 2x 1 0·5 X +  0.0002 
Y = 3 x l 0·5 X +  0.000 1 
Y = -0.0027 X + 0.9995 
Y = -0.00 1 1 X +  0.987 
Y = -0.0936 X +  1 . 1 679 
Y = -0.0203 X +  1 .0 1 93 
Y = -0.0828 X + 1 .0988 
Y = -0.0642 X + 1 .0784 




0.4994 5 x l O·o 
-0.54 1 8  0.026 
- 3 x l o·' 9x i O·' 
0.3743 l x l O·) 
0.27 8 1  6.5 x l o-o 
-5x i O·' 0 
2x l 0·0 Y1 + L5x l 0·4 
-0.08 0.5 
-0.094 0.5 
Table 6.4 Continued 
SIGNATURE FAILURE TREND EQUATIONS TREND FAILURE 
TYPE SLOPE LIMIT 
Motor Power - Thermal Aging Y = -0.06 1 3  X +  1 .0363 -0.055 0.5 
PE Vibration And I Or Y = -0. 1 2 0 1  X +  1 .0483 
Coherence Fluting Y = -0.0527 X + 0.5622 
Amplitude at Y = -0.0622 X + 1 .0385 
(Slip x Number Y = -0.0 1 96 X +  0.203 1 
of Poles) 12 Y = -0.0098 X + 0.35 1 6  
Frequency 
Motor Power - Thermal Aging Y = -0.0568 X +  0.79 3 1  -0.058 0.5 





Motor PE RMS Thermal Aging Y= 0.0084 X +  0.0638 0.008 0 . 1 2  
Vibration Y = 0.0076 X + 0.0567 
Thermal Aging Y = 0.0938 X +  0.0383 0.06 1 0.5 
& Fluting Y = 0.062 X +  0.09 1 4  
Y = 0.0273 X +  0.2088 
Motor PE Thermal Aging Y = 0.9702 X + 30.567 0.4384 34 
Bearing Y = 0.2006 X +  30.942 
Surface Y = 0. 1 444 X +  3 1 .824 
Normalized Thermal Aging Y = 0. 1 995 X +  32.64 1 0. 1 995 
Temperature & Fluting 
I Motor SE Thermal Aging Y = 0.8476 X +  24.456 0.6282 25 Bearing Y = 0.6 1 72 X +  2 1 .60 1 
Surface Y = 0.4 197 X +  23.253 
Normalized Thermal Aging Y = 0. 1 958 X +  24.473 0.246 
Temperature & Fluting Y = 0.1 1 72 X +  22.945 
Y = 0.4249 X + 20.296 
MRA Analysis Thermal Aging Y = 8.9428 X +  1 9.554 8 .9428 I 70 of Motor PE & Fluting i Vibration 
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c 1 0 = 
g 0.8 ::3 u. 
a. 0.6 
.s::. II) 
i 0.4 ..c � 0.2 
:E 
0 +-----�-,--------�------,-------�------� 
c 1 0 = 
g 0.8 ::3 u. 
a. 0.6 
.s::. II) 




0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
PE Bearing Surface Normalized Temperature Trend Slope 
j - Highly_lncreasing - Siowty_lncreasing j 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
SE Bearing Surface Normalized Temperature Trend Slope 
! - Highly_lncreasing - Slowty_lncreasing ! 
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0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 
PE Motor Vibration Trend Slope 
j- Highly _Increasing -- Slowly_lncreasing 1 
5 10  
PE Motor Vibration M RA  Ratio Trend Slope 
] - Highly _Increasing - Slowly _Increasing i 
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� 0.4 Q) .c 
E 0.2 Q) 
� 0 +,----------------�----------���------� 
-0. 1 -0.08 -0.00 -0.04 -0.02 
Motor Power - Vibration Coherence Line Frequency Trend 
Slope 
1- Decreasing - No_Change j 
Motor Power - Vibration Coherence 
{Sl ip x Number of Poles) I 2 Frequency Trend Slope 
� - Decreasing - No_Change I 




.2 1 0 
§ 0.8 u.. 
� 0.6 
.r. 
Ul 0.4 .... 
Q) 
.c 0.2 E 
Q) 0 ::: 
- 1 .00E-
08 
1 .00E- 3.00E- 5.00E- 7.00E- 9.00E- 1 . 1 0E- 1 .30E- 1 .50E-
08 08 08 08 08 07 
Motor Radial Magnetic Flux 
(1 + 2 x Sl ip) x Line Frequency Trend Slope 
! -- Increasing -- No_Change [ 
M otor Ax i a l  Ma g netic Flux 
RPM Frequency Trend Slope 
1 -- lncreasing - No_ Change ' 
5.00E-02 1 .00E-01 1 .50E-01 
M otor Ra d i a l  Ma gnetic Flux 
Line Frequency Trend S l ope 
! -- Increasing - No_Change : 
07 07 
2 .00E-01 
Figure 6.98: Fuzzy membership functions of magnetic flux. 
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.r:. U) 0.4 ,_ Cl) .a 0.2 E Cl) 
:E 0 
0 200 400 600 800 
Motor Zero-Sequence Component Impedance 
Line Frequency Trend Slope 
' -- Increas ing -- No_Change 1 
Figure 6.99: Fuzzy membership function for impedance. 
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Motor Power Line + PE OR Frequency Trend S lope 
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-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 
Motor Power Line + SE OR Frequency Trend Slope 
!, -- Decreasing -- No_Change ! 
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Motor Power Line + SE Ball Frequency Trend S lope 
: -- Decreasing -- No_Change ! 
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Motor Current Line + PE IR Frequency Trend Slope 






-3E-07 -2.5E-07 -2E-07 -1 .5E-07 -1 E-07 -5E-08 0 
Motor Current Une + SE IR Frequency Trend Slope 
1 -- Decreasing - No_Change i, 
Figure 6.102: Fuzzy membership functions of motor current. 
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Motor Current Une + SE OR Frequency Trend Slope 
j - Decreasing - No_Change I 
07 
-3.0E-06 -2.5E-06 -2.0E-06 -1 .5E-06 -1 .0E-06 -5.0E-07 O.OE+OO 
Motor Current Line + PE OR Frequency Trend Slope 
1 - Decreasing - No_ Change ) 
Figure 6.103: Fuzzy membership functions of motor current. 
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� 0.4 Q) .0 � 0.2 
:E I 
0 +-------�------�--�--------_J--,-------4 
-1 .0E-05 -B.OE-06 -6.0E-06 -4.0E-Q6 -2.0E-06 O.OE+OO 
Motor Current Line + PE Ball  Frequency Trend Slope 
1 - Decreasing - No_Change [ 
..s::::: 
(I) 0.4 ... Q) .0 E 0.2 Q) 
:E 
0 
-6.0E-06 -S.OE-06 -4.0E-06 -3.0E-06 -2.0E-06 -1 .0E-06 O.OE+OO 
Motor Current Line + SE Ball  Frequency Trend Slope 
, - Decreasing - No_Change I 
Figure 6.104: Fuzzy membership functions of motor current. 
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1: 0 :;: 
(.) 0.8 1: :::J LL c. 0.6 
� 1/) 0.4 ... Gl .0 E 0.2 Gl ::E 
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0. 8 1 
Motor Vibration Line + SE IR Frequency Trend Slope 
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Figure 6.105: Fuzzy membership functions of motor vibration. 
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Figure 6.106: Fuzzy membership functions of motor vibration. 
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:Figure 6.107: Fuzzy membership functions of motor vibration. 
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Motor Winding Insulation Da mage 
: -- True - False j 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Bearing Thermal Da mage 
\ -- True - False ! 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Bearing Electrical Discharge Da mage 
-- True - False . 
Figure 6.108: Fuzzy output membership functions of fault classification. 
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Table 6.5 :  Results of Fuzzy Logic Inferencing 
Motor Cycle Winding Electrical Thermal PE IR PE OR PE Ball SE IR SE OR SE Ball 




1 1 TRUE 
1 2 TRUE 
1 3 TRUE 
1 4 TRUE 
1 5 TRUE 
1 6 TRUE 
1 7 TRUE 
1 8 TRUE 
1 9 TRUE TRUE 
1 1 0  TRUE TRUE 
1 1 1  TRUE 
2 0 
2 1 TRUE 
2 2 TRUE 
2 3 TRUE 
2 4 TRUE 
2 5 TRUE 
3 0 
3 1 TRUE 
3 2 TRUE 
3 3 TRUE 
3 4 TRUE 
3 5 TRUE 
3 6 TRUE TRUE 
3 7 TRUE TRUE 
3 8 TRUE TRUE 
3 9 TRUE TRUE 
6 0 
6 1 TRUE 
6 2 TRUE 
6 3 TRUE 
6 4 TRUE TRUE 
6 5 TRUE 
6 6 TRUE 
6 7 TRUE 
7 0 
7 1 TRUE 
7 2 TRUE TRUE 
7 3 TRUE TRUE 
7 4 TRUE 
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Table 6.5 Continued 
Motor Cycle Winding Electrical Thermal PE IR PE OR PE Ball  SE IR SE OR SE Ball 
# # Insulation and Damage Damage Damage Damage Damage Damage Damage 
Damage Thermal 
Damage 
7 5 TRUE 
7 6 TRUE 
7 7 TRUE 
8 0 
8 1 TRUE 
8 2 TRUE 
8 3 TRUE 
8 4 TRUE 
8 5 TRUE 
8 6 TRUE 
8 7 TRUE 
1 1  0 
1 1  1 TRUE 
1 1  2 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE 
1 1  3 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE 
1 1  4 TRUE 
1 1  5 TRUE 
1 1  6 TRUE 
1 1  7 TRUE 
12 0 
1 2  1 TRUE TRUE 
12 2 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE 
12 3 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE 
12 4 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE 
1 2  5 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE 
1 2  6 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE 
1 2  7 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE 
1 3  0 
1 3  1 TRUE 
1 3  2 TRUE 
1 3  3 TRUE 
1 3  4 TRUE 
1 3  5 TRUE 
1 3  6 TRUE 
1 3  7 TRUE 
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6.7 Remaining Life Estimation Using Artificial Neural Networks 
As outlined in Figure 5.2, ANN's  are constructed in order to estimate the 
remaining life of the motor or its particular components. As a demonstration of this 
technique, the bearing inner race remaining life at the short end of the electrical motor 
was estimated. The sensitive signatures, which determine the residual l ife of the 
component, are the same as those used in fuzzy logic based fault detection and 
classification. A comprehensive view of these signatures established the total range used 
as input to the ANN's. The artificially generated training patterns were normalized with 
respect to their possible maximum values, and the training parameters and patterns for 
these ANN's  are given in Figure 6. 1 09 - Figure 6. 1 1 1 . The results of each individual 
ANN were introduced to a 'minimum function,' (taking the minimum of different 
residual lifetime estimations) which would be a conservative estimation of the residual 
l ife. The result of this ANN structure in estimating the residual life of the short end 
bearing inner race is given in Table 6.6 and Figure 6. 1 1 2. A bad measurement point at 
cycle #3 , as they are also seen in the motor current, power and vibration plots, effected 
the remaining life calculation of the ANN of Motor # 12 .  Other ANN's  for estimating 
other components of the electrical motor may be constructed in a similar manner. The 
input signatures for these ANN's would be the same as those used in fuzzy logic based 
fault detection and classification, given in Table 5 . 1 .  
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0 0 0 
O o 0 
'00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o S  0 
0 
Normalized Motor Current fe + SE IR Amplitude 
Normalized Motor Current fe + SE lA Amplitude Trend 
Number of processing elements in Input Layer: 2 (Normalized Signature Amplitude and Signature Trend) 
Number of processing elements in Hidden Layer: 5 
Number of processing elements in Output Layer: 1 (Remaining Life of Component) 
Number of Training Patterns: 1044 
Number of Iterations: 1 00.000,000 
Average Error in the Trained ANN: 0.06 Time Units (Aging Cycle) 
Figure 6.109: Training data set for the ANN using motor current 
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0 0 
Normalized Motor Power fe + SE lA Ampl1tude 
Normalized Motor Power fe + SE lA Amplitude Trend 
Number of processing elements in Input Layer: 2 (Normalized Signature Amplitude and Signature Trend) 
Number of processing elements in Hidden Layer: 5 
Number of processing elements in Output Layer: I (Remaining Life of Component) 
Number of Training Patterns:  782 
Number of Iterations: I 00,000,000 
Average Error in the Trained ANN: 0.09 Time Units (Aging Cycle) 
Figure 6.110: Training data set for the ANN using motor power. 
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.� 6 ·� 4 
� 
a: 2 
Normalized Motor Vibration fe + SE IR Amplitude 0.8 
Normalized Motor V1brat•on fe + SE lA Amplitude Trend 
Number of processing element in Input Layer: 2 (Normalized Signature Amplitude and Signature Trend) 
Number of processing element in Hidden Layer: 5 
Number of processing element in Output Layer: I (Remaining Life of Component) 
Number of Training Patterns : 1 379 
Number of lterations: 1 00,000,000 
Average Error in the Trained ANN: 0.09 Time Units (Aging Cycle) 
Figure 6.111 :  Training data set for the ANN using motor vibration. 
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Table 6.6: Short-End Bearing Inner Ring Residual Life Estimation Using ANN on Motor 
# 1 2. 
Cycle # Vibration ANN Power ANN Current ANN Overall 
Estimation Estimation Estimation Estimation 
0 NIA NIA NIA NIA 
1 5.9 1 4.70 4.70 
2 4.7 1 1 5 .0 1 1 2.94 4.7 1 
3 0.43 1 .54 0.36 0.36 
4 0.63 1 0.34 1 .33 0.63 
5 2.08 2.32 1 .02 1 .02 
6 0.24 1 .28 0.83 0.25 
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1-- ANN Estimation · · · · · · · .Actual Residual Ufe \ 
Figure 6.112: Graphical representation of Table 6.6.  
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6.8 Summary of Results 
In this chapter, a systematic approach of constructing an automated system of 
electrical motor fault detection and remaining life estimation is presented. The 
accelerated aging tests, as explained in previous chapters constituted the base data in 
developing these algorithms. The translation of the time domain of these accelerated 
aging tests are given by Arrhenius Equations as depicted in Figure 3.5 and explained in 
detail in Section 5 . 1 0. 
By first establishing a relational database in Microsoft Access, all of the raw data 
were processed into derived signatures. These derived signatures were examined if an 
obvious and simple approach of detecting an incipient fault was possible. This  was 
accomplished by SQL queries. For example to select the bearing surface process end 
temperature of motors subjected to bearing fluting and thermal aging at I 00% load, the 
fol lowing query had to be performed, which yielded the result given in Table 6 .7 .  
SELECT D I STINCTROW report l .  [ Da t e  & Time ] , repor t l . [ Hotor # ] , 
�epo�t l .  [ Cyc le # ) , repor t1 . [ B S  PE l 
FROH report1 
WHERE ( ( ( report 1 .  [ Ho t o �  # ) ) = 1 1  Or ( �epo r t 1 .  [ Ho t o �  # ] ) = 1 2  Or 
( report 1 .  [ Motor # ] ) = 1 3 ) AND ( ( repor t 1 . [ Power Level ( % ) ) ) = 1 0 0 ) ) 
ORDER BY repor t l . [ Ho t  or # ]  , repor t 1 . [ Cyc l e  # )  ; 
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Table 6.7: Results of SQL query. 
I D ' - ---'titc -·-r· b  ""' · r - ""·M- , --- -- -,,� --,- 'r-A-'C\f l'"'-w.u ""'- - 1 ---- , -- ss I")E' ' ' 'I '\< - ate;'u>'•• •me�;; '�t" otor:i-tt\!Ji� �ft!r*;:: c e:,!Jt'rfi� 4�ijt� · ;r: ::iE:;;;x 
; 1 99703 1 3 1 9 1 0  1 1  0 : 59.971 597 
! 1 9970322 1 537 1 1  1 : 55.434036 ; 
: 1 99704082243 1 1  2 i 57.038488 ' 
1 1 997051 5 1 001 : 1 1  3 l 55.601 956 i 
i 1 99705292339 i 1 1  4 i 56.479363 � 
; 1 99706231 227 1 1  5 : 57.37963 ! 
i 1 997071 71 720 ; 1 1  6 �416061! 
: 1 99708271 506 : 1 1  7 ; 58.671 1 79 
: 1 997031 4 1 700 1 2  0 ' 57 . 1 1 9731 i 
: 1 9970323221 6  1 2  1 ; 57.3549 1 5 : 
: 1 997041 2 1 441 : 1 2  2 ' 56.43598 1 
, 1 997051 5 1 534 1 1 2  3 • 56.9957 1 2  ! 
' 1 99705301 745 1 1 2  4 ' 59.932702 ' 
' 1 997061 9 1 452 i 1 2  5 • 59.931 469 i 
< 1 997071 1 1 538 1 2  6 ; 60.4221 35 
' 
, 1 99707241 3 1 6  1 2  7 59.576358 : 
1 997031 5 1 742 1 3  0 . 57.909454 • 
· 1 9970325 1 830 ' 1 3  1 : 57.625075 
1 997041 31 926 1 3  2 i 58.367657 : 
1 997051 61 1 50 1 3  3 i 56.979938 
1 9970531 1 5 1 4  1 3  4 : 56.71 651 4  l9970§241 63;> ·-=- 1_3 __ ___ 5 .. ---:81.65368'6-· 
. J��ZQZ1�J 32_£ __  -�----·_f? __  .L- §��6644�--
1 99708281 726 1 3  < 7 < 60.673679 < 
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However, the detection of an incipient fault turned out to be not that easy, as 
making just SQL queries. Also, since the accelerated aging tests were performed at 
specific load levels, for the implementation in real l ife, the algorithms had to be 
developed for all load levels .  This is accomplished by normalizing the data with respect 
to the current load level . Previous experimental studies assumed that this normalization 
be linear, however, the use of a relational database and making the correct queries, we 
found out that the relationship between these signatures are not linear for most situations. 
The established normalization functions given in  this chapter are unique with respect to 
the signatures, to the measuring devices and to the electrical motors used. In this way, 
sensor level and feature level data fusion has been established. 
After the normalization of the selected signatures, they were trended with respect 
to time. Most of the trends were least-square fits using l inear and exponential functions .  
The slope of these functions determines the incipient fault detection in  electrical motors. 
Hence this was the input into the fuzzy logic based fault detection and classification 
algorithm. The alarm limits, which were established during the trending of these 
signatures constituted another input to the ANN's  for remaining life calculations. At this 
final level , symbol level data fusion was accomplished. 
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Chapter 7 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
7.1 Summary 
On-line signatures and features of motor failure are established by observing 
electrical motors during their degradation. Accelerated aging methods, based on the 
Arrhenius model, were used to simulate real-life conditions. Three forms of aging of 
motors were considered. The following aging experiments were performed on 5-HP 
three-phase squirrel cage motors. 
• Stator insulation thermal aging by continuous automated on-off switching by 
single-phase power supply. The insulation temperature was maintained at - 205 
oc. 
• Bearing thermal aging at - 140 °C, with induced corrosion by water soaking. 
• Bearing fluting aging by shaft current technique combined with thermal aging. 
These failure mechanisms were carefully  recorded by a performance test system 
explained in this dissertation. 
Thereafter, a relational database was established in which signal features were 
recorded. These features were normalized with respect to load and if possible with 
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respect to ambient temperature. These signatures were then trended using linear and 
exponential function least-square fits. 
Thereafter, the 'sensitivity matrix, '  showing all of the techniques used in this 
study and the relevance to a particular fault mode, was established. Using this tabulation 
and the trend slopes, a fuzzy logic based fault detection and classification algorithm was 
developed. The fuzzy logic rule base was able to successfully detect and classify the 
aforementioned induction motor faults. 
ANN's were also used to estimate the remaining life of a particular component in 
an electric motor. The input signatures of the ANN ' s  are the same as those used in the 
fuzzy logic based fault detection. Also, the alarm limits, which were established in the 
signature trends, were used as input. 
7.2 Conclusions 
In general , the results obtained from the studies in this dissertation have shown 
the feasibility of implementing data fusion for electric motor fault detection. A 
laboratory was established at The University of Tennessee in order to simulate the failure 
mechanisms of motors. This laboratory contained accelerated aging setups as well as a 
state-of-the-art performance test system which is used for recording electrical, 
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mechanical and thermal properties on-line. The database of measurements, which 
consists of raw and higher-level derived signatures, is unique in the field of this study. 
The analysis of the measured variables indicated the following: 
• Multi-resolution analysis of vibration indicated clearly the shift in spectral energy 
with degradation: As the electric motor progresses towards failure via electrical 
discharge mechanism, the spectral energy between 2 - 4 kHz also increases and 
dominates most of the spectrum. 
• Zero-sequence component analysis of impedance and magnetic flux 
measurements showed indications of winding insulation failure. Until recent 
years, no commercial methodology existed for detecting an ' incipient failure' of 
this nature when most of the failure modes occur in the winding insulation. 
• Efficiency was found to be an indicator of failure and not an indicator of 
' incipient failure. ' 
• The use of motor current and power yields complimentary results. While the 
trends for motor current were l inear, the trends for motor power were exponential . 
This i s  a result of Ohm's  law:  
Power = Resistance x (Current/ (7. 1 )  
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• Monitoring of bearings usmg thermocouples provided an efficient way of 
detecting an incipient fault. However, thermal analysis should be accompanied 
by vibration analysis in order to increase the confidence of fault detection and 
classification. 
• Normalization of signatures with respect to load was found to be non-linear in 
most of the cases. This is an important observation, as most of the previous 
studies in l iterature was used a l inear normalization with respect to load. 
• Normalization also changes with respect to the position of the accelerometer or 
the temperature sensor because of the thermal and mechanical changes in the 
motor. 
• The use of permanent mount sensors reduces the variation of measurements. 
Variations in vibrations were caused as a result of loose sensor mountings and not 
using the same specific sensor at the same location for each performance test. 
Variations in temperature were as a result of semi-steady state operation of the 
motor. 
• The use of fuzzy logic based fault detection and classification method developed 
in this research was implemented successfully with a few false alarms (in winding 
insulation). This was a result of insufficient data set from magnetic flux 
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measurements, which should compliment zero-sequence component analysis. 
• The coherence function between motor power and load power and the coherence 
function between motor power and motor vibration showed physically meaningful 
degradation trends of failure, however, it alone cannot classify fault degradation. 
• If we had to sort some of the sensor measurements with respect to the amount of 
information they carry, from least to most important, the sequence would be: 
I .  Temperature 
2. Current 
3 .  Power 
4. Vibration. 
This grading varies as a function of the fault type. 
In this study, most of the on-line motor performance techniques were integrated 
with some new techniques. Data fusion through sensory, feature and symbolic level 
provided a robust decision and detection methodology for electrical motors. Fuzzy logic 
based fault detection and classification as well as ANN based remaining life estimation 
were successfully implemented in this study. 
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7.3 Recommendations for Future Work 
Although this study has been an important milestone in the field of electrical 
motor failure detection, opportunities for future work are extensive. Some of these are 
given below: 
• This study has mainly concentrated on the steady-state operation of the motor. 
However, start-up and shut-down data were also collected during the tests. 
Further study of this transient data, by means of time-frequency analysis, may 
yield additional features, which can be used in fault detection. A preliminary 
study by James P. McClanahan is shown in Figure 7 . 1 - Figure 7.3 .  Trending of 
frequency time features of specific signals may provide additional insight into 
motor degradation. 
• More experimental studies need to be conducted with magnetic flux sensors in 
order to obtain better statistical features. 
• Other ANN's  can be constructed to predict the residual lifetime of particular 
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Figure 7.3: Time - frequency analysis of motor start-up data using motor vibration. 
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• The study of this dissertation can be extended to other failure modes of electric 
motors. However, the failure due to the causes is small compared to the failure 
mode investigated in this  study (see Table 1 .2) .  
• Further features and measurements can be incorporated into the IMMS easily. 
For example, leakage voltage can be measured as an additional feature in 
detecting winding insulation degradation and incorporated into the fuzzy logic 
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SCHEDULE OF MOTOR AGING AND TESTING ACTIVITIES 
Date Events 
(1997) (Comments) 
02 1 28 File 0228 .zip contains motor # I test results as:O% start-up 
• 0% start-up 
• 1 15% load 
• 1 00% load 
• 75% load 
• 50% load 
• 25% load 
• 0% load 
• 0% start-up without dynamometer 
• 0% without dynamometer 
03 I O I  Started insulation aging motor #I  @ 1 3 :25 
File 0301 .zip contains motor #2 test results. 
03 I 02 File 0302.zip contains motor #3 test results. 
03 1 03 Stopped insulation aging motor # I  @ 14 :00 
Motor #2 has short on TC PE 4:00, caused damage to SCXI- 1 1  00 
03 1 04 Ordered a new SCXI - 1 100 module 
03 1 05 Ordered a new SCXI - 1 120 module, so all of the TC connections from the motor will pass 
through an isolation amplifier (Protected up to 250Vrms).  
03 I 06 Installed 1;4 amQeres fuses to TC connections for extra protection. 
03 I 07 Started insulation aging motor #2 @ 1 2 :00 
File 0307 .zip contains motor #6 test results with the following exceptions: 
TC PE 1 2:00 @ 0% start-up is incorrect (wrong TC polarity) 
TC SE 1 0:00 @ 25% is incorrect for same reason. 
Also following load pattern is used: 
• 0% start-up without dynamometer 
• 0% without dynamometer 
• 0% start up 
• 25% load 
• 50% load 
• 75% load 
• 1 00% load 
• 1 15 %  load 
Steady state condition is changed from .1T <= 2°C in 30 minutes to .1T <= 0.2°C in 3 minutes. 
Also each load pattern is pre-heated by applying 1 1 5% load in between. This gives steady state 
values for winding insulation and bearing temperatures, the most important heat sources. 
03 I 08 Started bearing aging motor #6 @ 1 2 : 1 2  in oven #1 




03 I 09 
03 I 1 0  
0 3  I 1 1  
03 I 1 2  
0 3  I 1 3  
03 I 1 4  
0 3  I 1 5  
Events 
(Comments) 
Started bearing aging motor #7 @ 1 2:55 in oven #2 
Stopped insulation aging motor #2 @ 1 2:30 
Started insulation aging motor #3 @ 1 3 :25 
File 0308.zip contains motor #8 test results . 
Started bearing aging motor #8 @ 1 1 :20 in oven #3 
Changed SCXI-1 304 coupling from DC to AC, so that DC component of vibration signals are 
removed with cutoff frequency of 0. 1 6  Hz. 
File 03 1 O.zip contains motor # I test results. 
Stopped bearing aging motor #6 @ 1 2: 1 2, cooled it for 6 hours and quenched it for 15 minutes 
and started aging back @ 1 8:21  
Stopped insulation aging motor #3 @ 1 3 :55 
Started insulation aging motor #I @ 1 4:34 
File 03 l l .zip contains motor #2 test results with following exceptions: 
TC PE 8 :00 = TC Ambient 
TC PE 4 :00 = TC PE 8:00 
Stopped bearing aging motor #7 @ 1 2 :55, cooled it, quenched it for 1 5  minutes and started 
aging back @ 1 8:45 
File 03 1 2.zip contains motor #3 test results. 
Stopped bearing aging motor #8 @ I J  :20, cooled it, quenched it for 1 5  minutes and started 
aging back @ 1 7:30 
Stopped insulation aging motor #I @ 1 5:20 
Started insulation aging motor #2 @ 1 6: 1 6  
File 03 1 3 .zip contains motor # 1 1 test results. 
Fluted motor #1 1 for 30 min and put it in oven #4 @ 1 5 :00 
Stopped bearing aging motor #6 @ 12 :2 1  
File 03 1 4.zip contains motor # 1 2  test results with the following exception: 
TC Ambient not working, replaced it with another J-type TC, but not same size. 
Stopped insulation aging motor #2 @ 16 :50 
Started insulation aging motor #3 @ 1 8:35 
Fluted motor # 1 2  for 30 minutes and put it into oven #5 @ 1 9:03 
Stopped bearing aging motor #7 @ 1 8 :45 
Installed CSI Motor Status device and software. 




03 I 1 6  Corrected DAQ program Short End Axial vibration Gain from 20 to 5.  
Stopped bearing aging motor #8 @ 1 7:30 
Fluted motor # 1 3  for 30 minutes and put it in oven #I @ 1 9 :45 
File 03 ! 6.zip contains motor #6 test results. 
03 I 1 7  Started bearing aging motor #6 i n  oven #6 @ 1 4:07 
Stopped aging motor # I I @ 1 5 :00, cooled it, quenched it for I 5  minutes and put it back @ 
2 I : IO 
Stopped insulation aging motor #3 @ I 9:55 
File 03 I 7  contains motor #7 test results with the following exceptions: 
Cover & SE H vibrations were misplaced for 0% dynamometer uncoupled tests. 
PE I 0:00 accelerometer is magnetic mount, instead of stud mount. 
03 I I 8  Started bearing aging motor #7 in oven #2 @ I 6: I 5  
Stopped aging motor # I 2  @ I 9:03, cooled it and quenched i t  for 1 5  minutes. 
File 03 I 8.zip contains motor #8 test results. 
03 I I 9  Had breakfast @ 9:00 with UT MRC members & UTNE department head. 
Changed CSI Motor Status parameters as: 
Short: 240 
Long: I440 
Put motor # I 2  into oven #3 @ I I  :40 for second half of aging cycle. 
Started bearing aging motor #8 in oven #5 @ I I  :55.  
Stopped aging motor # 1 3 @ 19:45, cooled it and quenched it for I 5  minutes. 
03 I 20 Put motor # I 3  into oven # I @ I I  :25 for second half of aging cycle. 
Stopped bearing aging motor #6 @ I 4:07, cooled it and quenched it 
03 I 2 I  Stopped aging motor # I I @ I 2 : I O  ( 1 5  hours late ! )  
Put motor #6 in oven #4 @ I 2:40 for second half of aging cycle. 
Stopped bearing aging motor #7 @ 1 6 : 1 5 ,  cooled it and quenched it for 1 5  minutes. 
03 I 22 Put motor #7 in oven #2 @ I4: I I  for second half of aging cycle. 
Stopped bearing aging motor #8 @ 1 1 :55, cooled it and quenched it for 15 minutes. 




03 I 23 Put motor #8 in oven # 5 @ I 8: I 0 for second half of aging cycle. 
Stopped aging motor # 1 3  @ 1 1 :25 
Fluted motor # I I for 30 minutes and put it into oven #3 @ 2 1 :35 
File 0323 contains motor # I 2  test results with the fol lowing exception: 
PE 10:00 vibration sensor is magnetic mount. 
03 1 24 Stopped bearing aging motor #6 @ 1 2:40 
Fluted motor # 1 2  for 30 minutes and put it into oven #6 @ 1 7: 1 5  
03 I 25 Installed & calibrated torque sensor. 
Stopped bearing aging motor #7 @ I 4 :  1 1  
File 0325.zip contains motor # 1 3  test results. 
Fluted motor # 1 3  for 30 minutes an put it into oven #2 @ 20: 1 0  
03 I 26 File 0326.zip contains motor #1 test results. 
Started insulation aging motor # 1 @ 1 7 :  1 5  
Stopped bearing aging motor # 8  @ 1 8 : 1 0  
Stopped aging motor # 1 1 @ 2 1 :35, cooled it and quenched it for 15 minutes. 
03 I 27 Put motor # 1 1  in oven #3 @ I 7  :25 for second half of aging cycle. 
File 0327.zip contains motor #6 test results. 
Started bearing aging motor #6 in oven #5 @ 1 6:30 
Stopped aging motor # 1 2 @ 1 7 : 1 5 ,  cooled it and quenched it. 
03 I 28 Stopped insulation aging motor #1 @ 1 7:45 :  Terminal on wires 7-6- 1 was melted down. 
Stopped aging motor # 1 3  @ 20: 1 0, cooled it and quenched it for 15 minutes. 
Put motor # 1 2  into oven #1 for second half agincr cvcle. 
03 I 29 Put motor # 1 3  in oven #2 @ 1 6:55 for second-half aging cycle. 
File 0329.zip contains motor #7 test results. 




03 I 30 Stopped aging motor #1 1 @ 1 7 :25, cooled it and quenched it for 15 minutes. 
Stopped bearing aging motor #6 @ 1 6:30, cooled it and quenched it for 1 5  minutes. 
03 I 3 1  Put motor #1 1 into oven #3 @ 1 0:50 for second half of aging cycle. 
Put motor #6 into oven #5 @ 1 1  :30 for second half of aging cycle. 
Stopped aging motor # 1 2  @ 20:40 
04 1 0 1 Stopped aging motor # 1 3 @ 1 6:55 
Stopped bearing aging motor #7 @ 1 8 :50. cooled it and quenched it for 1 5  minutes. 
04 1 02 Wrote program to convert MRC data from binary to ASCII with desired measurements. 
Wrote program to generate mean and rms values of measured data and to create a table. 
04 I 03 File 0403.zip contains motor #2 test results with the following exception: 
TC PE 4 :00 = TC PE 8 :00 
Stopped aging motor # 1 1  @ I 0:50 
Stopped bearing aging motor #6 @ 1 1  :30 
04 I 05 File 0405.zip contains motor #3 test results with the following exception: 
PE 1 0:00 accelerometer is magnetic mount. 
Started insulation aging motor #2 @ 1 7 :30 
04 I 06 File 0406.zip contains motor #1 test results with the following exception: 
Ignore 0% Torque, since it was not calibrated correctly). 
Started bearing aging 2"d half for motor #7 in oven #5 @ 1 5 :40 (Had forgotten the 2"d part 
before) 
04 I 07 File 0407 .zip contains motor #8 test results. 
Stopped insulation aging motor #2 @ 1 9 :05 . 
Started insulation aging motor #3 @ 23:30 
Started bearing aging motor #8 in oven #4 @ 23:45 
04 I 08 File 0408.zip contains motor #1 1 test results. 
04 1 09 Stopped bearing aging motor #7 @ 1 5 :40 
Stopped insulation aging motor #3 @ 24:03 
04 I 1 0  Took out motor # 8  o f  oven #4 @ 23 :45 & quenched it. 
Fluted motor # I I and put it in oven #I @ 23:00 
04 I 1 2  File 04 1 2.zip contains motor # 1 2  test data with the following excetion: 




04 I 13  File 041 3.zip contains motor # 1 3  test data. 
Fluted motor # 1 2  and put it in oven #2 @ 1 2 :45 
Put motor #8 in oven #3 @ 1 3 :30 
Put motor #I 3 in oven #4 @ 2 1 :00 
04 1 14 Took out motor #I 1 from oven #I @ 22:00 and quenched it. 
04 I 15  Put motor # 1 1 in oven #l @ 23:45 
04 / 1 6 Took out motor # 1 2  @ 1 2:45 and quenched it. 
Stopped bearing aging of motor #8 . @  1 3 :30 
Took out motor #I  3 from oven #4 @ 2 I :00 and quenched it. 
04 1 1 7 Put motor # 1 2  in oven # 1 2 @ 1 0: 1 0  
Put motor #I  3 i n  oven #3 @ 1 3 :35 
04 I 1 8  Stopped aging of motor # 1 1 @ 23 :45 
04 I 1 9  Took out motor # 1 2  out o f  oven #2 @ 1 0 : 1 0  
Took out motor # 1 3  from oven #3 @ 1 3 :35 
05 I 1 0  File 05 1 O.zip contains motor # 2  test data with the following exceptions: 
Accelerometer PE 2:00 is magnetic, 
TC PE 8 :00 = PE 4 :00, 
Dynamometer speed measurement is missing. 
New DAQ settings are being used as: 
1 .  A new TC measurement i s  added i n  the .tc files to measure ambient temperature ( 1 "  away 
from motor air intake) 
2. Sampling rate of low frequency has been changed to 4000 samples per seconds for each 
channel 
a. Accelerometer filters (hardware) are set to 200 Hz 
b .  All other data is filtered by  a 5th order low-pass Butterworth filter 
c. Low pass data is recorded at 666.67 Hz 
Started insulation aaing motor #1 @ 17 :25. 
05 I 1 I File 05 I ! .zip contains motor #3 test data. 
CSI measurement is missing because forgot to download the data. 
05 I 1 2  File 05 I 2.zip contains motor #6 test data. 
Stopped insulation aging motor #I @ I 7 :55 
Put motor #6 in oven #1  @ I 8:00 




05 I 1 3  File 05 1 3.zip contains motor #7 test data. 
Put motor #7 in oven #2 @ 1 8:40 
05 I 1 4  File 05 1 4.zip contains motor # 8  test data. 
Put motor #8 in oven #3 @ 1 5 :40 
Stopped insulation aging motor #3 @ 1 8 :48 
Started insulation aging motor #2 @ 1 9 :45 
05 I 1 5  File 05 1 5  .zip contains motor # 1 1  test data. 
Fluted motor # 1 1  and put it into oven #4 @ 1 3 :45 
File 05 15b.zip contains motor # 1 2  test data. 
Fluted motor # 1 2  and put into oven #5 @ 1 7:20 
File 05 1 5c.zip contains motor # 1 test data with the following exception: 
TC AIR not workincr. 
05 I 1 6  File 05 1 6.zip contains motor # 1 3  test data. 
Fluted motor # 1 3  and put into oven #6 @ 1 3 :30 
Took out motor #6 from oven #1  @ 1 8 : 1 0  and quenched it (24 hours late) 
Took out motor #7 from oven #2 @ 1 8 :40 and quenched it 
Stopped insulation aging motor #2 @ 20: 1 5  
File 05 1 6b.zip contains motor #3 test data with the fol lowing exceptions: 
0% coupled start-up may be bad. 
RPM tape came off at some time. Check files before the ones listed below: 
1 99705 1 6 1 4065 1 .mt. Delete 3'd and 4th .tc files. no rpm data. 
05 I 1 7  File 05 1 7  .zip contains motor #2 test data with the following exceptions : 
Wax melted on PE 1 0:00 and PE 2:00 accelerometers. so that they were loosely attached. 
Took out motor #8 @ 1 8 :40 and quenched it. 
Started insulation aging motor #I @ 1 5 :30 
Put motor #6 in oven # 1 @ 1 6 :00 




05 I 1 8  Took out motor #1 1 from oven #4 @ 1 3 :45 and quenched it 
Took out motor # 1 2  from oven #5 @ 1 7 : 20 and quenched it 
05 I 1 9  Insulation aging motor #1 was stopped because o f  melt-down o f  terminals @ 1 3 :30 
Put motor #8 in oven #3 @ 1 4:05 
Put motor # 1 2  in oven #4 @ 1 5 :00 
Put motor #1 1 in oven #5 @ 1 5 :35 
Took out motor # 1 3  from oven # 1 3  from oven #6 @ 15 :45 and quenched it. 
05 1 20 Took out motor #6 from oven # 1  @ 1 6:00 
Took out motor #7 from oven #2 @ 1 6:20 
Put motor # 1 3  in oven #6 @ 1 3:30 
05 I 22 File 0522.zip contains motor #6 test data with the following exception: 
It also has stop data. 
Started insulation aging motor #2 @ 1 2:35 
Took out motor #8 from oven #3 @ 1 4:05 
Took out motor # 1 2  from oven #4 @ 1 5 :00 
Took out motor #1 1 from oven #5 @ 1 5 :35 
05 I 23 Took out motor # 1 3  from oven #6 @ 1 3 :30 
Put motor #6 in oven # I  @ 1 3 :  1 0  
05 I 24 Stopped insulation aging motor #2 @ 1 7 :05 
05 I 25 File 0525.zip contains motor #7 test data 
Put motor #7 in oven #2 @ 1 9:20 
05 1 26 Took out motor #6 from oven # 1  @ 1 3 : 1 0  and quenched it 
Started insulation aging motor #3 @ 23 :45 
05 I 28 File 0528.zip contains motor #8 test data. 
Put motor #6 in oven #1 @ 1 3 :00 
Put motor #8 in oven #3 @ 1 7 : 1 5  
Took out motor #7 @ 1 9:20 and quenched it 
05 I 29 File 0529.zip contains motor # 1 1 test data. 
Stopped insulation aging motor #3 @ 00: 1 6  




05 I 30 File 0530.zip contains motor # 1 2  test data with the following exceptions: 
Stop data for 0% uncoupled is missing. 
PE 10:00 is magnetic 
Fluted motor # 1 1  and put it in oven #4 @ 0 1 : 1 5  
Fluted motor # 1 2  and put it in oven #5 @ 1 9 : 25 
05 I 3 1  File 053 I .zip contains motor # 1 3  test data with the following exceptions: 
50% load may have been recorded twice, use the first one 
Fluted motor # 1 3  and put it in oven #6 @ 1 6:45 
Took out motor #8 from oven #3 @ 1 7:50 and quenched it. 
Took out motor #6 from oven #1 @ 1 3 :00 
06 I 02 Took out motor # 1 1 from oven #4 @ 0 1 : 1 5  and quenched it 
Took out motor #7 from oven #2 @22:30 ( 1 8  hours late) 
Took out motor # 1 2  from oven #5 @ 1 9:25 and quenched it 
06 I 03 Put motor #8 in oven # 1  @ 1 4 : 1 5  
Put motor #1 1 in oven #2 @ 1 5 :03 
Put motor # 1 2  in oven #3 @ 1 5 :30 
Took out motor #1 3 from oven #6 and quenched it. 
06 I 06 Took out motor #8 from oven # 1 @ 1 4 : 1 5  
Took out motor # 1 1 from oven #2 @ 1 5 :03 
Took out motor # 1 2  from oven #3 @ 1 5 :50 
06 I 09 Put motor # 1 3  in oven #6 @ 1 4:35 
06 I I I  File 061 l .zip contains motor #6 test data. 
06 I 1 2  File 06 1 2.zip contains motor # I  test data with the following exceptions: 
No TC AIR data. 
CSI device not working. 
Started insulation aging testing of motor #1 @ 1 4 :40 
File 06 1 2b .zip contains motor #7 test data with the following exception: 
Accelerometer PE I 0:00 is magnetic 
Put motor #7 in oven #2 @ 1 8 :05 




06 I 1 3  Put motor #8 in oven #3 @ 1 2:35 
File 061 3 .zip contains motor #8 test data. 
Put motor #8 in oven #3 @ 1 2 :35 
Quenched motor #6 & put it in oven #1 @ 09:27 
06 I 1 4  Stopped insulation aging motor #! @ 1 3 : 15 
06 I 1 6  Took out motor #6 from oven # 1  @ 1 6:2 1  
Took out motor #7 from oven #2 @ 1 6:23 ( 1 day late) 
Took out motor #8 from oven #8 @ 1 6:25 
Took out motor # 1 3  from oven #6 @ 1 6 :23 (3 days late) 
06 I 1 7  Motor #I I test failed, possibly because of motor fai lure. 
06 I 1 9  Tested Motor # 1 2  into file 061 9.zip with the following exceptions : 
PE 1 0:00 is magnetic 
0% shutdown is actually not shutdown. 
Started using CSI device iust re_Qiaced batt�ry. 
06 1 20 Fluted motor # 1 2  
Put Motor # 1 2  i n  oven #4 @ 00: 1 5  
Took out motor #6, 7,  8 .  
06 I 21  Tested motor #3  in  file 062 l .zip with the fol lowing exceptions 
0% dynamometer startup coupled temperature unreliable ! 
Started insulation aging motor #3 @ 1 6:24 
06 I 23 Took out motor # 1 2  @ 10:00 ,quenched it and put it back in oven #5 @ 1 7:09 
Tested motor # 1 1 in file 0623.zip 
Fluted Motor #I I and put it in oven #4 @ 1 7:05 
Stopped motor #3 insulation aging. 
06 I 24 Tested motor # 1 3  in fi le 0624.zip with the following exception: 
X phase had an imbalance. possibly from loose terminal connection 
Fluted motor # 1 3  and put it in oven #6 @ 1 8 :50 
06 I 25 Tested motor #2 into file 0625.zip with the fol lowmg exception: 
PE 1 0:00 is magnetic ! 
TC PE 4:00 = PE 8 :00 
Started insulation aging motor #2 @ 1 3 :00 
Forgot the motor & it went to 250 oc. Within 1 5  minutes it burned out! 
06 I 26 Took out motor # 1 1  from oven # 4 and quenched it 




06 1 27 Took out motor # 1 3  from oven #6 @ 1 8:50 
Stopped insulation aging motor # 2 @ 1 3 :30 
06 I 28 Tested motor #6 in file 0628.zip 
Started bearing aging motor #6 in oven # I  @ 1 2:35 
06 I 29 Tested motor #7 in file 0629.zip 
Started bearing aging motor #7 in oven #2 @ 1 3 :  1 5  
07 / 02 Took out motor #6 out of oven @ 9:35 
Took out motor #7 out of oven @ 2 1 :30 
07 1 03 Quenched and put motor #6 in oven # 1  @ 08:05 
Quenched and put motor #7 in oven #2 @ 08:45 
07 1 06 Took out motor #6 from oven # 1  @ 1 3:36 
Took out motor #? from oven #2 @ 1 3 :39 
07 I 1 1  Tested motor #8 in file 07 1 l .zip 
Put motor #8 in oven #1 @ 1 2:30 
Tested motor # 1 2  in file 07 1 1  b .zip with the following exceptions: 
PE 1 0:00 is magnetic ! 
07 I 1 3  Fluted & put motor # 1 2  in oven #2 @ 2 1 :00 
Tested motor #1 in file 07 1 3.zip with the following exceptions: 
TC Air not working ! 
No CSI device used. 
07 I 1 4  Took out motor # 8  and quenched i t  and put i t  back i n  oven @ 23:50 
Started insulation aaing motor #1 @ 1 3 :27 
07 I 1 6  Stopped insulation aging motor # 1  @ 1 3 :57 
07 I 1 7  Took out motor # 1 2  from oven # 1 2 @ 1 3 :00, quenched it and put it in oven #2 @ 22:30 
Tested motor # I I  in file 07 1 7  .zip 
Fluted motor #1 1 and put it in oven #3 @ 23:00 
Took out motor #8 from oven #I @ 23:50 
07 I 1 8  Tested motor # 1 3  i n  file 07 1 8.zip 
Fluted motor # 1 3  and put it in oven #1 @ 1 5 : 25 
Put new fans on motor # I .  2, 3.  
07 I 20 Took out motor # 1 2  from oven # 2 @ 9:30 
07 I 22 Took out motor #1 1 from oven #7 @ 20: 1 0  (2 days late) 




07 I 24 Tested motor # 1 2  in file 0724.zip with the following exceptions: 
PE 1 0:00 is magnetic 
Fluted motor # 1 2  and put it into oven #2 @ 22:40 
Tried to test motor #2, currents went up to 
I, = 22 Amps 
Iy = 54 Amps 
Iz = 30 Amps 
And then tripped the circuit. When tried to run the second time, flames came out of the cover 
box. 
07 I 25 Took out motor # 1 3  from oven # 1 3  @ 9:00 
07 1 26 Tested motor #1 1 into file 0726.zip with the fol lowing exceptions: 
Motor fan melted down at possibly 1 00% load, even though it was newly replaced. 
0% shutdown without the dynamometer and 1 15 %  shutdown data are missing 
07 I 27 Took out motor # 1 2  from oven #2 @ 22:40 and quenched it. 
Started insulation aging motor #1 @ 22:45 
07 I 28 Put motor # 1 2  in oven #1 @ 1 1 :50 
07 I 29 Stopped insulation aging motor #1 @ 23:30 
07 I 30 Took out motor # 1 2  from oven #1 @ 1 1 :50 
Tested motor #6 into file 0730.zip 
(Se-V vibration had spikes . . .  ) 
Put motor #6 in oven # 1 @ 1 7:50 
08 I 05 Took out motor #6 from oven # I  @ 1 9:20 
08 I 13  Tested motor #3 into file 08 1 3.zip 
(One of the accelerometers may not be working) 
Started insulation aging motor#3 @ 1 5 :00 
08 I 15  Stopped insulation aging motor #3 @ 1 5 :30 
08 I 21 Tested motor #7 in file 082 l .zip with the following exception: 
No CSI device used. 
08 I 22 Tested motor #8 into file 0822.zip with the following exception: 
No CSI device used. 
Put motor #8 into oven #2 @ 1 7 : 1 5  
0 8  I 27 Took out motor #7 from ove n # 1 @ 1 8 :40 
Tested motor #1 1 in file 0827.zip with the fol lowing exceptions: 
Test data is unreliable, as error conditions have not been observed. esp. after 50% power load. 




08 1 28 Took out motor #8 from oven #2 @ 17 :  1 5  
Tested motor # 1 3  i n  file 0828.zip 
CSI unit failed to download data on this test. 
Fluted motor # 1 3  and put it in oven #4 @ 1 9 : 1 2  
08 1 29 Took out motor # 1 1  and 1 3  from the ovens as thev are classified as failed. 
09 1 1 8 Tested motor # I  into file 09 1 8 .zip with the following exceptions: 
Accelerometer SE - V = Magnetic Flux Axial 
Accelerometer SE - H = Magnetic Flux Radial 
TC Air is not working 
1 15% shutdown data is missing . . .  
Started insulation aging motor # 1  @ 19 :00 
09 1 1 9 Tested motor #3 into file 09 1 9.zip with the following exceptions: 
Accelerometer SE - V = Magnetic Flux Axial 
Accelerometer SE - H = Magnetic Flux Radial 
09 I 20 St�ped insulation aging motor # I @ 1 9 :00 
09 I 2 1  Started insulation aging motor #3 @ 1 5 :50 
09 I 23 Stopped insulation aging motor #3 @ 14 :00 
09 I 25 Tested motor #I into file 0925.zip with the following exceptions: 
Accelerometer SE - V = Magnetic Flux Axial 
Accelerometer SE - H = Magnetic Flux Radial 
TC Air not working 
Resistance values for the motor before test was: 
9-5-3 - 4-8-2 : 0.93 Ohms 
9-5-3 - 7-6- 1 : 0.83 Ohms 
4-8-2 - 7-6- 1 : 0.96 Ohms 
Started insulation aging_ motor # 1 @ 1 6:36 
09 I 26 Tested motor #3 into file 0926.zip with the following exceptions: 
Accelerometer SE - V = Magnetic Flux Axial 
Accelerometer SE - H = Magnetic Flux Radial 
Resistance values for the motor before test was: 
9-5-3 - 4-8-2 : 1 .65 Ohms 
9-5-3 - 7-6- 1 : 1 .29 Ohms 
4-8-2 - 7-6- 1 : 1 .26 Ohms 
U_p to 25% there is a current imbalance due to bad terminal connection, was corrected later on . . .  
09 I 27 Stopped insulation aging motor # I  @ 1 7:06 




1 0 1 0 1 Tested motor # I  into file 1 001 .zip with the following exceptions: 
Accelerometer SE - V = Magnetic Flux Axial 
Accelerometer SE - H = Magnetic Flux Radial 
TC Air not working 
Resistance values for the motor before test was: 
9-5-3 - 4-8-2 : 0.96 Ohms 
9-5-3 - 7-6- I : 1 .02 Ohms 
4-8-2 - 7-6- 1 : 1 .2 1  Ohms 
1 0 1 02 Stopped insulation aging motor #3 @ 24 :40 
1 0 1 03 Tested motor #3 into file 1 003.zip with the following exceptions: 
Accelerometer SE - V = Magnetic Flux Axial 
Accelerometer SE - H = Magnetic Flux Radial 
Resistance values for the motor before test was : 
9-5-3 - 4-8-2 : 1 .4 1  Ohms 
9-5-3 - 7-6- 1 : 1 .30 Ohms 
4-8-2 - 7 -6- I : 1 . 1 9  Ohms 
Started insulation aging motor #I  @ 1 0:07 
1 0 1 05 Stopped insulation aging motor #I @ 1 0:40 
10 I 08 Started insulation aging motor #3 @ I 6:2 I  
1 0  I 09 Motor #3 failed during insulation aging between I 3 :00 - I 5 :30 
The following resistance values are recorded thereafter: 
9-5-3 - 4-8-2 : 3 .26 Ohms 
9-5-3 - 7-6- 1 : 1 .93 Ohms 
4-8-2 - 7-6- 1 : 1 .92 Ohms 
I O  I 10 Tested motor # I  into file I 0 I O.zip with the following exceptions: 
Accelerometer SE - V = Magnetic Flux Axial 
Accelerometer SE - H = Magnetic Flux Radial 
TC Air not working 
Resistance values for the motor before test was: 
9-5-3 - 4-8-2 : 1 . 1 8  Ohms 
9-5-3 - 7 -6- I : 1 .29 Ohms 
4-8-2 - 7-6- I : 1 . 1 8  Ohms 
I I  I 1 6  Started insulation aging motor # I @ I4 : I 7  
I I  I 1 8  Stopped insulation aging motor # 1 @ 1 6 :  14  
I I I 1 9  Tested motor # 4 in I I I9.zip with the fol lowing exceptions: 
Accelerometer SE - V = Magnetic Flux Axial 
Accelerometer SE - H = Magnetic Flux Radial 
Resistance values for the motor before test was : 
9-5-3 - 4-8-2 : 1 .29 Ohms 
9-5-3 - 7-6- 1 : 1 . 15 0hms 
4-8-2 - 7-6- 1 : 1 .32 Ohms 
0% coupled shut-down data missing! 




1 1  I 2 1  Tested motor # 1  in 1 1 2 l .zip with the fol lowing exceptions: 
Accelerometer SE - V = Magnetic Flux Axial 
Accelerometer SE - H = Magnetic Flux Radial 
TC Air not working ! 
Resistance values for the motor before test was: 
9-5-3 - 4-8-2 : 8.0 Ohms 
9-5-3 - 7-6- 1 : 4.70 Ohms 
4-8-2 - 7-6- 1 : 1 .55 Ohms 
Motor failed on-line at 0% coupled start-up. 
1 1  I 24 Tested motor #5 in 1 124.zip with the fol lowing exceptions: 
Accelerometer SE - V = Magnetic Flux Axial 
Accelerometer SE - H = Magnetic Flux Radial 
Resistance values for the motor before test was: 
9-5-3 - 4-8-2 : 0.86 Ohms 
9-5-3 - 7-6- 1 : 0.83 Ohms 
4-8-2 - 7-6- 1 : 0.97 Ohms 
Started insulation aging motor # 5 @ 1 6:20 at 2 1 5° 
1 1  I 26 Stopped insulation aging motor #5 @ 1 8 :20 
1 2  I l Tested motor #5 in 1 124.zip with the following exceptions: 
Accelerometer SE - V = Magnetic Flux Axial 
Accelerometer SE - H = Magnetic Flux Radial 
Resistance values for the motor before test was: 
9-5-3 - 4-8-2 : 0.85 Ohms 
9-5-3 - 7-6- 1 : 0.84 Ohms 
4-8-2 - 7-6- 1 : 0.84 Ohms 
Started insulation aging motor # 5 @ 1 6:40 
Failed around 1 8 :30 
12 I 3 Stopped insulation aging motor #5 @ 1 5 :20 
1 2  I 5 Tested motor #5 in 1 205.zip with the following exceptions: 
Accelerometer SE - V = Magnetic Flux Axial 
Accelerometer SE - H = Magnetic Flux Radial 
Resistance values for the motor before test was: 
9-5-3 - 4-8-2 : 1 .02 Ohms 
9-5-3 - 7-6- 1 : 1 .85 Ohms 
4-8-2 - 7-6- 1 : 1 .85 Ohms 
Failed after 25% load. 
12 I 8 Tested motor #9 in 1 208.zip with the following exceptions: 
Accelerometer SE - V = Magnetic Flux Axial 
Accelerometer SE - H = Magnetic Flux Radial 
Resistance values for the motor before test was: 
9-5-3 - 4-8-2 : 0.88 Ohms 
9-5-3 - 7-6- 1 : 0.86 Ohms 
4-8-2 - 7-6- 1 : 0 .83 Ohms 
Started insulation aginz motor #9 @ 1 7 :05 at 2 15°  




I 2  I I I  Tested motor #9 in I 2 I l .zip with the following exceptions: 
Accelerometer SE - V = Magnetic Flux Axial 
Accelerometer SE - H = Magnetic Flux Radial 
Resistance values for the motor before test was: 
9-5-3 - 4-8-2 : 0.85 Ohms 
9-5-3 - 7-6- I : 0.83 Ohms 
4-8-2 - 7-6- 1 : 0.84 Ohms 
Started insulation aging motor #9 @ 1 7:25 at 2 1 5° 
1 2 / 1 2  Motor #9 was at 1 92°C instead of 2 1 5 °C,_.£.ossible failure m'!Y have occurred. 
1 2  I 1 3  Stopped insulation aging motor #9 @ 1 8 : 1 0  
1 2 / 15 Tested motor #9, however it failed immediately with the following resistance values: 
9-5-3 - 4-8-2 : 0.98 Ohms 
9-5-3 - 7-6- 1 : 0.95 Ohms 
4-8-2 - 7-6- 1 : 1 .62 Ohms 
306 
APPENDIX B 
LISTING OF DATA ACQUSITION SOFTWARE 
# include < formatio . h> 
# include <ansi_c . h> 
# include <analys i s . h> 
# include <ut i l i ty . h> 
# include <dataacq . h> 
# include <cvirte . h> 
otherwise * /  
/ *  Needed i f  : inking i n  external comp i l er ; harmless 
# include <userint . h> 
# include " a i_acq . h "  
# include " convert . h "  
/ *  modul e  type constants 
#define SCXI 1 1 2 1  2 L  
#define SCXI -1 1 2 0  4 L  
#define SCXI 1 1 0 0  6 L  
#def ine SCXI 1 1 4 0  SL 
#def ine SCXI 1 1 2 2  10L 
#de f ine SCXI 1 1 0 2  3 0 L  
#def ine SCXI 1 1 4 1  3 2 L  
* I  
! *  these modules are NOT supported in thi s  exampl e  * /  
#de f ine SCXI -1 1 2 4  2 0 L  
#def ine SCXI 1 1 6 0  12L 
#def ine SCXI_l 1 6 1  14L 
# de f ine SCXI -1 1 6 2  1 6 L  
#def ine SCXI 1 1 62 !JV 2 4 L  
#def ine SCXI 1 1 6 3  18L 
# de f ine SCXI 1 1 6 3 R  2 8 L  
/ *  data acqu i s i t ion device type constants * I  
#def ine LAB_PC 9 
#def ine PC_LPM_16 13 
#def ine LABPC_PLUS 2 8  
#def ine SCXI 1 2 0 0  3 0  
#def ine DAQCARD_7 0 0  3 1  
#def ine DAQPAD_12 0 0  3 3  
#def ine DAQCARD_ 1 2 0 0  4 8  
#def ine PC_LPM_ 1 6 PNP 5 6  
#def ine LAB_PC_ 1 2 0 0  5 7  
#def ine LAB_PC_l 2 0 0AI 5 8  
#de f ine PCI 1 2 0 0  2 0 1  
#def ine MAX_BUFFER_SIZE 3 84 0 0 0 0  
! * max number o f  SCXI channel s  in one chas s i s  * /  
#def ine MAX_SCXI_CHANS 3 84 
/ *  binary data buf fer * /  
short dataBu f [ MAX_BUFFER_SI Z E ] ; 
short chanBuf [ 2 4 0 0 0 0 ] ; 
double vol tBuf [ 2 4 0 0 0 0 ] ; 
double motorpower [ 2 4 0 0 0 0 ] ; 
double loadpower [ 2 4 0 0 0 0 ] ; 
double of fset [ 3 6 ] ; 
double currento f f [ 4 ] ; 
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double CJTemp ( 3 ] ; 
double checksteady [ 4 ] ;  
! *  user interface panel handles * /  
int muxHandle,  entryHandle , paral lelHandle ; 
/ *  SCXI mul tiplexed scan paramters * /  
int nwnModule s ;  
short numChansLis t [ 1 2 ] , moduleLi s t [ l2 ] ,  s tartChansLi s t [ l 2 ] ; 
static int panelHandle ; 
char times tampstring [ l S ] ; 
int tc_f i l e_handle ; 
int mt_f i l e_handle ;  
int l ogging ; 
void S toreArray ( double x [ ] ,  int coun t ,  int f i l e_handle l 
{ 
FmtFi l e  ( f i le_handl e ,  " % * f < % * f " , count , count , x ) ; 
void StorePoint ( double x ,  int f i l e_hand l e )  
Fmt F i l e  ( f i l e_handl e ,  " % f < % f " , x ) ; 
void OpenTCF i l e ( )  
char f i lename [ 3 0 ] ; 
int i ;  
CopyS tring ( f i lename , O , " c : \ \mrc \ \ data \ \ " , 0 , 12 ) ; 
CopyString ( f i l ename , l2 , times tamps tring , O , l4 ) ; 
CopyString ( f i l ename , 2 6 , " . tc " , 0 , 3 ) ; 
tc_f i le_handle=OpenFi l e ( f i l ename , 2 , 0 , 0 ) ; 
i f  ( tc_f i le_handle< O )  { 
voi d  OpenM�F i l e ( )  
SetCC:rlVal ( panelHandl e ,  PANEL_erro r ,  tc_f i l e_handl e ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , P&�EL_alarm , 1 ) ; 
char f : lename [ 3 0 ] ; 
CopyStr ing ( f i l ename , O , " c : \ \mrc \ \data \ \ " , 0 , 1 2 ) ; 
CopyS tring ( f i l ename , l 2 , timestampstring , 0 , 14 ) ; 
CopyS tr ing ( f i lename , 2 6 , " . mt " , 0 ,  3 ) ; 
mt_ f : l e_handl e=OpenF i le ( : i lenarne , 2 , 0 , 0 ) ; 
i f  ( tc_f i l e_handl e< O )  { 
SetCtr lVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_error , rnt_f i le_ha!"ldl e ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle,  PANEL_alarm , 1 1 ; 
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! *  Check for S teady State * /  
int CheckSteadyState ( )  
{ 
int i , j ;  
double temperature ; 
GetCtrlVa l ( panelHandle , PANEL_MOTOR_l , &temperature ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i< 3 ; i + + )  checks teady [ i ] =checks teady [ i + l ] ; 
checksteady [ 3 ] = t emperature ; 
temperature=abs ( checksteady [ 3 ] -checks teady [ 0 ] ) ;  
i f ( temperature< = 0 . 2 )  
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_steadys tate,  1 ) ; 
e l se 
SetCtr1Va1 ( panelHandle , PANEL_s teadys tate , 0 ) ; 
return 0 ;  
/ *  S tu f f  with t ime s tamp * /  
int PutTimeStamp ( )  
int i , j , err , i 1 , i2 , i3 ;  
double times tamp , datestamp ; 
char t imes tring [ 7 ] ; 
char datestring [ 1 5 ] ; 
char tempstring [ 7 j ; 
err=GetSys temTime ( & i1 , &i 2 , & i3 ) ; 
t imestamp= i l * l O O O O . O  + i2 * 1 0 0 . 0  + i3 ; 
err=GetSys temDate ( & i 1 , & i 2 , & i3 ) ; 
dates tamp = i 3 * 1 0 00 0 . 0  + i1 * 1 0 0 . 0  + i 2 ; 
i f ( t imestamp< 1 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 )  
{ 
e l se 
{ 




Fmt ( t i:nes tring, " %s < % f [ p0 ] " , 0 . 0 ) ; 
Fmt ( tempstring ,  " %s < % f  [ pO ]  " ,  0 .  0 ) ;  
CopyString ( timestring , 1 , temps tring , O , l ) ; 
Fmt ( temps tring, " % s < % f  [pO J " , times tamp ) ; 
CopyString ( times tring , 2 , tempstring , 0 , 5 J ; 
Fmt ( timestring ,  " % s < % f [ p0 ] " , 0 . 0 ) ; 
Fmt ( tempstring ,  " %s < % f [ p0 ] " , times tamp ) ; 
CopyStri�g ( t imes tring , 1 , temp s tr ing , 0 , 5 ) ; 
Fmt ( t imestring , " %s < % f  [ p O ]  " , t imes tamp ) ; 
Fmt ( datestring, " %s < % f  [pO ] " , dates tamp ) ; 
for ( i= O ; i < B ; i + + )  t imestampstr ing [ i ] =dates tring [ i ] ; 
f or ( i = O ; i < 7 ; i + + )  t imestamps tr ing [ B + i ] = t imestring [ i ] ;  
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandl e , PANEL_FILESTA}!P , t ime s tamps tring ) ; 
return 0 ;  
int CVICALLBACK UpdateMarker ( int panel , int contro l , int even t ,  
vo id *cal lbackDa t a ,  int eventData1 , in: eventData2 ) 
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double x , y ;  
int p l o thand l e ,  index; 
double freq; 
swi tch ( event)  { 
case EVENT_COMMIT : 
GetGraphCursor ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_GRAPHFREQ , 2 ,  &x , &y) ; 
GetGraphCursorindex ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_GRAPHFREQ , 2 ,  &plothand l e ,  
& index ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_YREADOUT , y ) ; 
freq = ( double)  index * 1 2 0 0 0 . 0  I 1 6 3 8 4 . 0  ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_INDEX , freq ) ; 
break;  
return 0 ;  
int Col lectData ( int c o l lectmode ) 
{ 
int err , deviceiD, chass is i D ,  opMode , numDAQchans , 
nurnSCXIchans , sampleCount , 
samples PerChan , DAQchanindex, bufindex , n ,  eventHand l e ;  
doubl e  samp leRate , s canRate ; 
short brdTyp e ,  f inal ScanOrder [ 1 6 ] , DAQchans [ 1 6 ] , DAQgains [ 1 6 ] ; 
double actualFreq; 
int i , j ; 
double cons t 1 , cons t 2 ; 
short o f f setbin ; 
double meanva l ,  rmsva: ; 
; �  
double dt , df ; 
WindowConst windowConstan�;  
char unit S �ring [ 2 4 0 ] ; 
double spectra [ 1 6 3 84 ] ; 
double spectrat ime [ 1 6 3 84 ] ; 
* I  
switch ( co l l ec tmode ) 
case 0 :  
/ *  ini t i a l i z e  the device and get the device type * !  
err = Ini t_DA_Brds ( 1 ,  &brdType ) ; 
i f  ( err< O )  { 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtrlVa l  ( panelHandle , PANEL_alarm , 1 ) ; 
/ *  l oad the sex: c on f i guration that was eGtered in 
WDAQCONF for thi s cha s s i s  * /  
err = SCXI_Load_Config ( 1 ) ; 
i f  ( err< O )  { 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , Pi".NEL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHand l e ,  PA."J"EL_a larm , 1 ) ; 
/ *  reset the chas s i s  ( - 1  means reset ent�re chas s i s )  * !  
err = SCXI_Reset ( 1 ,  - 1 ) ; 
i f  ( err<O )  { 
SetCtr lVal ( pane lHandle,  PANEL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtr lVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_a larm , l ) ; 
/ *  Set gains f or each module * /  
3 1 0  
1 . 0 , 0 . 0 ,  
err SCXI_Set_Gain ( 1 ,  1 ,  - 1 ,  1 ) ; 
err SCXI_Set_Ga in ( l ,  3 ,  - 1 ,  2 0 ) ; 
err = SCXI_Set_Ga in ( 1 ,  3 ,  3 ,  5 ) ; 
! *  Read the offsets and cal ibrate the SCXI 1 1 0 0  cha s s i s  * /  
for ( i = 1 0 ; i <2 0 ; i � + )  
{ 
err = SCXI_Single_Chan_Setup ( 1 ,  1 ,  i ,  1 ) ; 
i f  ( err< O )  { 
SetCtr1Val ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle ,  PANEL_alarm , 1 ) ; 
err scxr_cal ibrate_Setup ( 1 ,  1 ,  1 ) ; 
i f  ( err< O ) { 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_alarm, 1 ) ; 
err = DAQ_Op ( 1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  dataBuf , 4 0 0 0 ,  1 2 0 0 0 . 0 ) ;  
i f  ( err< O ) { 
SetCtrlVal ( panel Handle , PANEL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_alarm , 1 ) ; 
f or ( j =O ; j <4 0 0 0 ; j ++ )  vol tBu f [ j ] =  ( doub l e )  dataBuf [ j ] ;  
err = Mean ( vo l tBu f , 4 0 0 0 ,  & o f f s e t [ i ] ) ;  
i f  ( err< O )  { 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_error , err ) ; 
S etCtrlVal ( panel Handle ,  PANEL_al arm , 1 ) ; 
o f fsetbin = ( short ) o f f set [ i ] ; 
err = SCX�_Cal Constants ( 1 ,  1 ,  - 1 ,  l ,  0 ,  5 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  
o f f setbin , 1 0 . 0 ,  1 0 ,  &cons t l , &cons t2 ) ;  
i f  ( err< O )  { 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_error , err ) ; 
S etCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_al arm , 1 ) ; 
err SCXI_Cal ibrate_Setup ( 1 ,  1 ,  0 ) ; 
/ * Read the o f fsets and cal ibrate the SCXI 1 1 4 1  chassis * /  
for ( i = O ; i< 7 ; i + + )  
{ 
err = SCXI_Single_Chan_Setup ( 1 ,  3 ,  i ,  1 ) ; 
i f  ( err< O )  \ 
SetCtrlVal ( panel Handle ,  PANEL_error , err ) ; 
S etCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_alarm , 1 ) ; 
err SCXI_Cal ibrate_Setup ( 1 ,  3 , 1 ) ; 
i f  ( err< O )  ( 
S etCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_erro r ,  err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_alarm ,  1 ) ; 
err = DAQ_Op ( 1 , 0 ,  - 1 , dataBu f , 4 0 0 0 , 1 2 0 0 0 . 0 ) ; 
i f  ( err< O )  { 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandl e ,  PANEL_alarm , 1 ) ; 
f or ( j = O ; j <4 0 0 0 ; j + + )  vol tBuf [ j ] =  ( double )  dataBuf r j ] ; 
err = Mean ( vo l tBuf , 4 0 0 0 ,  & o f f s et [ i ] ) ;  
i f  i err< O )  ( 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandl e ,  PANEL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandl e ,  PANEL_a larm , l ) ; 
3 1 1 
- 1 ,  1 . 0 , 0 . 0 ,  
of fsetbin 
i f ( i == 3 ) 
{ 
( shor t )  o f fset [ i ] ; 
err SCXI_Cal_Cons tants ( 1 ,  3 ,  i ,  1 ,  0 ,  5 ,  5 ,  1 ,  0 ,  




err SCXI Cal_Constants ( 1 ,  3 ,  i ,  l ,  0 ,  5 ,  2 0 ,  l ,  
0 ,  - 1 ,  l . O ,  0 . 0 , 
of fsetbi n ,  1 0 . 0 , 1 0 ,  &cons t l , & cons t2 ) ;  
} 
i f  ( err< O )  { 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_erro r ,  err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_alarm, 1 ) ; 
err SCXI_Calibrate_Setup ( 1 ,  3 ,  0 ) ; 
/ *  Read the cold Junc t ion Temperatures on SCXI 1 1 0 0  * /  
err = SCXI_S ingle_Chan_Setup ( 1 ,  1 ,  - 1 ,  1 ) ; 
i f  ( err< O ) { 
S etCtrlVal ( pane lHandle ,  PANEL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_a larm ,  1 ) ; 
err = DAQ_Op ( 1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  dataBuf , 4 0 0 0 ,  1 2 0 0 0 . 0 ) ; 
i f  ( err< O l  { 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandl e ,  PANEL_erro r ,  err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle ,  PANEL_alarm, 1 ) ; 
err SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  1 , - 1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  4 0 0 0 , 
dataBu f ,  vol tBuf ) ;  
err = Mean ( vo l tBu f ,  4 0 0 0 ,  &CJTemp ( O J  ) ;  
CJTemp [ O ] * = l O O . O ; 
/ *  Read the cold Junc tion Temperatures on SCXI 1 12 0  * /  
err = SCXI_S ingle_Chan_Setup ( 1 ,  2 ,  - 1 ,  1 ) ; 
i f  ( err< O ) [ 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle,  PANEL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle,  PANEL_a larm, 1 ) ; 
err = DAQ_Op ( : ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  dataBu f ,  4 0 0 0 , 1 2 0 0 0 . 0 ) ; 
i :  ( err< O )  ( 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandl e ,  PANEL_alarm , l l ; 
err SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  2 ,  - 1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  4 0 0 0 ,  
dataBuf , voltBuf ) ;  
err = Mean ( vo l tBu f ,  4 0 0 0 ,  &CJTemp [ l ] ) ;  
cons t�=CJTemp [ l ] ; 
Thermistor_Conver t  ( 5 0 0 0 . 0 ,  2 . 5 , cons t l , CELS IUS , &CJTemp [ l ] ) ;  
/ *  Read the cold Junc t i on Temperatures on SCXI 1 1 2 0  * /  
3 1 2  
err = SCXI_Single_Chan_Setup ( 1 ,  4 ,  - 1 ,  1 ) ; 
i f  ( err< O )  ( 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_error, err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_alarm, 1 ) ;  
err = DAQ_Op ( 1 ,  0 ,  - 1 , dataBuf ,  4 0 0 0 , 12 0 0 0 . 0 ) ; 
i f  ( err< O )  ( 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_error , err) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_alarm, 1 ) ; 
err SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  4 ,  - 1 ,  1 ,  l ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  4 0 0 0 ,  
dataBu f , vol tBuf ) ;  
err = Mean ( vo l tBuf , 4 0 0 0 ,  &CJTemp [ 2 ] ) ;  
cons t l =CJTemp [ 2 ] ; 
Thermis tor_convert ( 5 0 0 0 . 0 ,  2 . 5 ,  cons t l , CELSIUS , &CJTemp [ 2 ] ) ;  
/ * Measure Current S ensor O f f sets * /  
/ *  I ni ti a l i z e  variables * /  
for ( i = O ;  i < l 6 ;  i + + )  
DAQchans [ i ]  = 0 ;  
DAQgains [ i ]  = - 1 ;  
/ *  ini t ia l i z e  mul tiplexed SCXI scan parameters * /  
f or ( i = O ; i < l 2 ; i + + )  { 
moduleLi s t [ i ]  = 1 ;  
numChansL i s t ( i ]  = 1 ;  
s tartChansL i s t ( i ]  = 0 ;  
numModules = 1 ;  
numDAQchans = 1 ;  
rnoduleLi s t [ O ] = l ; 
s tartChansLis t [ 0 ] = 14 ; 
nw�ChansLi s t [ 0 ] =4 ;  
devicei D= l ;  
chass i s i D= l ;  
opMode= O ;  
samples PerChan = 1 2 0 0 0 ; 
sarnpleRate 4 8 0 0 0 . 0 ; 
scanRat e  = 0 . 0 ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_error , 0 ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_alarrn , 0 ) ; 
err = SCXI_Set_Gain ( cha s s i s i D ,  1 ,  - 1 ,  � � ; 
/ *  total up the number o f  channels * /  
numSCXIchans = 0 ;  
for ( i = O ;  i <nw�odule s ;  i + + l  
nurnSCXIchans + =  nurnChansLis t ( i ] ; 
err = SCXI_SCAN_Setup ( chas s i s i D ,  numModules , moduleL i s t ,  nurnChansLi s t ,  
s tartChansLi s t ,  deviceiD,  0 ) ; 
i f  ( err< O )  ( 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_error , err ) ; 
S etCtr lVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_alarrn, :!. )  ; 
3 1 3  
/ *  s e t  up the mux counter value to equal the total number o f  channel s  
to b e  scanned i n  one pass through the module scan l i s t ,  because 
we are only going to scan one channel on the DAQ device * /  
err = SCXI_MuxCtr_Setup ( deviceiD,  1 ,  1 ,  numSCXIchans ) ;  
i f  ( err< O ) i 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandl e ,  PANEL_alarm, l ) ; 
/ *  
Del e t eGraphPlot ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_GRAPHTIME , - 1 ,  l ) ; 
Del eteGraphPl o t  ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_GRAPHFREQ , - 1 ,  1 ) ; 
* I  
SetCtrlVa1 ( panelHandle , PANEL_scanning,  1 ) ; 
sa�pleCount = numSCXIchans * samplesPerChan ; 
err = SCAN_Op ( deviceiD,  numDAQchans , DAQchans , DAQgains , 
dataBuf , samp1 eCount , samp l eRate , scanRate ) ;  
i f  ( er r< O )  { 
SetCtr 1Va1 ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_err o r ,  err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHand1e , PANEL_al arm , 1 ) ; 
/ *  demux the dat a ;  numSCXIchans was determined in the subrout ine * /  
err = SCAN_Demux ( dataBuf , sampleCount , numSCXIchans , 0 ) ; 
i f  ( err< O )  { 
SetCtrlVa1 ( panelHandle , PANEL_error , err) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_alarm , 1 ) ; 
for ( i = O ; i< 4 ; i + + )  currento f f [ i ] = O . O ;  
for ( j = O ;  j < 4 ;  j ++ )  
{ 
for ( i =O ; i < l2 0 0 0 ; i + + )  
err SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  
err Mean ( vo l tBuf , 
chanBuf [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + j * 1 2 0 0 0 ] ; 
1 ,  1 4 + j , : , 1 ,  1 .  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 ,  
chanBuf , vo1 tBu f ) ; 
1 2 0 0 0 , &currento f f [ j ] ) ;  
SetCtr1Val ( pane lHandl e ,  PANEL_scanning , 0 ) ; 
break ; 
case 1 :  
/ *  Real DAQ * /  
/ *  I n i t i a l i z e  var iables * /  
for ( i = O ; i< l 6 ; i + + )  
DAQchans [ i J = 0 ;  
DAQga ins [ i ]  - 1 ;  
/ *  ini t i a l i ze mul t iplexed SCXI scan parameters * /  
for ( i = O ;  i < 1 2 ; i + + )  { 
modu�eLis t [ i ]  = 1 ;  
numChansLi s t [ i J  = 1 ;  
s tartChansLi s t [ i ]  = 0 ;  
numModules = 2 ;  
numDAQchans = 1 ;  
moduleList [ O ] = l ;  
3 1 4 
&actualFreq) ; 
&actualFreq) ; 
s tartChansLis t [ 0 ] = 1 0 ;  
numChansLi s t ( 0 ] = 1 0 ;  
modu l eLis t ( 1 ] =3 ;  
s tartChansLi s t [ 1 ] = 2 ;  
numChansLi s t [ 1 ] = 6 ;  
deviceiD= 1 ;  
chas s i s i D= l ;  
opMode= O ; 
samplesPerChan = 12 0 0 0 0 ;  
sampleRate 1 9 2 0 0 0 . 0 ;  
scanRate = 0 . 0 ; 
SetCtr1Val ( panelHand1e ,  PANEL_error , 0 ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_alarm, 0 ) ; 
SCXI_Set_Gain ( cha s s i s i D ,  1 ,  
SCXI_Set_Gain ( cha s s i s i D ,  3 '  
SCXI _Set_Gain ( chas s i s i D ,  3 '  
- 1 , 1 ) ; 
- 1 ,  2 0 ) ;  




err SCXI_Conf i gure_Fi l ter ( chas s i s iD ,  3 '  
err SCXI_Con f igure_Fi l ter ( chass i s i D ,  
I *  t o t a l  up t h e  nurnber o f  channels * / 
numSCXIchans = 0 ;  
for ( i = O ;  i <numModules ; i + + )  
numSCXIchans + =  numChansLis t [ i ] ; 
3 '  
- 1 ,  1 '  4 0 0 0 . 0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  
- 1 , 3 '  4 0 0 0 . 0 ,  0 ' 0 ,  
err = SCXI_SCAN_Setup ( chas s i s i D ,  numModules , moduleL i s t , numChansLi s t ,  
s tartChansLi s t ,  deviceiD,  0 ) ; 
i f  ( err< O )  { 
SetCtrlVal ( panel Handle ,  P&�EL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panel Hand l e ,  PANEL_alarm, 1 ) ; 
I *  set up the rr.ux counter value to equal the total number of channe l s  
t o  b e  scanned in one pass through the module scan l i s t , because 
we are only going to s can one channel on the DAQ device * I  
err = SCXI_MuxCtr_Setup ( deviceiD, 1 ,  1 ,  numSCXIchans ) ;  
i f  ( err< O ) { 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_error,  err) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panel Handle ,  PANEL_alarm, 1 ) ; 
I *  
DeleteGraphPl o t  ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_GRAPHTIME , - 1 ,  1 ) ; 
DeleteGraphPl o t  ( panelHandle , PANEL_GRAPHFREQ , - 1 ,  l ) ; 
* '  ' 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_scanning, 1 ) ; 
sampleCount = numSCXIchans * samplesPerChan ; 
err = SCAN_Op ( deviceiD,  numDAQchans , DAQchans ,  DAQga ins , 
dataBu f , sampleCoun t ,  samp leRat e ,  scanRate ) ;  
i f  ( err< O )  { 
SetCtrlVal (panelHand l e ,  P&�EL_error, err ) ; 
SetCtrlVa l  ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_alarm ,  1 ) ; 
I *  demux the data ; numSCXIchans was determined in the subrout ine * I  
err = SCAN_Demux ( dataBu f ,  samp leCount , numSCXIchans , 0 ) ; 
i f  ( err<O ) { 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandl e ,  PANEL_error , err ) ; 
3 1 5  
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_alarm, 1 ) ; 
I *  Now compute the values for each o f  them * I  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i ++ )  motorpower [ i ] = O . O ; 
I *  Vx * I  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 00 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + 2 * 1 2 0 0 0 0 ] ;  
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  1 2 /  1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBu f , vo l tBuf ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i<12 0 0 0 0 ;  i + + )  { 
vol tBuf [ i ] * =5 0 . 0 ;  
loadpower [ i ] =voltBu f [ i ] ; 
err = Xean ( vo l tBu f , 1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &meanva l ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_MOTOR_ l 3 , meanva l ) ;  
err = RMS ( vol tBuf , 1 2 0 0 0 0 , &rmsva l ) ;  
SetCtrlVa l ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_14 , rmsval ) ; 
I *  Ix * I  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i+ + )  chanBuf [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + 4 * 1 2 0 0 0 0 ] ;  
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  1 4 , 1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  
chanBu f , vol tBuf ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i+ + )  { 
vol tBuf [ i ] = ( vo ltBuf [ i ] -currento f f [ 0 ] ) * 2 0 . 0 ;  
motorpower [ i ] + = l oadpower [ i ] *vol tBuf [ i ] ; 
err = Mean ( voltBu f , 1 2 0 0 0 0 , &meanva l ) ; 
SetCtr1Val ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_MOTOR_24 ,  meanva l ) ;  
err = RMS ( vo l t Buf , 1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &rmsva l ) ;  
SetCtrlVa1 ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_MOTOR_1 9 , rmsva l ) ; 
I *  Vy * I  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + 1 2 0 0 0 0 } ; 
err = SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  l ,  1 1 ,  l ,  l ,  1 ,  0 ,  - l ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBuf ,  vol tBuf ) ; 
for ( i = O ; i< 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  { 
vo l tBuf [ i ] * = 5 0 . 0 ;  
loadpower [ i ] =vo l tBuf [ i ] ; 
err = Mean (voltBuf , 1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &meanva l ) ; 
SetCtrlVa l ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_MOTOR_1 5 , meanva l ) ; 
err = RMS ( vo l tBu f ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &rmsva l l ; 
SetCtrlVal ( pane lHandle , PANEL_MOTOR_1 6 ,  rmsva l ) ; 
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! *  Iy * /  
for ( i = O ; i < 12 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBuf [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + 5 * 1 2 0 0 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  1 5 , 1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBu f ,  vol tBuf ) ;  
for ( i=O ; i<1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + ) { 
vol tBuf [ i ] = ( vo l tBu f [ i ] -currentof f [ 1 ] ) *2 0 . 0 ; 
motorpower [ i ] + = � oadpower [ � ] *voltBuf [ i ] ; 
err = Mean ( voltBu f ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , &meanval ) ;  
SetCtrlVal ( panel Hand l e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_2 3 ,  meanva l ) ; 
err = RMS ( vol tBu f ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , &rmsval ) ;  
SetCtrlVal ( panel Handle ,  PANEL_MOTOR_2 2 ,  rmsval ) ;  
/ *  Vz * /  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBuf [ i ] =dataBuf [ i ] ; 
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  1 0 , l ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBuf ,  vol tBuf ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  { 
vo1 tBuf [ i ] * = 5 0 . 0 ;  
loadpower [ i ] =vo ltBuf [ i ] ; 
err = Mean ( vo l tBu f , 1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &meanva l ) ; 
SetCtrlVa l ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_17 , meanva l ) ; 
err = RMS ( vo l t Bu f , 1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &rmsval ) ;  
S etCtrlVal ( panelHandl e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_18 , rmsval ) ; 
I *  Iz * I  
for ( i = O ; i < 12 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataB�f [ i � 6 * 1 2 0 0 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  1 6 ,  l ,  1 ,  : ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  : 2 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBuf , vo l tBuf ) ;  
for ( i =O ; i< 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  { 
vol tBuf [ i J = ( vo 1 tBuf [ i ] -currentof f [ 2 ] ) * 2 0 . 0 ;  
motorpower [ i ] + = 1 oadpower [ i ] *vol tBuf [ i ] ; 
xotorpower [ i ] l = sqrt ( 3 . 0 ) ; 
err = Mean ( vo l t Buf , 1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &meanva l ) ; 
SetCtrlVa l ( pane lHa�dle ,  PANEL_MOTOR_2 1 ,  meanval ) ;  
err = R..1'1S ( vo l tBu f , 1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &nr.sva l ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_MOTOR_2 0 ,  rmsva 1 ) ;  
I *  Vl * I  
for ( i =O ; i < l 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + 3 * 1 2 0 0 0 0 ] ; 
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err scxr_scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  1 3 , 1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  
chanBu f , vol tBuf ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  ( 
vo l tBuf ( i ] * = 5 0 . 0 ;  
loadpower [ i ] =vo l tBuf ( i ] ; 
err = Mean ( vo l tBu f , : 2 0 0 0 0 , &meanva l ) ;  
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle ,  PANEL_MOTOR_2 8 ,  meanva l ) ;  
err = RY.S ( voltBu f , 1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &rmsval ) ;  
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle,  PANEL_MOTOR_2 7 ,  rmsval ) ;  
/ *  I l * /  
for ( i= O ; i<12 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ) =dataBuf [ i+ 7 * 1 2 0 0 0 0 ) ; 
err = scxr_scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  1 7 ,  l ,  l ,  1 ,  o ,  - 1 ,  12 0 0 0 0 ,  
chanBu f , vol tBu f ) ; 
for ( i = O ; i< l 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  { 
voltBuf ( i ] = lvoltBuf ( i ] - currento f f [ 3 ]  1 *2 0 . 0 ;  
: oadpower [ i ] * =vo l tBuf ( i ] ; 
err = Mean ( vo l tBu f , 1 2 0 0 0 0 , &meanval l ;  
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle,  PANEL_MOTOR_2 6 ,  meanva l l ; 
err = RMS ( vol tBuf , 1 2 0 0 0 0 , &rmsva l ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_MOTOR_2 5 ,  rmsval ) ;  
! *  Speed * /  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i+ + )  chanBuf [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + 8 * 1 2 0 0 0 0 ) ;  
err = SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  1 8 ,  1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  
chanBu f , vel tBuf I ; 
for ( i = O ; i< 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  vo 1 tBuf [ i ] *= 2 0 0 . 0 ;  
err = Mean ( vo l tBu f , 1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &meanval ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHand1e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_ 3 2 , meanva l ) ;  
/ *  Torque * /  
for ( i= J ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i+ + )  chanBuf [ i ) =dataBuf [ i + 9 * 1 2 0 0 0 0 ] ;  
err = sex: Scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  1 9 ,  1 ,  1 ,  l ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBuf , vol tBuf ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + ) vol tBuf [ i ] *= 2 . 5 ;  
err = Mean ( vo : tBuf , 1 2 0 0 0 0 , &meanval l ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHar.d1e ,  PANEL_MO�OR_3 0 ,  meanva l ) ; 
err = RHS ( vo l tBu:: , 1 2 0 0 0 0 , &rmsval ) ;  
SetCtrl Val ( panel Handl e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_2 9 ,  rmsval ) ; 
/ *  Cover * /  
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for ( i= O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f ( i ] =dataBu f [ i + 1 0 * 12 0 00 0 ) ; 
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  3 ,  2 ,  2 0 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 , 1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  
chanBu f ,  vo l tBuf ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  vo l tBu f [ i ) * = 1 0 . 0 ;  
err = R�S ( vo l tBu f , 1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &rmsva l ) ; 
SetCtrlVa l ( panelHand1e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_4 1 ,  rmsval ) ;  
/ *  Short End Axial * /  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBu f [ i + l 1 * 1 2 0 0 0 0 ) : 
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  3 ,  3 ,  5 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBu f ,  vo l tBuf ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  vo l tBuf [ i ) * = 1 0 . 0 ; 
err = RMS ( voltBu f , 1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &rmsva l ) ; 
SetCtr1Val ( panelHandle , P��EL_MOTOR_4 0 ,  rmsva 1 ) ;  
/ *  Short End Horizontal * /  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ) =dataBuf [ i + 12 * 12 0 0 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  3 ,  4 ,  2 0 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBuf , vo l tBu f ) ; 
f or ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  vol tBuf ( i ] * =1 0 . 0 ;  
err = RMS ( vo1tBu f ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &rmsval ) ;  
SetCtr1Va� ( panelHa�dle , PANEL_MOTOR_3 9 ,  rmsva l ) ; 
! *  Short End Ve�tical * /  
fo� ( i = O ; i< l 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBu f [ i + l3 * 12 0 0 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  3 ,  5 ,  2 0 ,  1 , 1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBuL vo:�tBuf ) ;  
fo� ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i ++ ) vo l tBuf [ i ] * = 1 0 . 0 ; 
er� = RMS ( voltBu f ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , &rmsval ) ;  
SetCt�lVa l ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_3 8 ,  rmsval ) ;  
/ *  Pul ley End 1 0 : 0 0 • ;  
for ( i = O ; i< l 2 0 0 0 0 ; i++ ) chanBu f [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + l4 * 1 2 0 0 0 0 ] ;  
err = SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  3 ,  6 ,  2 0 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  
chanBu f ,  vo j_ tBu f ) ; 
for ( i = O ; i < : 2 0 0 D O ; i + + )  vol tBuf [ i ] * = l O . O ; 
e�r = RMS ( vo l tBuf , 1 2 0 0 0 0 , &rmsval ) ;  
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_MOTOR_3 7 ,  �msval ) ;  
; •  Pul l ey End 2 :  D O  • I 
for ( i = O ; i < l 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + ) chanBuf [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + 1 5 * 1 2 0 0 0 0 ] ;  
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err SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  3 ,  7 ,  2 0 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBuf ,  vol tBuf ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  vol tBuf [ i ] *= 1 0 . 0 ;  
err = RMS (voltBu f , 1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &rmsval ) ;  
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_MOTOR_3 6 ,  rmsva l ) ; 
/ *  Load Power * /  
err = Mea� ( l oadpowe r ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , &meanva l ) ; 
Set:Ctr1Val ( pane1Handl e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_3 4 ,  meanva1 ) ; 
/ *  True Power * /  
err = Mean ( motorpower , 1 2 0 0 0 0 , &meanval )  ;· 
SetCtrlVa l ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_3 3 ,  meanval ) ;  
/ *  Apparent Power * /  
rmsval =O . O ;  
GetCtrlVa l ( panelHandl e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_l4 ,  &cons t l ) ;  
GetCtrlVal ( panelHandl e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_l 9 ,  &const2 ) ;  
rmsva� +=cons t 1 * const2 ; 
GetCtrlVa l ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_MOTOR_l 6 ,  &cons t l ) ;  
GetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_MOTOR_2 2 ,  &const2 ) ;  
rmsval+=const1* cons t2 ; 
GetCt:rlVa l ( pane lHandle ,  PANEL_MOTOR_ l 8 , &const l ) ;  
GetCt:rlVal ( panelHandl e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_2 0 ,  &const2 ) ;  
rmsva l + =cons t 1 * cons t2 ; 
rmsva l / =sqrt ( 3 . 0 ) ; 
SetCtrlVal (panelHandl e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_3 1 ,  rmsva l ) ; 
/ *  Overall Power Factor * /  
GetCtrlVa l ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_MOTOR_3 3 ,  &meanva : ) ; 
meanva l / =::::msval ; 
SetCtrlVa l ( pane lHand: e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_3 5 ,  meanva l ) ; 
/ *  Set gains for eac� module * /  
SetCtrlVal ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_scanning , 0 ) ; 
brea k ;  
case 2 :  
/ *  Real DAQ * /  
! *  Ir.i t i a l i z e  var iables * I  
:"o:::: ( i = O ;  i < 1 6 ; i + + )  
DAQchans [ i ]  = 0 ;  
DAQgains [ i ]  - 1 ; 
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I *  ini t i a l i z e  mul tiplexed SCXI scan parame ters * /  
for ( i = O ;  i < l2 ; i + + l  { 
moduleL i s t [ i ]  = l ;  
numC�ansList [ i ]  = 1 ;  
startChansLis t [ i ]  = 0 ;  
} 
nurnModules = 3 ;  
numDAQchans = 1 ;  
moduleLi s t [ 0 ] = 1 ;  
s tartChansLi s t [ O ] = O ;  
numChansLis t [ 0 ] = 5 ;  
moduleLi s t ( 1 ] = 2 ;  
startChansLi s t [ 1 ] =0 ;  
numChansLi s t [ 1 ] = 8 ;  
modu1eLis t ( 2 ] = 4 ;  
s tartChansLi s t ( 2 ] = 0 ;  
numChansL i s t ( 2 ] = 6 ;  
devi ceiD= 1 ;  
chas s i s i D= l ;  
opMode= O ;  
samplesPerChan = 6 0 0 ;  
sampleRate 2 2 8 0 0 . 0 ;  
s canRate = 0 . 0 ;  
SetCtrlVa l ( panelHandle , PANEL_error , 0 ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle,  PANEL_alarm , 0 ) ; 
err = SCXI_Set_Gain ( chas s i s i D ,  l ,  - 1 ,  2 0 0 ) ; 
/ *  total up the number o f  channel s  * /  
numSCXIchans = 0 ;  
for ( i = O ;  i<numModules ; i + T )  
numSCXIchans += numChansLi s t [ i ] ; 
err = SCXI_SCAN_Setup ( chass i s i D ,  nurnModules , modu J eLi s t ,  numChansLi s t ,  
s tartChansLi s t ,  devic e i D ,  0 1 ; 
i f  ( err< O ) { 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtr lVal ( pane l Handle,  Pfu�EL_alarm , l ) ; 
! *  set up the mux counter value to equal the total number of channel s  
to be scanned i n  one pass through the modu l e  scan l i s t ,  because 
we are only going to scan one channel on the DAQ device * /  
err = SCXI_MuxCtr_Setup ( devi c e i D ,  1 ,  1 ,  numSCXI chans l ;  
i f  ( err< O )  { 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle,  PANEL_erro r ,  err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , Pfu�EL_alarm, l ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  Pfu�EL_scanning , 1 ) ; 
sampleCount = n:.J.:nSCXIchans * samplesPerC�an ; 
err = SCAN_Op ( devi c e i D ,  numDAQchans , DAQchans ,  DAQga ins , 
dataBu f , samp l eCoun t ,  samp leRa t e ,  scanRate ) ;  
i f  ( err< O )  { 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtr lVal ( panelHandle ,  PP�EL_alarm, 1 ) ; 
I *  demux the data ; numSCXI chans was determined in the subroutine * /  
err = SCAN_Demux ( da taBu f ,  sampleCoun t ,  numSCXIchans , 0 ) ; 
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i f  ( err< O l  { 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle , PANEL_alarm, 1 ) ; 
! *  Now Compute the Tempearatures * /  
/ *  Oven Temperature 1 * /  
f or l i = O ; i< 6 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBuf [ i ] ; 
err SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  2 0 0 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  6 0 0 , 
chanBu f , vol tBuf ) ;  
err Mean ( vo l �Bu f , 6 0 0 , &meanval ) ;  
err Thermocouple_Convert ( 3 , 2 5 . 6 ,  1 ,  meanva1 , &rmsval ) ;  
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_OVEN_1 , rmsval ) ;  
i f ( logging) S torePoint ( rmsva l , tc_fi l e_handl e ) ; 
/ *  Oven Temperature 2 * /  
for ( i = O ; i < 6 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + 1 * 6 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  2 0 0 , ::. ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 , 6 0 0 , 
chanBuf ,  vo1 tBuf ) ;  
err Mean (vo 1 tBuf , 6 0 0 , &meanva l ) ; 
err Thermocouple_Convert ( 3 ,  CJTemp [ O ] , meanval , &rmsva l ) ; 
SetCtrlVa l ( panelHand1 e ,  PANEL_OVEN_2 , rmsva 1 ) ; 
i f ( 1ogging ) S torePoint l rmsva 1 , tc_ f i l e_hand1e ) ; 
/ *  Oven Temperature 3 * /  
:or l i = O ; i < 6 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBu f [ i +2 * 6 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI Scale 1 1 ,  1 ,  2 ,  2 0 0 , 1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  6 0 0 , 
chanBu f ,  vol tBu f ) ; 
err Mean ( vo l tBu f ,  6 0 0 , &meanval ) ;  
err Thermocouple_Convert ( 3 ,  CJTemp [ O J , 1 ,  meanval , &rmsval ) ;  
SetCtrlVa l ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_OV&�_3 , rmsva l ) ; 
i f ( logg�ng J S torePoint ( rmsva l , t c_ f i l e_handle ) ; 
/ *  Oven Temperature 4 * /  
for l i =O ; i < 6 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBu f [ i + 3 * 6 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  3 ,  2 0 0 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  6 0 0 , 
chanBuf ,  vol �Buf ) ;  
err Mean (vo l tBuf , 6 0 0 ,  &meanval ) ;  
err Thermocouple_Conver t  ( 3 ,  CJTemp [ O ] , 1 ,  meanva l ,  &rmsva: ) ; 
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SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_OVEN_4 , rmsva l ) ; 
i f ( logging ) S torePoint ( rmsval , tc_f i l e_handl e ) ; 
I *  Oven Temperature 5 * I  
f or ( i= O : i<6 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBuf [ i ] =dataBuf [ i +4 * 6 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  4 ,  2 0 0 ,  l ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  6 0 0 ,  
chanBuf ,  vol tBu f ) ; 
err Mean ( vo l tBuf , 6 0 0 ,  &meanval ) ; 
err T�ermocoup1e_Convert ( 3 ,  CJTemp [ O ] , 1 ,  meanval , &rmsva l ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_OVEN_5 ,  rmsval ) ; 
i f ( logging ) S corePoint ( rmsva l , tc_fi le_handl e ) ; 
I *  Winding Pulley End 4 : 0 0 Temperature * /  
for ( i = O ; i < 6 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + 5 * 6 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  2 ,  0 ,  2 0 0 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 , 6 0 0 ,  
chanBuf ,  vo l tBuf ) ;  
err Mean ( vo l tBu f , 6 0 0 , &meanval ) ;  
err Thermocoupl e_Convert ( 2 ,  CJTemp [ 1 ] , 1 ,  meanva 1 , &rmsva 1 ) ; 
SetCtr1Val ( pane1 Handle , P&�EL_MOTOR_1 , rmsva l ) ;  
i f ( logging ) S torePoint ( rmsva l , tc_fi le_handle ) ;  
I *  Winding Pul ley End 8 : 0 0 Temperature * /  
f or ( i = O ; i< 6 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBu f [ i + 6 * 6 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  2 ,  1 ,  2 0 0 ,  1 ,  l ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  6 0 0 ,  
chanBuf ,  vo ltBuf ) ;  
err Mean ( voltBuf , 6 0 0 , &meanva l ) ; 
err Thermocouple_Convert ( 2 ,  CJTemp [ l ] , l ,  meanva l , &rmsva l ) ; 
SetCtrlVa l ( panelHandle , PANEL_MO�OR_2 , rmsva l ) ; 
i f ( l ogging ) StorePoint ( rmsva l , tc_fi l e_handl e ) ; 
I *  Winding Pul ley End 12 : 0 0 Temperature * /  
f or ( i = O ; i < 6 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + 7 * 6 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 0 0 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 , - 1 ,  6 0 0 ,  
chanBuf ,  vo �tBu f ) ; 
er- Mean ( vo l tBu f ,  6 0 0 ,  &meanval ) ;  
err Thermocoupl e_Convert ( 2 ,  CJTemp [ 1 ] , 1 ,  meanval , &rmsval ) ;  
SetCtr lVal ( panelHandle,  PANEL_MOTOR_3 , rmsval ) ;  
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i f ( logging ) StorePoint ( rrnsval , tc_ f i l e_handle ) ; 
! * Winding Short End 2 : 0 0 Temperature * /  
for ( i = O ; i < 60 0 ; i + + )  chanBuf ( i ] =dataBuf [ i + 8 * 6 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  2 0 0 , 1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 , 6 0 0 ,  
chanBuf ,  vol tBuf ) ;  
err Mean ( vol tBu f , 6 0 0 ,  &meanva l ) ;  
err Thermocouple_Convert ( 2 ,  CJTemp [ 1 ] , 1 ,  meanval ,  &rmsval ) ;  
SetCtrlVa l ( panelHand le ,  PANEL_MOTOR_4 , rmsva l ) ; 
i f ( logging ) S torePoint ( rmsva1 , tc_ f i le_hand1e ) ; 
/ *  Winding Short End 6 : 0 0  Temperature * /  
for ( i = J ; i < 6 0 0 ; i+ + )  chanBu f ( i ] =dataBuf [ i + 9 * 6 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  2 ,  4 ,  2 0 0 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 .  6 0 0 ,  
chanBuf , vol tBuf ) ;  
err Mean ( vo 1 tBu f , 6 0 0 , &meanval ) ;  
err Thermocouple_Convert ( 2 ,  CJTemp [ l ] , 1 , meanva l , &rrnsval ) ;  
SetCtrlVa l ( panelHand le ,  PANEL_MOTOR_5 , rrnsval J ;  
i f ( l ogging) S torePoin� l rmsva l , tc_f i l e_handle J ; 
/ * Winding Pul l ey End l G : O O Temperature * /  
for ( i = O ; i< 6 0 0 ; i + + J chanBuf [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + l 0 * 6 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI_Scal e  ( 1 ,  2 ,  5 ,  2 0 0 , : ,  l ,  0 ,  - 1 , 6 0 0 ,  
chanBu f ,  vol tBuf ) ;  
err Mean ( vo l tBu f , 6 0 0 ,  &meanval ) ; 
err Thermocoup le_Convert ( 2 ,  CJTemp [ l ] , 1 ,  meanval ,  &rmsva l ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( pane:Handle ,  PANEL_MOTOR_6 ,  rmsval ) ;  
i f ( logging ) S torePoinc ( rmsval , tc_f i l e_handl e ) ; 
! *  Bearing Surface Pul l ey End Temperature * /  
for ( i = O ; i < 6 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBu f [ i + l 1 * 6 0 0 : ; 
err = SCXI Scale l l ,  2 ,  6 ,  2 0 0 , 1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - l ,  6 0 0 , 
chanBuf ,  vol tBuf ) ;  
err Mean ( vo l tBuf , 6 0 C ,  &meanva l ) ; 
err Thermocouple_Convert 1 2 ,  C.;"Temp [ l ] , 1 , meanval ,  &rmsval ) ; 
SetCcrlva : ( panelHandle , PM0EL_MO�OR_7 , rmsval ) ;  
i f l l oggin g )  StorePoint ( rmsva l , tc_fi le_handl e ) ; 
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/ *  Bearing Surface Short End Temperature * /  
for ( i = O ; i < 6 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBuf ( i J =dataBuf [ i + 1 2 * 6 0 0 ) ; 
err = SCXI_Sca l e  ( 1 ,  2 ,  7 ,  2 0 0 ,  L 1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  6 0 0 , 
chanBuf ,  vo1 tBu f ) ; 
err Mean ( vo l tBuf , 6 0 0 , &meanval l ; 
err Thermocouple_Convert ( 2 ,  CJTemp [ 1 ] , 1 ,  meanva l ,  &rmsval ) ;  
SetCtr1Val ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_8 , rmsval ) ;  
i f ( l ogging ) S t orePoint ( rmsva l , tc_fi l e_handl e ) ; 
SetCtr1Val (pane1Hand1e , PANEL_scanning , 0 ) ; 
/ *  Spare Temperature * /  
f or ( i= O ; i < 6 0 0 ; i+ + )  chanBu f [ i ) =dataBuf [ i + 1 3 * 6 0 0 ) ;  
err = sex::: Scale ( 1 ,  4 ,  0 ,  2 0 0 ,  L 1 ,  0 ,  - 1 , 6 0 0 ,  
chanBu f , vol tBuf ) ;  
err Mean ( vo l tBu f ,  6 0 0 ,  &meanval ) ; 
err Thermocouple_Convert ( 2 ,  CJTemp ( 2 J , 1 ,  meanval ,  &rmsval ) ;  
SetCtrlVal ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_SPAR E ,  rmsva l ) ; 
i f ( l ogging ) S �orePoint ( rmsva l , tc_f i l e_handle ) ; 
/ *  Lamination S teel Temperature * /  
for ( i = O ; i < 6 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + 1 4 * 6 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  4 ,  1 ,  2 0 0 , L 1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  6 0 0 , 
chanBu f , vol tBu f ) ; 
err Mean ( vo l tBu f ,  6 0 0 , &meanval ) ;  
err Thermocouple_Convert ( 2 , CJTemp [ 2 ] , � '  meanva l ,  &rmsva l ) ; 
SetCtr1Val ( panel�andle , P&�EL_MOTOR_9 , rmsva l ) ; 
i f ( l ogging ) S torePoi nt ( rmsval , tc_f i le_hand l e ) ; 
! *  A i r  Between Windoing & She l l  Temperature * /  
for ( i = O ; i< 6 0 0 ; i ++ l chanBuf [ i ] =dataBu f [ i + 1 5 * 6 0 0 ] ;  
er::- = scx:_sca l e  ( l ,  4 ,  2 ,  2 0 C , L l ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  6 0 0 ,  
chanBuf ,  vo: tBu f ) ; 
err Mean (voltBu f ,  6 0 0 ,  &meanva l ) ;  
err Thermocouple_Convert ( 2 ,  CJTemp [ 2 ] , 1 ,  rneanval , &rmsva l ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHand le ,  PANEL_MOTOR_l O ,  rmsva l l ;  
i f ( l ogging ) StorePo int ( rmsval , t2_fi l e_handl e ) ; 
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/ *  Inside Cover Temperature * /  
for ( i = O ; i < 6 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBuf [ i ] =dataBuf [ i+ 1 6 * 6 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  4 ,  3 ,  2 0 0 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  6 0 0 ,  
chanBuf ,  vo1 tBuf ) ;  
err Mean ( vo l tBu f ,  6 0 0 ,  &meanval ) ; 
err Thermocouple_Convert ( 2 ,  CJTemp ( 2 ] , 1 ,  meanva 1 , &rmsva : ) ; 
SetCtr1Val ( pane1Handle,  PANEL_MOTOR_1 1 ,  rmsva l ) ; 
i f ( 1ogging ) S torePoint ( rmsva l , tc_ f i l e_handle ) ; 
/ * Ambient Inside Cover Temperature * /  
for ( i =O ; i< 6 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBuf [ i ] =dataBuf [ i+ 1 7 * 6 0 0 ] ;  
err = SCXI Scale ( L  4 ,  4 , 2 0 0 , 1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  6 0 0 ,  
chanBuf ,  vol tBuf ) ;  
err Mean ( vo l tBu f ,  6 0 0 , &meanva l ) ; 
err Thermocoupl e_Convert ( 2 ,  CJTemp [ 2 ] , 1 ,  rneanval ,  &rmsval ) ;  
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle,  PANEL_MOTOR_1 2 ,  rmsval ) ;  
i f ( logging ) S torePoint ( rmsva l , tc_ f i l e_handl e ) ; 
/ * Ambient Temperature * /  
break; 
for ( i= O ; i < 6 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBuf [ i ] =dataBu f [ i + 1 8 * 6 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  4 , 5 ,  2 0 0 ,  1 ,  l ,  0 ,  - L  6 0 0 ,  
chanBuf ,  vol tBu f ) ; 
err Mean ( voltBuf , 6 0 0 ,  &meanval ) ;  
err Thermocouple_Convert ( 2 ,  CJTemp [ 2 ] , 1 ,  rneanval ,  &rmsva : ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_Arnbient , rrnsva l ) ; 
i f ( logging ) S torePoint ( rmsva l , tc_f i l e_handle l ; 
case 3 :  
/ *  Real DAQ * /  
/ *  Ini tial ize var iables * /  
for ( i = O ; i< l 6 ;  i + + )  
DAQchans [ i ]  = 0 ;  
DAQgains [ � ]  - 1 ; 
/ *  ini t i a l i ze mul t iplexed sex= scan pararr.eters * /  
for ( i = O ;  i < 1 2 ; i + + )  ( 
modu leLi s t [ i ]  = 1 ;  
numChansLi s t [ i ]  = l ;  
startChansLi s t [ i ]  = 0 ;  
numModules = 2 ;  
num;:JAQchans = l ;  
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&ac tua lFreq ) ; 
&actua lFreq ) ; 
moduleLis : [ O ) = l ;  
s tartChansLi s t [ O ) = l O ;  
nurnChansLi s t [ O ) = l O ;  
moduleLis t [ 1 ) =3 ;  
s tartChansLi s t [ l ) =2 ;  
nurnChansLi st ( 1 ] = 6 ;  
deviceiD= l ;  
chass i s i D= l ;  
opMode = O ;  
samplesPerChan = 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; 
samp leRate 1 9 2 0 0 0 . 0 ; 
scanRate = 0 . 0 ;  
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle,  PANEL_error , 0 ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_alarm , 0 ) ; 
SCXI_Set_Gain ( chas s i s i D ,  l ,  
SCXI _Set_Gain ( chas s i s iD ,  3 '  
SCXI_Set_Gain ( chas s i s i D ,  3 ,  
- 1 ,  1 ) ; 
- 1 ,  2 0 ) ;  




err SCXI_Con f i gure_F i l ter ( chas s i s i D ,  3 '  
err SCXI_Con f i gure_F i l ter ( chass i s i D ,  
! *  total u p  the n��er o f  channel s  * /  
nurnSCXIchans = 0 ;  
for ( i =O ;  i<n��odules ; i + + )  
nurnSCXIchans + =  numChansL i s t [ i ) ; 
3 ,  
- 1 , 1 ' 4 0 0 0 . 0 ,  0 '  0 ,  
- 1 ,  3 ' 4 0 0 0 . 0 ,  0 '  0 ,  
err = SCXI_SCAN_Setup ( chas s i s iD ,  numModules , moduleLi s t , numChansL i s t ,  
s tartChans Li s t , deviceiD,  0 ) ; 
i f  ( err<O ) { 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHand l e ,  Pk�EL_alarm, 1 ) ; 
/ * set up the mux counter value to equal the total number o f  channels 
to be scanned in one pass throug� the modul e  s can l i s t ,  because 
we are only going to scan one channel on the DAQ device * /  
err = SCXI_M�xCtr_Setup ( dev�ceiD,  1 ,  1 ,  numSCXIchans ) ;  
i f  ( err<O l { 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , P&�EL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_alarm , : J ; 
/ *  
DeleteGraphPlot :panelHand l e ,  ?ANEL_GRAPHTIME, - 1 ,  l ) ; 
DeleteGraphPlot (panelHandle ,  PAKEL_GRAPHFREQ , - 1 ,  l ) ; 
* I  
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandl e ,  PANEL_scanning , 1 ) ; 
sampleCount = nurnSCXIchans * samplesPerChan; 
err = SCM,_Op (deviceiD ,  numDAQchans , DAQchans , DAQgains , 
dataBu: ,  sampleCoun t ,  sampleRa te , scanRate ) ;  
i f  ( e:::r < O ) { 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_error,  err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_alarm, 1 ) ; 
! *  demux the data ; numSCXIcha:l.s was determined in the subroutine * /  
err = SCAN_Demux ( dataBu: , sampleCount , numSCXI chans , 0 ) ; 
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i f  ( err< O )  { 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle , PAKEL_alarm, 1 ) ; 
/ *  Now c ompute the values for each of them * /  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i ++ ) motorpower [ i ] = O . O ;  
/ *  Vx * /  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBuf [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + 2 * 1 2 0 0 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  1 2 , 1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBuf ,  vol tBuf ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i < l2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  { 
vo l tBuf [ i ) * = S O . O ;  
loadpower [ i J =vo l tBuf [ i ] ; 
err = Mean ( vo l tBu f ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &meanval ) ;  
SetCtrlVa l ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_MOTOR_13 ,  meanval ) ;  
err = RMS ( vo l tBu f , 12 0 0 0 0 , &rmsval ) ;  
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_MOTOR_l 4 , rmsva l ) ; 
i f ( logging) S toreArray ( vo l tBuf , l2 0 C O O , mt_f i l e_hand le ) ; 
I *  Ix * /  
for ( i = O ; i < l 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBuf [ i +4 * 12 0 0 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  1 � , 1 , 1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBuf ,  vol tBuf ) ;  
for ( i= O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  { 
vo l tBuf [ i ] = ( vo l tBu f [ i ] - currentof f [ O J l *2 0 . 0 ;  
motorpower [ i ) + = l oadpower [ i ] *vo l tBu f [ i ] ; 
err = Mean ( voltBu f , 1 2 0 0 0 0 , &meanval ) ;  
SetCtrlVa l (panelHandl e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_2 4 ,  meanva l ) ; 
err = RMS ( vo l tBu f , 12 0 0 8 0 ,  &rmsva l ) ; 
SetCtrlVal (panelHandle , P&�EL_MOTOR_l 9 ,  rmsva l ) ;  
i f ( logging )  S toreArray ( vo ltBuf , l2 0 0 0 0 , mt_ f i l e_handl e ) ; 
I * Vy * /  
for ( i = O ; i < l 2 0 0 0 0 ; i � + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBu � [ i + : 2 0 0 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  l ,  12. ,  1 ,  L 1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 ) ,  
chanBuf , vol tBuf ) ;  
for ( i = C ; i < : 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  { 
vo l tBuf [ i ] * = S O . O ;  
: oadpower [ i ] =vo l tBuf [ i ] ; 
er:r V.ean ( vo l tEu f ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &meanval ) ; 
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SetCtrlVa l ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_MOTOR_1 5 ,  meanva l ) ;  
err = RMS ( vo l tBu f ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &rmsva l ) ;  
SetCtrlVa l ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_1 6 ,  rmsva l ) ;  
i f ( logging) S toreArray ( vo l tBu f , 1 2 0 0 0 0 , mt_f i l e_handl e ) ; 
! *  Iy * /  
f or ( i= O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i+ + )  chanBuf ( i ] =dataBuf ( i + 5 * 1 2 0 0 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  1 5 ,  1 ,  1 ,  l ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBu f ,  vo1 tBuf ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + ) { 
vol tBuf ( i ] = ( vo1 tBuf [ i ] - current off ( 1 ] ) * 2 0 . 0 ;  
motorpower ( i ] + = loadpower [ i ] *vol tBuf ( i j ; 
err = Mean ( vo l tBuf , 1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &meanva l ) ; 
SetCtrlVa l ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_MOTOR_2 3 ,  meanva l ) ; 
err = RMS ( voltBu f , 1 2 0 0 0 0 , &rmsval ) ;  
SetCtrlVal ( pane1Handle , PANEL_MOTOR_2 2 ,  rmsva l ) ; 
i f ( l ogging ) StoreArray ( vo ltBuf , 12 0 0 0 0 , mt_f i 1 e_handl e ) ; 
I *  Vz * I  
for ( i =O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + ) chanBuf [ i ] =dataBuf [ i ] ; 
err = SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  1 0 ,  1 ,  1 ,  � , 0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 00 0 0 ,  
chanBuf ,  vol tBuf ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + ) { 
vol tBuf ( i ] * = 5 0 . 0 ;  
loadpower [ i ] =vo l tBuf [ i ] ; 
err = Mean ( vo l tBuf , 1 2 0 0 0 0 , &meanva l ) ;  
SetCtrlVa l ( pane1Handle ,  PANEL_MOTOR_ 1 7 , meanva l ) ; 
err = RMS ( voltBu f , 1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &rmsval ) ;  
SetCtrlVa l ( pane1Handl e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_1 8 ,  rmsva l i ;  
i f ( logging ) StoreArray ( vo l tBuf , 1 2 0 000 , mt_f i le_handle l ; 
I *  Iz * I  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBuf [ i � 6 * 12 0 0 0 0 ] ;  
err = SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  L 1 6 ,  1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  
chanBu f ,  voltBu f ) ; 
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + l  { 
vol tBuf [ i ] = ( vo l tBuf [ i ] - current o f = [ 2 ] ) * 2 0 . 0 ;  
motorpower [ i J �= l oadpower [ i J *vol tBuf [ i ] ; 
motorpower ( i ] l = sqrt ( 3 . 0 1 ; 
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err = Mean ( vo l tBuf ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , &meanva 1 ) ; 
SetCtrlVa l ( panelHandl e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_2 1 ,  meanva l ) ;  
err = RMS (voltBuf , 1 2 0 0 0 0 , &rmsva l ) ; 
S etCt rlVal ( panelHandl e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_2 0 ,  rmsval ) ;  
i f ( logging ) S toreArray ( vo l tBuf , 12 0 0 0 0 , mt_f i l e_handle ) ; 
I *  V2. * /  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBuf [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + 3 * 1 2 0 0 0 0 ] ;  
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  1 3 , 1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBu f , vol tBuf ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  { 
vol tBuf [ i ] * = S O . O ;  
loadpower [ i ] =vol tBuf [ i ] ; 
err = Mean (voltBuf , 1 2 0 0 0 0 , &meanval ) ;  
SetCtrlVal ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_2 8 ,  meanva l ) ; 
err = RMS ( vo l tBu f , 1 2 0 0 0 0 , &rmsva l ) ; 
S e tCtrlVa l ( panel Handle ,  PANEL_MOTOR_2 7 ,  rmsval ) ;  
i f ( logging ) StoreArray ( vol tBuf , 12 0 0 0 0 , mt_f i l e_hand1e ) ; 
/ *  :: 1  * /  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + 7 * 1 2 0 0 0 0 ] ;  
err = SCXI_Scal e  ( 1 , 1 ,  1 7 ,  1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBu f ,  vo1 tBuf ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  { 
vo1 tBuf [ i ] = ( vo l tBuf [ i ] -currentof f [ 3 ] ) *2 0 . 0 ; 
loadpower [ i ] * =vol tBuf [ i ] ; 
err = Mean ( vo l tBu f ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , &meanva l ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panel Handle , PANEL_MOTOR_2 6 ,  meanva l ) ; 
err = RMS ( vo l tBu f , : 2 0 0 0 0 , &rmsval ) ;  
SetCtrlVal ( panel Handle , PANEL_MOTOR_2 5 ,  rmsval ) ;  
i f ( logging ) StoreArray ( vo l tBuf , l 2 0 0 0 0 , mt_f i l e_handle ) ; 
/ *  Speed * /  
for ( i = O ; i < l 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBuf [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + 8 * 1 2 0 0 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  1 8 , 1 ,  1 ,  l ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBu f , vol tBu f ) ; 
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i ++ ) vo l tBuf [ i ] * =2 0 0 . 0 ;  
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err = �ean ( vo l tBuf , 1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &meanva1 ) ;  
S etCtr1Va l ( pane1Hand l e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_3 2 ,  meanva l ) ; 
i f ( logging ) StoreArray ( vo l tBuf , 1 2 0 0 0 0 , mt_f i l e_handl e ) ; 
! *  Torque * /  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBuf ( i ] =dataBuf [ i + 9 * 1 2 0 0 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI S ca l e  ( 1 ,  1 ,  1 9 ,  1 ,  l ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  
chanBuf ,  vol tBuf ) ;  
for ( i =O ; i< 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i++ ) vol tBuf ( i ] * = 2 . 5 ;  
err = Mean (vo l tBu f ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &meanva l ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle,  PANEL_MOTOR_3 0 ,  meanva l ) ; 
err = RMS ( vo l tBu f ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &rmsva l ) ; 
SetCtrlVa1 ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_2 9 ,  rmsval ) ;  
i f ( �ogging ) S toreArray ( vol tBuf , l2 0 0 0 0 , mt_f ile_handle ) ; 
! *  Cover * /  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBu f ( i + 1 0 * 1 2 0 0 0 0 ] ;  
err = SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  3 ,  2 ,  2 0 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  
chanBuf ,  vol tBuf ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 00 0 0 ; i + + ) vo l tBuf ( i ] * = l O . O ;  
err = RMS ( vo l tBu f ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , &rmsva l ) ; 
S etCtrlVa l ( panelHandle,  P&�EL_MOTOR_4 1 ,  rmsva l ) ; 
i f ( logging ) StoreArray ( vo1 tBuf , l 2 0 0 0 0 , mt_file_hand1e ) ; 
/ *  Short End Axial * /  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBuf ( i ] =dataBuf ( i + 1 1 * 1 2 0 0 0 0 ] ;  
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  3 ,  3 ,  5 ,  l ,  1 , 0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  
chanBuf ,  vo ltBu f ) ; 
for ( � = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  vol tBuf [ i ] * = l O . O ;  
err = RMS ( vo l tBu f ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &rmsva l ) ; 
Set�trlVal ( panel�andle , PANEL_MOTOR_4 0 ,  rmsva l ) ; 
i f ( logg�ng ) StoreArray (voltBuf , l2 0 0 0 0 , mt_f � l e_hand l e ) ; 
/ *  Short Er.d Hor i zontal * / 
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i+ + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBu f [ i - : 2 * 1 2 0 0 0 0 ] ; 
err = scx:_scale < L  3 ,  4 ,  2 0 ,  L 1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBu f ,  vol tBuf ) ;  
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for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  voltBuf [ i ] * =1 0 . 0 ;  
err = RMS ( vo l t3u f ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &rmsval ) ;  
SetCtrlVa 1 ( panelHandle,  PANEL_MOTOR_3 9 ,  rmsval ) ;  
i f ( logging ) S �oreArray ( vol tBuf , 12 0 0 0 0 , mt_f i l e_hand 1 e ) ; 
/ *  Short End Vertical * /  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i+ + ) chanBuf [ i ] =dataBuf [ i +13 * 1 2 0 0 0 0 ] ; 
err = scxr scale ( 1 ,  3 ,  5 ,  2 0 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBuf ,  vol tBu f ) ; 
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  voltBuf [ i ] * = 1 0 . 0 ; 
err = RMS ( voltBu f ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , &rmsval l ;  
SetCtrlVal (panelHand l e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_3 8 ,  rmsval ) ;  
i f ( logging ) S toreArray ( vo l tBuf , 12 0 0 0 0 , mt_f i � e_handle ) ; 
! *  Pul l ey End 1 0 : 0 0 * /  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 00 0 ; i + + l  chanBuf [ i ] =dataBuf [ i+ 1 4 * 1 2 0 0 0 0 ] ;  
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  3 ,  6 ,  2 0 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBuf ,  vo1 �Buf ) ;  
for ( i= O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  voltBuf [ i ] * = 1 0 . 0 ; 
err = RMS ( vo l tBu f ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &rmsval ) ;  
S e tCtrlVa l ( panelHandl e ,  P&�EL_MOTOR_3 7 ,  rmsval ) ;  
i f ( logging ) S toreArray ( vo l tBu f , 1 2 0 0 0 0 , mt_f i l e_hand l e ) ; 
! *  Pul ley End 2 : 00 * /  
for l i= O ; i < l 2 0 0 0 0 ; i+ + )  chanBuf [ i ] =dataBu f [ i + 1 5 * 1 2 0 0 0 0 � ; 
err = scx:_scale ( 1 ,  3 ,  7 ,  2 0 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  l 2 0 0 0 D , 
chanBuf ,  vol tBuf ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + � )  voltBuf [ i ] * = 1 0 . 0 ;  
err = RMS ( vo l tBu f , 1 2 0 0 0 0 , &rmsva l ) ; 
S e tCtr1Val ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_MOTOR_3 6 ,  rmsval l ;  
i f  ( l ogging) S toreArray (vol tBu f , 1 2 0 0 0 0 , mt_f i l e_handl e  l ; 
/ *  Load Power • ;  
err = Mean ( loadpower ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 , &meanval ) ;  
SetCtrlVa l (panelHandle ,  PANEL_MOTOR_3 4 ,  meanval l ;  
/ *  True Power * /  
err = Mean ( motorpower , 1 2 8 0 0 0 , &meanval ) ;  
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SetCtr:val ( panelHandle , PANEL_MOTOR_3 3 ,  meanva l ) ; 
/ *  Apparent Power * /  
rmsva l = O . O ;  
GetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_MOTOR_l4 , &cons tl ) ;  
GetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_MOTOR_l 9 ,  &const2 ) ;  
rmsval +=cons tl * const2 ; 
GetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_MOTOR_l 6 ,  &cons :l ) ;  
GetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_MOTOR_2 2 ,  &cons:2 ) ;  
rmsva l +=cons t l * cons t 2 ; 
GetCtrlVa l ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_MOTOR_l 8 ,  &constl ) ;  
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle , PANEL_MOTOR_2 0 ,  &const2 ) ;  
rmsva l +=const l *const2 ; 
rmsva l / =sqrt ( 3 . 0 ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_MOTOR_3 1 ,  rmsval ) ;  
/ *  Overa l l  Power Factor * I  
GetCtrlVal (panelHandle , PANEL_MOTOR_3 3 ,  &meanva l ) ; 
meanva l l =rmsval ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_MOTOR_3 5 ,  meanval ) ; 
I *  Low Frequency Scanning * I  
I *  Real DAQ * I  
! *  Initialize variables * /  
for ( i = O ;  i <1 6 ;  i + + )  
DAQchans [ i ]  = 0 ;  
DAQgains [ i ]  = - 1 ;  
I *  ini t i a l i z e  multiplexed sex::: scare. parameters * /  
for ( i = O ;  i < 1 2 ; i + + )  { 
modu l eLi st [ i ]  = 1 ;  
numChansi:.� s t  [ i J = 1 ;  
s tartCha�sLis t [ i ]  = 0 ;  
numModul e s  = 2 ;  
numDAQchans = � ;  
modu l eLi s t [ O J = 1 ;  
s tartChansLi s t [ O ] = l O ;  
numChansLi s t [ O ] = l O ;  
modu l eList [ 1 ] = 3 ;  
s tartChansLis t [ 1 l = 2 ;  
numChansLi s t [ 1 ] = 6 ;  
deviceiD= 1 ;  
chas s i s i D= l ;  
opMode = O ;  
samplesPerChan = 2 4 0 0 0 0 ; 
samp l eRate 6 4 0 0 0 . 0 ;  
scanRate = 0 . 0 ; 
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&actualFreq ) ; 
&ac-:ualFreq) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandl e ,  PANEL_erro r ,  0 ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_alarm , 0 ) ; 
err SCXI_Set_Gain ( cha s s i s i D ,  1, - 1 ,  1 ) ; 
err SCXI_Set_Gain ( chas s i s i D ,  3 ,  - 1 ,  2 0 ) ; 
err SCXI_Set_Gain i chas s i s i D ,  3 ,  3 ,  5 ) ; 
err SCXI_Conf i gure_F � l ter ( chas s i s i D ,  3 ,  - 1 ,  ' 2 0 0 . 0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  
err SCXI_Configure_Fi l ter ( chass i s i D ,  3 ,  - 1 ,  3 ,  2 0 0 . 0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  
I *  total up the number of chaP�els * I  
numSCXIchans = 0 ;  
for ( i = O ;  i <n��odules ; i + + )  
numSCXIchans + =  numChansLi s t [ i ] ; 
err = SCXI_SCAN_Setup ( chass i s i D ,  numModules , modu l eL i s t ,  numChansL i s t ,  
s tartChansL is t ,  devic e i D ,  0 ) ; 
i f  ( err< O )  { 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panel Handle , PANEL_alarm, 1 ) ; 
I *  set up the mux counter value to equal the total number of channe l s  
t o  b e  sca�ed in one pass through the module scan l i s t ,  because 
we are only going to scan one channel on the DAQ device * I  
err = SCXI_MuxCtr_Setup ( devi c e i D ,  1 ,  1 ,  numSCXIchans ) ;  
i f  ( err< O )  { 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_error , err) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_alarm, l l ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_scann�ng , l ) ; 
sampleCount = numSCXIchans * samp l e sPerChan; 
err = SCAN_Op ( deviceiD,  numDAQchans , DAQchans , DAQga ins , 
dataBu f , samp leCount , sampleRa t e ,  scanRat e ) ; 
i f  ( err< O )  { 
Se tCtr lVal (panelHandle , PANEL error , e r r ) ; 
SetCtrlVal (panelHand l e ,  PANEL_alarm , 1 ) ; 
I *  demux the dat a ;  numSCXIchans was determined in the subrout ine * I  
err = SCAN_Demux ( dataBuf , samp leCount , r.umSCXIchans , 0 ) ; 
if ( err< O )  { 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_al arm ,  1 ) ; 
! *  Now compute the values for each of them * /  
I *  Vx * I  
for i i =O ; i < 2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBu f [ i - 2 * 2 4 0 00 0 ] ; 
err = sex:;: Scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  1 2 , 1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  2 4 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBuf , vo l tBuf ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i < 2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  { 
vol tBu f [ i ] * = S O . O ;  
err = Bw_LPF ( vo l tBu f ,  2 4 0 0 0 0 ,  4 0 0 0 . 0 ,  2 0 0 . 0 ,  5 ,  vol tBu f ) ; 
for ( i = O ; l< 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  vol tBuf [ i ] =vo l tBuf ( i * 6 ] ; 
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i f ( logging) S toreArray (vo l t Buf , 4 0 0 0 0 , mt_f i l e_hand l e ) ; 
I *  Temperorary 
DeleteGraphPlot (panelEand l e ,  PANEL_GRAPHTIME , - 1 ,  l ) ; 
err = P l otY ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_GRAPHTIME , voltBu f ,  1 0 0 1 ,  
VAL_DOUBL E ,  VAL_THIN_LINE , VAL_EMPTY_SQU�� E ,  VAL_SOLID, 
i ,  VAL_ WHITE ) ; 
err = Mean ( vo l t Bu f ,  1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &meanva l ) ; 
for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  vo1 tBuf [ i ] - =meanval ; 
dt = 1 . 0  I 4 0 0 0 . 0 ; 
for ( i = O ; i < 1 6 3 8 4 ; i + + )  spectra ( i ] =O . O ;  
f or ( j =O ; j < 1 3 ; j ++ )  
{ 
for ( i = O ; i < 1 6 3 8 4 ; i + + )  spec tra time ( i ] =voltBuf ( i + j * 8 1 9 2 ] ;  
err = ScaledWindow ( spectratime , 1 6 3 8 4 , 6 ,  &windowConstant ) ;  
i f  ( err< O )  { 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandl e ,  PANEL_alarm , 1 ) ; 
err = AutoPowerSpectrum ( spectratime , 1 6 3 8 4 ,  dt , 
spectratime , &df ) ; 
df , 
i f  ( err<O )  
SetC trlVa l  ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_erro r ,  err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panel Handl e ,  PANEL_alarm , 1 ) ; 
err = SpectrumUnitConversion ( spectratime , 8 1 9 2 , 0 ,  1 ,  6 ,  
windowConstant , spec tratime , uni tString ) ; 
i f  ( err< O )  { 
SetCtrlVal (panel Hand l e ,  PANEL_error ,  err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_a larm ,  1 ) ; 
for ( i = O ; i < 1 6 3 8 4 ; i + + )  spectra ( i ] = ( spectra [ i ] *  ( double )  j + 
spectra t ime [ i ]  ) I ( double )  ( j d )  ; 
DeleteGraphP l o t  ( panel Hand1e ,  PANEL_GRAPHFREQ , - 1 ,  1 ) ; 
err = PlotY ( panelHand l e ,  PJU�EL_GRAPHFREQ , spec tra , 8 1 9 2 , 
VAL_DOUBLE,  VAL_THIN_LINE , VAL_EMPTY_SQUARE , VAL_SOLID,  
i , VAL_RED) ; 
* I  
I *  Ix * I  
f or ( i = O ; i <2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBuf [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + 4 * 2 4 0 0 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  : 4 , 1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  2 4 0 0 0 0 ,  
chanBu f ,  vol tBuf ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i < 2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  { 
vo l tBuf [ i ] = ( vo l tBuf [ i ] - current o f f [ 0 ] ) * 2 0 . 0 ;  
err Bw_L?F (voltBu f ,  2 <'; 0 0 0 0 ,  4 0 0 0 . 0 ,  2 0 0 . 0 , 5 ,  vol tBuf J ;  
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f or l i =O ; i <  4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  vol tBuf [ i J =vol tBuf [ i * 6 ] ; 
i f ( l ogging) StoreArray ( vo l tBuf , 4 0 0 0 0 , mt_ f i l e_handl e ) ; 
/ *  Vy * /  
:or ( i = O ; i < 2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBuf [ i +2 4 0 0 0 0 ] ;  
/ *  Iy * /  
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 1  1 ,  1 1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  2 4 0 0 0 0 ,  
chanBuf ,  vol tBuf ) ;  
f or l i =O ; i < 2 4 0 0 0 0 ; �+ + )  { 
vol tBuf [ i ] * = S O . O ;  
err = Bw_LPF ( vo l tBu f , 2 4 0 0 0 0 ,  4 0 0 0 . 0 ,  2 0 0 . 0 ,  5 ,  vol tBuf ) ;  
f or ( i =O ; i < 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  vol tBuf [ i ] =vol tBuf [ i * 6 ] ;  
i f l logging) S toreArray ( vo l tBuf , 4 0 0 0 0 , mt_f i l e_handl e ) ; 
for ( i = O ; i < 2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + 5 * 2 4 0 0 0 0 ] ;  
I *  Vz .., /  
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  1 5 ,  1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 , 2 4 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBu f , vo l tBuf ) ;  
for I i = O ;  i <2 4 0 0 0 0 ;  i + + )  { 
vol tBuf [ i ] = ( voltBu f [ i ] -currentof £ [ 1 ] ) * 2 0 . 0 ;  
err = Bw_LPF ( vo l tBu f ,  2 4 0 0 0 0 ,  4 0 0 0 . 0 , 2 0 0 . 0 ,  5 ,  vo1 tBuf ) ;  
f or ( i= O ; i< 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  vo1 tBuf [ i ] =vol tBuf [ i * 6 ) ; 
i f ( 1ogging ) S toreArray ( vo l tBu f , 4 0 0 0 0 , mt_f i l e_handl e ) ; 
f or ( i = O ; i <2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBuf [ i ] =dataBuf [ i ] ; 
/ *  Iz * /  
err = scxr Scale 1 1 ,  1 ,  1 0 ,  l ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  2 4 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBu f , voltBuf ) ;  
f or ( i = O ; i <2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  { 
vol tBuf [ i ] * = 5 0 . 0 ;  
err = Bw_LPF ( vo1tBu f ,  2 4 0 0 0 0 ,  4 0 0 0 . 0 ,  2 0 0 . 0 ,  5 ,  vo l tBuf ) ;  
:or l i = O ; i< 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  vol tBuf [ i ] =vo l tBuf [ i * 6 ] ; 
i f l l ogging ) S toreArray ( vo l tBuf , 4 0 0 0 0 , mt_ f i le_handl e ) ; 
for l i = 0 ; �< 2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i • + ) chanBu : [ i ) =dataBuf [ i + 5 * 2 4 0 0 0 0 ] ;  
err = SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  l ,  1 6 ,  l ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  2 4 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBuf ,  voltBu f ) ; 
for ( i = O ; i < 2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  
vol tBu f [ i ] = (voltBu f [ i ] - currento f f [ 2 ] ) * 2 0 . 0 ;  
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err = Bw_LPF ( vo l tBu f ,  2 4 0 0 0 0 ,  4 0 0 0 . 0 ,  2 0 0 . 0 , 5 ,  vol tBuf ) ;  
for ( i= O ; i <  4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  vol tBuf ( i ] =vo l tBuf [ i * 6 ] ; 
i f ( l ogging ) StoreArray ( vo ltBuf , 4 0 0 0 0 , mt_f i le_hand l e ) ; 
/ * Vl * / 
for ( i = O ; i < 2 4 00 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + 3 * 2 4 0 0 0 0 ] ;  
/ *  I l  * / 
err = SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  1 3 , 1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  2 4 0 0 0 0 ,  
chanBuf , voltBu f ) ; 
for ( i = O ; i < 2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  { 
vol tBuf ( i ] * =5 0 . 0 ;  
err = Bw_LPF ( vo l tBuf , 2 4 0 0 0 0 ,  4 00 0 . 0 ,  2 0 0 . 0 , 5 ,  vol tBuf ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i <  4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  vo: tBuf [ i ] =voltBuf ( i * 6 ] ; 
i f ( logging) StoreArray ( vo l tBuf , 4 0 0 0 0 , mt_ f i le_hand l e ) ; 
for ( i= O ; i <2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + J  chanBuf [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + 7 * 2 4 0 0 0 0 ] ;  
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  l ,  1 7 , 1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  2 4 0 0 0 0 ,  
chanBuf , vo l tBuf J ;  
for ( i = O ; i < 2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i ++ J { 
vol tBuf [ i ] = ( vol tBuf [ i ] - currentoff [ 3 ] ) * 2 0 . 0 ;  
err = Bw_LPF ( vo l tBuf , 2 4 0 0 0 0 ,  4 0 0 0 . 0 ,  2 0 0 . 0 , 5 ,  vo l tBuf ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i <  4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  vol tBuf [ i ] =voltBuf [ i * 6 ] ; 
i f ( logging ) StoreArray ( vo ltBuf , 4 0 0 0 0 , mt_ f i l e_handle ) ; 
/ *  Speed * /  
for ( i = O ; i <2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i+ + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBu f [ i + 8 * 2 4 0 0 0 0 ] ;  
err = SCXI Scale ( 2. ,  1 ,  1 8 ,  1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  2 4 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBu£ , vo l tBuf ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i< 2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + ) vo l tBuf [ i ] * = 2 0 0 . 0 ; 
err = Bw_LPF ( vo l :Bu f ,  2 4 0 0 0 0 ,  4 0 0 0 . 0 ,  2 0 0 . 0 ,  5 ,  voltBu f ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i < 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + J  vol tBuf [ i ] =vo l tBuf [ i * 6 ] ; 
i f ( logging ) StoreArray ( vo l tBu f , 4 0 0 0 0 , mt_f i le_handl e ) ; 
/ *  Torque * /  
for ( i = O ; i < 2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBuf ( i ] =dataBuf [ � + 9 * 2 4 0 0 0 0 : ; 
for ( i = O ; i < 2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i ++ ) vol tBuf [ i ] * =2 . 5 ;  
err = SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  1 ,  1 9 ,  1 ,  1 ,  : ,  0 ,  - L  2 4 0 0 0 C , 
chanBu f ,  vol tBuf J ;  
err = Bw_LPF ( vo l tBu f , 2 4 00 0 0 , 4 0 0 0 . 0 , 2 00 . 0 , 5 ,  vol tBu£ 1 ;  
for ( i = O ; i< 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  vol tBuf [ i ] =vo l tBuf [ i * 6 ] ; 
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i f ( logging ) S toreArray ( vo l tBu f , 4 0 00 0 , mt_ f i le_handl e ) ; 
I *  Cover * I  
for ( i = O ; i < 2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + l 0 * 2 4 0 0 0 0 ] ;  
err = SCXI Scal e  ( 1 ,  3 ,  2 ,  2 0 ,  l ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  2 4 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBuf , vo1 tBuf ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i <2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  vo1tBuf [ i ] * = 1 0 . 0 ;  
for ( i= O ; i <  4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  vo1 tBuf [ i ] =vo l tBuf [ i * 6 ] ; 
i f ( 1ogging) StoreArray ( voltBu f , 4 0 0 0 0 , mt_f i 1e_handle ) ; 
I *  Short End Axial * /  
for ( i= O ; i<2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBu f [ i + l l * 2 4 0 0 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 , 3 ,  3 ,  5 ,  i ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 , 2 4 0 0 0 0 ,  
chanBuf , vol tBuf ) ;  
for ( i = O ; i< 2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  vol tBuf [ i ] * = l O . O ;  
for ( i =O ; i< 4 0 00 0 ; i + + ) vol tBuf [ i ] =vol tBuf [ i * 6 ] ; 
i f ( l ogging ) StoreArray ( vo l tBu f , 4 00 0 0 , mt_ f i l e_handle ) ; 
/ *  Short End Hor i z ontal * /  
for ( i= O ; i < 2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i+ + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + l2 * 2 4 0 0 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  3 ,  4 ,  2 0 ,  1 ,  l , 0 ,  - 1 ,  2 4 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBuf ,  vol tBu f ) ; 
for ( i = O ; i < 2 4 0 D O O ; i + + )  vo l tBuf [ i ] * = l O . O ;  
for ( i =O ; i <  4 0 0 0 0 ; i ++ ) vo: tBuf : i J =vo l tBuf [ i * 6 ] ; 
i f ( logging ) StoreArray ( vo 1 tBu f , 4 0 0 0 0 , mt_f i l e_handl e ) ; 
I *  Short End Vertical * /  
for ( i = O ; i < 2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i+ + )  cr.anBu f [ i ] =dataBuf [ i T 1 3 * 2 4 0 0 0 ] ;  
err = SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  3 ,  5 ,  2 0 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 , 2 4 0 0 0 0 ,  
chanBu f , vol tBuf ) ;  
f or ( i =O ; i< 2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  voltBuf [ i ] * = l O . O ;  
for ( i =O ; i < 4 0 0 0 0 ; i ++ ) vo1 tBuf [ i ] =vo l tBuf [ i * 6 ] ; 
i f ( l ogging ) StoreArray ( vo l tBu f , 4 0 0 0 0 , mt_ f i l e_r.andl e ) ; 
! *  Pul ley End 1 0 : 0 0 * /  
for ( i = O ; i<2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i++ l chanBu f ( i ] =dataBu f [ i + 1 4 * 2 4 0 0 0 0 ] ;  
err = SCXI Scale ( 1 ,  3 ,  6 ,  2 0 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - ::. ,  2 4 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBuf ,  vol tBuf l ;  
for ( i =O ; i < 2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i � + )  vo l tBu= [ i ] * = l O . O ;  
for ( i = O ; i < 4 0 0 0 0 ; i • + )  voltBuf [ i ] =vol tBuf � i * 6 ] ; 
i f ( : ogging ) StoreArray (voltBu f , 4 0 0 0 0 , mt_f i le_handl e ) ; 
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! *  Pul l ey End 2 : 0 0 * /  
for ( i= O ; i<2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBuf [ i + 1 5 * 2 4 0 0 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI_Scale ( 1 ,  3 ,  7 ,  2 0 ,  1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  2 4 0 0 0 0 , 
chanBuf ,  voltBu f ) ; 
for ( i= O ; i < 2 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  vo l tBuf [ i ] * = l O . O ; 
for ( i =O ; i < 4 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  vo l tBuf [ i ] =voltBuf [ i * 6 ] ; 
i f ( logging ) S toreArray ( vol tBuf , 4 0 0 0 0 , mt_fi l e_handl e ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_scanning , O J ; 
break ; 
return 0 ;  
int CVICALLBACK Qui t Ca l l back ( int pane l , int control , int event , 
voi d  *cal lbackData,  int eventDatal , int eventData2 ) 
switch ( even t )  { 
case EVENT_COMMIT : 
return 0 ;  
Qui tUserinterface ( 0 ) ; 
brea k ;  
int CVICALLBACK AcquireCa l lback ( int pane l ,  i n t  control , i n t  event , 
voi d  *cal lbackData , int eventData1 , int eventData2 ) 
switch ( event ) { 
case EVENT_COMMIT : 
i f ( logging) 
{ 
break; 
returr. 0 ;  
Beep ( ) ;  
SuspendTimerCal lbacks ( ) ;  
OpenMTF i le ( ) ; 
Col lectData ( 3 ) ;  
Col l ectData ( 2 ) ; 
Col l ec tDat a ( l ) ; 
CloseF i l e (mt_ f i l e_handle ) ;  
?utTimeStamp ( ) ; 
CloseFi l e ( tc_f i l e_handl e ) ;  
OpenTCF i l e  ( ) ;  
ResumeTimerCallbacks ( ) ;  
Beep ( ) ;  
int CVICALLBACK Res toreGrapj ( int pane l , int contro l ,  int event , 
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voi d  * cal lbackDa t a ,  int eventDatal , int eventData2 ) 
switch ( event ) { 
case EVENT_COMMIT : 
VAL_AUTOSCALE 
SetAxi sRange ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_GRAPHFREQ , VAL_AUTOSCAL E ,  0 ,  1 0 0 ,  
' 0 '  1 0 0 ) ; 
break; 
return 0 ;  
int CVICALLBACK Zoomin ( int panel , int control ,  int event , 
void *callbackData , int eventData l ,  int eventData2 ) 
double xl , x2 , y l , y2 ; 
double temp ; 
yl , y2 ) ; 
switch ( event ) 
case EVENT_COMMIT : 
GetGraphCursor ( panelHandle ,  PANEL_GRAPHFREQ , 1 , &xl , &yl ) ; 
GetGraphCursor ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_GRAPHFRE Q ,  3 , &x2 , &y2 ) ; 
i f  ( xl > x2 ) 
i f  
temp = xl ; 
xl x2 ; 
x2 temp ; 
(yl > y2 ) 
temp = yl ; 
yl y2 ; 
y2 = temp; 
SetAxisRange (panelHandle ,  PANEL_GRAPHFREQ , VAL_MP�AL , x l , x2 , VAL_MANUAL , 
break ; 
return 0 ;  
int CVICALLBACK DataRecord ( int panel , int contro l ,  int event , 
void *cal lbackData , int eventDatal , int eventData2 ) 
switch ( even t )  { 
case EVENT_COMMIT : 
return 0 ;  
GetCtrlVa l (panelHandle , PANEL_BINARYSWITCH , & logging ) ; 
i f  ( logging ) 
{ 
e l s e  
{ 
brea k ;  
OpenTCF i le ( ) ;  
CloseF i l e ( tc_ f i le_handl e ) ; 
int CVICALLBACK PlotMotorData ( int pane l ,  int contro l ,  int event ,  
vo id *cal lbackData,  int eventData l ,  int eventData2 ) 
int i , j ;  
ir:t err ; 
iht imodule , ichanne l . igain; 
/ *  chanBu:' and vol tBuf wi l l  hole any one channel ' s  dat a ;  we as sume we wi l l  
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be s canning at least 2 channel s ,  so the array s i z e  is hal f  the data buf f er * / 
double l ocalga i n ;  
double vo l tRMS ;  
double meanval ; 
double d t , df ;  
WindowConst windowConstant ; 
char uni tString [ 24 0 ] ; 
double spec tra [ 1 6 3 8 4 ] ; 
double spectrat ime [ 1 6 3 84 ] ; 
swi tch ( event ) ( 
case EVENT_COMMIT : 
switch ( contr o l ) {  
case PANEL_COMMANDBUTTON 1 :  
j = 2 ; 
l ocalgain= S O . O ;  
imodule= l ;  
i c hanne l = l 2 ;  
i gain= l ; 
break ; 
case PANEL_COMMANDBUTTON_2 : 
j =l ;  
localgain= S O . O ; 
imodule= l ;  
i channe l = l l ;  
igain= l ;  
brea k ;  
c a s e  P&�EL_COMMANDBUTTON_3 : 
j = O ;  
localgain= S O . O ; 
imodu l e= l ; 
ichanne l = l O ;  
igain= l ;  
brea k ;  
c a s e  PANEL_COMMANDBUTTON_4 : 
j =4 ;  
localgain= 2 0 . 0 ;  
imodule= l ;  
ichanne l = l 4 ;  
i gain= l ; 
brea k ;  
case PANEL_COMMANDBUTTON_S :  
j = S ;  
l oc a lgain= 2 0 . 0 ;  
i:nodu l e= l ; 
ichanne l = l S ; 
igain= l ;  
brea k ;  
c a s e  PANEL_COMMANDBUTTON_6 : 
j = 6 ;  
localgain= 2 0 . 0 ;  
imodule=:!. ; 
i channe l = l 6 ;  
i gain= l ;  
break ; 
case PANEL_COMMANDBUTTON_7 : 
j = 3 ;  
localgain= S O . O ;  
imodule= l ;  
i channe l = l 3 ;  
igain= l ; 
break ; 
case Pfu�EL_COMMANDBUTTON_8 : 
j = 7 ;  
::. ocalgain=2 0 . 0 ;  
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imodu l e= l ;  
i channel = l 7 ;  
i ga in= l ;  
break ; 
case PANEL _COMMANDBUTTON_ 9 :  
j = 9 ;  
localgain=2 . 5 ;  
imodu l e= l ;  
i channe l =l 9 ;  
igain= l ;  
break;  
case PANEL -COMMANDBUTTON _1 0 :  
j = 8 ; 
localga in=2 0 0 . 0 ;  
imodule=l ; 
i channe l= 1 8 ;  
igain= 1 ;  
break; 
case PANEL _COMMANDBUTTON -1 1 : 
j = 1 6 ; 
break ; 
case PANEL _COMMANDBUTTON_ 1 2 : 
j = l 7 ;  
break ; 
case PANEL _COMMANDBUTTON_ 1 3 : 
j = 1 5 ; 
localgain= l O . O ;  
imodule=3 ; 
ichanne l = 7 ; 
i ga in=2 0 ;  
break; 
case PANEL _COMMANDBUTTON_ 2.4 : 
j =1 4 ;  
:i.ocalgain= :!. O . O ;  
imodule=3 ; 
ichanne l = 6 ;  
igai:J.=2 0 ;  
break; 
case PANEL _COMMANDBUTTON_ l S : 
j = 1 3 ; 
l ocalgain= l C . O ;  
imodule=3 ; 
ichanne l = S ; 
i gain=2 0 ;  
breai<;  
case PANE:.. -COMMANDBUTTON_ 1 6 : 
j = 1 2 ; 
localgain= l O . O ;  
imodule= 3 ;  
ichanne l = 4 ; 
igai:J.=2 0 ;  
break ; 
case PANEL -COMMANDBUTTON_ 17 : 
= = l l ;  
l ocalga in= l O . O ;  
imodul e=3 ; 
ichanne l = 3 ; 
igain= S ;  
break ; 
case PANEL -COMMANDBUTTON - 1 8 :  
j =l O ;  
l ocalgain= l O . O ;  
imodule=3 ; 
i cha:J.ne l = 2 ; 
igain= 2 0 ;  
break ;  
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1 2 0 0 0 0 , 
i f  ( j < 1 6 )  
{ 
} 
for ( i = O ; i < l 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  chanBu f [ i ] =dataBuf [ i+ j * 12 0 0 0 0 ] ; 
err = SCXI Sca le ( 1 ,  imodule , i channel ,  i gain , 1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  
chanBuf ,  vol tBuf ) ;  
i f  ( err< O ) 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_alarm, 1 ) ; 
i f ( i channe l > 1 3  && i channel< 1 8 )  for ( i = O ; i < 12 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  
vol tBuf [ i ] = ( vo l tBuf [ i ]  - currento f f [ ichanne l - 14 ) ) * l ocalgain; 
else 
e l se for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  vo l tBuf [ i ) =vo l tBuf [ i ] * l ocalgain; 
i f ( j == 1 6 )  for ( i = O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + ) vol tBuf [ i ] =l oadpower [ i ) ; 
else for ( i = O ; i < l 2 00 0 0 ; i + + )  vol tBuf [ i ] =motorpower [ i ] ;  
Del eteGraphPlot ( panelHandle , PANEL_GRA?HTIME , - 1 ,  l ) ; 
err = PlotY ( panelHandle , PANEL_GRAPHTIME , vol tBu f ,  1 0 0 1 ,  
VAL_DOUBLE , VAL_THIN_LINE , VAL_EMPTY_SQUARE ,  VAL_SOLID , 
i ,  VAL_WHITE ) ; 
err = Mean (vol tBuf , 1 2 0 0 0 0 ,  &meanva l ) ; 
for ( i= O ; i < 1 2 0 0 0 0 ; i + + )  vol tBuf [ i ] - =meanval ;  
dt = 1 . 0  ! 1 2 0 0 0 . 0 ;  
f or ( i = O ; i < 1 6 3 8 4 ; i + + )  spectra [ i ] = O . O ; 
f or ( j = O ; j < 1 3 ; j ++ )  
{ 
for ( i = O ; i < 1 6 3 84 ; i+ + )  spec tratime [ i ] =vol tBuf [ i + j * 8 1 9 2 ) ;  
GetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_LISTBOX, & i ) ; 
err = ScaledWindow ( spectratime , 1 63 8 4 , i ,  &windowConstant ) ; 
i f  ( err< O )  { 
SetCtrlVa� ( pane1Handle , PANEL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtrlVa l  ( panelHandle , PANEL_alarm, 1 ) ; 
err = AutoPowerSpectrum ( spectratime , 1 63 84 , d t ,  
spectrat ime , &df l ; 
df , 
i f  ( err< O )  
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_error , err ) ; 
SetCtrlVal ( panelHandle , PANEL_alarm , 1 ) ; 
err = Spec trumUn itConversion ( spectratime , 8 1 9 2 , 0 ,  6 ,  
windowConstant , spectratime , uni tS tring l ;  
i f  ( err< O ) { 
SetCtr lVal ( panelHand l e ,  PANEL_error ,  err ) ; 
SetCtr lVal ( panelHandle . PANEL_alarm , 1 ) ; 
for ( i =O ; i < 1 6 3 84 ; i ++ ) spectra [ i ] = ( spectra [ i ] * ( doub l e )  j + 
spectratime [ i ] ) I ( double ) ( j + 1 ) ; 
Dele teGraphPlot ( panel Handl e ,  Pk�EL_GRAPHFREQ , - 1 ,  1 ) ; 
err = Pl otY ( pane lHandl e ,  P��EL_GRAPHFREQ , spectra , 8 1 9 2 , 
VAL_DOUBLE , VAL_THIN_L:NE , VAL_EMPTY_SQU&�E . VAL_SOLI D ,  
:C ,  VAL_ R E D )  ; 
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break; 
return 0 ;  
int main ( int argc , char * argv [ ] ) 
i f  ( In i tCVIRTE ( 0 ,  argv, 0 )  == 0 )  
harmless otherwi se * I  
I *  Needed i f  l i nking i n  external comp i l er ;  
return - 1 ;  1 •  out o f  memory * I  
i f ( ( panelHandle = LoadPanel ( 0 ,  " a i_acq . u ir " , PANEL ) )  < 0 )  
return - 1 ;  
DisplayPanel ( panel Handl e ) ; 
PutTimeS tamp ( )  ; 
Beep ( ) ; 
Co l le c tData ( O J ; 
Co l lec tData ( 2 )  ; 
Col lectData ( l ) ; 
Beep ( ) ; 
RunUserinterface ( ) ;  
return 0 ;  
int CVICALLBACK AcquireData ( int panel , int c ontrol ,  int event , 
void *callbackData , int ever.tDatal , int event�ata2 ) 
swi tch ( event ) { 
case EVENT_TIMER TICK : 
Beep ( ) ; 
PutTimeStamp ( ) ;  
Col l ectData ( 2 ) ; 
Co l l ectData ( l ) ; 
CheckSteadyState ( ) ;  
Beep ( ) ; 
break; 
return 0 ;  
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APPENDIX C 
LISTING OF FUZZY LOGIC INFERENCE ENGINE SOFTWARE 
class MF { 
publi c : 
MF ( ) ; I I  default cons tructor 
-MF ( ) ; I I  defau l t  destructor 
CString labe l ;  I I  l abel o f  fuzzy variable 
double degree ; II  s tore degree o f  me�bership or truncat i on 
MF *next ; I *  pointer to next MF * I  
CFuz zySet FuzzySec ;  
) ; 
class Fuz zyRul e  { 
publ i c : 
Fuz zyRul e ( ) ;  I I  defau l t  constructor 
-Fuz zyRul e ( ) ;  I I  default destructor 
MF * i f s i de ;  II if s ide o f  the rule 
MF * thens i de ;  II then side o f  the rule 
Fuz zyRul e  *next ; I I  pointer to next rul e  
) ; 
class Data { 
pub l i c : 
Data ( ) ; I I  default constructor 
-Da ta ( ) ; I I  de faul t destructor 
CString labe l ;  I I  labe� o f  data variable 
double dat ;  II  the real data 
Data *next ; I I  pointer to next data 
Data *Header ;  I I  header of data l is t  
) ; 
I I  CFuzzyS t . h  
I I  Header f i le for CFuzzySt c lasses 
I I  Version . 9 0b l a s t  updated Oc t 2 9 ,  1 9 9 6  
I I  ( C )  copyright Timothy Lee 1 9 9 6  
1 1 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 / l / / l l l l  
#de f ine TRIANGLE 1 
#de f ine S_CURVE_UP 2 
#def ine PI_CURVE 3 
#def ine BETA_CURVE 4 
#def ine LEFT_SHOULDER 5 
#def ine RIGHT_SHOULDER 6 
#def ine S_CURVE_DOWN 7 
#def ine COMBO_SET 8 
#def ine NO_SHAPE 0 
#de f i ne CENTROI D  1 
#de: ine COMPOSITE_MAX 2 
# include<afxtempl . h> 
# include<math . h> 
class AFX_EXT_CLASS CFuzzySet : pub l i c  CObj ec t 
{ 
friend class MF ; 
friend class FuzzyRule ; 
pro tected : 
void equa l s ( cons t CFuzzySet& set2 ) ;  
/ / func tions 
int m_shape ; 
BOOL se::.Scale ( ) ;  
CFu z zySe t ( ) ; / l empty constructor for serial izat ion 
DECLARE_SERIAL ( CFuz zySet ) ;  
void ini tMemVector ( doub:e initVa lue = - 1 ,  int n��_elemen t s =2 0 0 l ) ; 
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int fToint ( double X I ; 
BOOL updateRegion ( CArray<CPo int , CPoint>& ptArray ) ; 
/ /Attributes 
pub l i c : 
CString m_name ; 
CString m_description;  
CArray<double , double> doma i n ;  
double m_a lphaCut ; 
CArray< f l oa t , f l oa t >  memVec tor ; 
doubl e  m_scale ; / /x axis s cale 
BOOL drawn ; 
CRect currentRe c t ; 
CRgn* region;  / /needs to be made embedded member 
int neares tElement ( double num) ; 
void interpolateVector ( ) ;  
vo id setDomain ( double low, double high ) ; 
voi d  setAlphaCu t ( double a lphaValue , CString type = " STRONG " ) ;  
BOOL ptinSet ( CPoint pt ) ; 
vo id draw ( CRect rec t , CDC* pDC ) ; 
-CFuzzySet ( ) ;  
# i fdef _DEBUG 
#endi f 
set2 I ;  
set2 1 ; 
void Dump ( CDumpContext& de ) cons t ;  
CString getName ( )  { return m_name ; ) 
void c l ear ( ) ;  
voi d  setName ( CS tring string) { m_name=string ; return ; ) 
float maxTruth ( ) ;  
doubl e  defuz z i fy ( CS t r ing how= " CENTROI D " ) ;  
CFuzzySet ( const CFuzzySet& set2 ) ;  
CArray< fl oat , f l oat>& getMemVector ( ) ;  
int getShape ( ) ;  
void AssertVal i d ( )  const ;  
double f i ndTruth ( double x ) ; 
double getAlphaCut ( )  { return m_alphaCut ; )  
CArray<double , double>& getDomai n ( vo id ) ; 
virtual void Serial i z e ( CArchive& a r ) ; 
const CFuzzySet& operator = ( CFuzzySet& set2 ) ; 
friend __ dec lspec ( d l l import )  CFuzzySet operator&& ( CFuz zySet& set l , CFuzzySet &  
friend __ dec l spec ( dl l import l CFuzzySet operator ! I ( CFuz zySet& set l , CFu z zySet& 
friend __ dec l spec ( d l l import )  CFuzzySet operator * ( const CFuz zySet& s e t l , const 
double num ) ; 
f r iend __ dec l spec ( d l l import ) CFuzzySet operator • ( const double num, const 
CFuz zySet& setl ) ; 
set ) ; 
f r iend __ dec lspec ( d l l import )  CFuzzySet pow ( const CFuz zySet& set , const doubl e  n�� ) ; 
f r iend __ declspec ( dl � import ) CFuzzySet pow ( const double num , const CFuz zySet& 
CFuzzySet CFuzzySet : : truncate ( const double maxValue ) ;  
CFuzzySet not ( )  ; / / c annot use ' operator because that must return boo l ean 
CFuzzySet ( CStr ing name ) ; 
} ; / / end CFuzzySet c lass dec larat ion 
! l / ! ! / / ! l l ! / / l l ! / / ! / / l ! ! / / ! / l l / / / / / ! ! l l ! l / ! / ! ! ! ! l / 1 ! ! / / / / / l / / ! / / 1 / / / ! ! / / / / 1  
/ / CFuzzyTriangle c lass dec lara t i on 
c lass AFX_EXT_CLASS CFuzzyTriangle : public CFuzzySet 
{ 
publ ic : 
const CFuzzyT riangle& operator= ( cons t CFuz zySet& set2 ) ; 
CFuzzyTriangle ( double base l .  double t i p .  double base2 . CStr ing narr,e= " " .  double 
height = l ) ; 
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) ; / ! end CFuzzyTriangle class decl arat ion 
/ l ! / / / ! ! / l l / / ! / 1 / l ! / / l ! ! ! / l ! ! ! / / / l ! l l / / / l ! l ! l ! ! / / / / ! l l l ! l / ! ! ! 1 1 1 ! 1 ! ! / ! l l ! / /  
/ / CFuzzyBeta c l a s s  declaration 
c lass AFX_EXT_CLASS CFuzzyBeta 
{ 
publ ic : 
public CFuzzySet 
cons t CFuz zyBeta& operator= ( cons t CFuzzySet& set2 ) ; 
CFuz zyBeta ( double cente r ,  double f l exDi s t , CString name= " " ) ;  
) ; / /end CFuzzyBeta class dec lara t i on 
/ ! 1 1 ! 1 / / / ! ! l / l l / ! l l l l l / l l / l l l l l l / 1 / l l ! l l / l / ! ! 1 / l l / 1 ! ! 1 1 1 1 / l ! ! l l l l / l l / 1 / l ! l /  
/ /CFuz zySCurve c lass dec laration 
l / l l / / / l / l ! ! l l l l ! l l l / l l ! l ! l l ! l l ! l ! ! / l l l l / ! ! ! l l ! / ! ! / l ! l l ! l ! / / ! 1 1 / ! / / l ! / / / ! l /  
c lass AFX_EXT_CLAS S  CFuzzySCurve : public CFuzzySet 
publ ic : 
cans t CFuz zySCurve& operator= ( cons t CFuzzySet& set2 ) ; 
CFuz zySCurve ( doub l e  bottom ,  double top , CString name= " " ) ; 
} ; / / end CFuzzySCurve c lass dec laration 
/ ! l / l / ! l / l / l l / l / ! 1 1 1 ! / 1 / ! / l l / l / / ! ! ! 1 1 1 ! 1 ! 1 ! ! 1 1 ! 1 ! ! ! ! ! 1 1 1 / / l / ! 1 1 1 1 ! 1 1 ! 1 1 ! ! ! !  
/ / CFuz zyPiCurve c lass dec laration 
1 1 1 / / ! l / ! 1 1 ! ! 1 1 ! ! 1 1 / / l / l l ! l l l / / / l / ! 1 1 / ! l / l ! ! l l / l / l l ! ! l l ! ! l / ! ! 1 1 ! ! / ! ! l / 1 1 ! 1 1  
c lass AFX_EXT_CLAS S  CFuz zyPiCurve : public CFuzzySet 
{ 
public : 
cans t CFuz zyPiCurve& operator= ( const CFuzzySet& set2 ) ; 
CFuzzyPiCurve ( double l e f t ,  doubl e  right , CString name= " " ) ; 
} ; / / end CFuzzyPiCurve class dec l aration 
/ / / l l ! l l ! l l ! / / l l l ! l l l / ! l / ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 ! ! ! 1 ! ! ! / 1 1 ! ! 1 1 ! 1 1 ! 1 ! ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 / ! l l l l / / l / / / 1 ! ! !  
/ /CFuzzyShoulder class declarat ion 
/ / l l l ! l / ! ! i l ! l ! / / ! l l l l ! l l / l l ! / l l ! ! / l ! l / / l l ! ! l l l l l l ! / ! 1 1 ! 1 / / l / / ! l l / ! ! ! ! 1 / / 1 1  
class AFX_EXT_CLAS S  CFuzzyShoulder : pub l i c  CFuz zySet 
( 
publ ic : 
canst CFuzzyShoulder& operator= ( cons t  CFuz zySet& set2 ) ; 
CFuzzyShoulder ( double bot tom , double top , double topLength , CString name= " " ,  
double height = l ) ;  
CFuz zyShoulder ( double bot tom , double top , CString name= " " ,  double height = l ) ; 
I I  operator CFuzzySet ( ) ; 
/ / conversion done imp l i c i t ly through CFuz zySet copy cons truc tor 
) ; / /end CFuzzyShoulder class dec laration 
I I  Fuzzy Test lView . cpp : implementation of the CFuz zyTes tlView c l a s s  
I I  
# include " stda fx . h "  
# inc:ude " Fuzzy Tes t  
# i nc lude " Fuzzy Tes t  
#include " Fuzzy Test 
# inc lude <ios tream . h> 
# inc lude < f s tream . h> 
# i�c :ude <ctype . h> 
# i�c :ude " utkne . h "  
l . h "  
lDoc . h " 
lView . h "  
I I  default constructor 
Data : : Data ( )  
labe l = " NULL " ; 
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} ; 
dat = 0 . 0 ;  
next = NULL ; 
Header = NULL ; 
I I  defau l t  des tructor 
Data : : -Data ( )  
{ 
} ; 
I *  
Data * p ;  
whi l e  ( Heade ::- )  
{ 
* /  
p = Header->next ; 
delete Header ; 
Header = next ; 
I I  de fau l t  constructor 
MF : : MF ( )  
{ 
) ; 
degree = 0 ;  
label = " NULL " ;  
next = NULL; 
CFuzzySet FuzzySet ( "NULL " ) ;  
f l  defau l t  des tructor 
MF : : -MF ( )  
( 
} ; 
MF * p ,  * q ;  
p = nex t ;  
do 
q = next ; 
delete p ->next ; 
de lete p ;  
p = q ; 
whi l e  ( p ! =NULL ) ; 
I I  defau l t  c ons tructor 
FuzzyRule : : Fu z zyRu le ( )  
} ;  
i fs ide = new MF ; 
thenside = new MF ; 
next = NULL ; 
I I  defau l t  des tructor 
FuzzyRule : : -FuzzyRule ( )  
{ 
?uz zyRul e  * p ,  * q ;  
delete i f s ide ; 
delete thenside ;  
p = nex t ;  
do 
q = next ; 
delete p->next ; 
delete p ;  
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} ;  
p = q ;  
whi l e  ( p ! =NULL ) ; 
Fuz zyRul e  *UTFuzzyRule , *HeaderRu l e ;  
M F  *UTMF , *HeaderMF ; 
MF *Header_i f ,  *Header_then ; 
# i fdef _DEBUG 
#def ine new DEBUG_NEW 
#undef THIS_FILE 
static char THIS_FILE [ ]  
#endi f 
_FILE_; 
/ / / / l / / / l l / / l l l / l l l ! l l l ! ! / l l l ! l l l l l l l l l l l l l ! l l l l l / l l l l l / 1 1 ! / l l l l l / l ! l l l l l l l ! l  
I I  CFuz zyTes tlView 
IMPLEMENT_DYNCREATE ( CFuz zyTest lView ,  CView) 
BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP ( CFuzzyTestlView, CView) 
I I ( (AFX_MSG_MAP ( CFuzzyTest lView) 
I I  NOTE - the ClassWizard wil l  add and remove mapping macros here . 
I I  DO NOT EDIT what you s e e  in these blocks of generated code ! 
I I }  } AFX_MSG_MAP 
I I  S tandard printing commands 
ON_COMMAND ( ID_FILE_PRINT , CView : : OnFi l ePrint ) 
ON_COMMAND ( ID_FILE_PRINT_DIRECT , CVi ew :  : OnFilePrint ) 
ON_COMMAND ( ID_FILE_PRINT_PREVIEW, CView:  : OnFi l ePrintPreview) 
END_MES SAGE_MAP ( )  
l l l l / l l l l l l l / 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 / l l l l l l l l l l l l / l l l l l l ! l l l l l l l l ! l l l / l l l l / ! l l / ! l l l / 1 ! 1  
I I  CFuzzyTestlView cons t ru c tion / des truct i on 
CFuzzyTestlView : : CFuzzyTestlView ( )  
{ 
I I  TODO : add cons truction code here 
CFuz zyTestl View : : -CFuz zyTes t l  View ( )  
( 
} 
BOOL CFuz zyTes t lView : : PreCreateWindow ( CREATESTRUCT& c s ) 
I I  TODO : Modi fy the Window class or styles here by modi fying 
I I  the CREATESTRUCT cs 
re turn CVi ew :  : PreCreateWindow ( cs ) ; 
l / / 1 1 / / / l / 1 1 / / ! / 1 1  
I !  Funct ion to read word by word from spec i f ied f i le 
CString ReadWord ( i fs tream& InputS tream) 
( 
char InputChar ; 
CString myString= " " ;  
do 
( 
InputChar= InputStream . ge t ( ) ;  
InputChar=towupper ( InputChar ) ;  
i f ( InputChar< 3 3 )  break ; 
myStr ing += InputChar ; 
} wh i l e ( ! InputStream . eof ( ) ) ;  
re::urn myString ;  
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l ! l l l l / ! l l / l l / 1 / l l l l l l l l l l l l l l / l l l l l l l l ! l l l l l / 1 1 1 1 1 1 / l l / l / l ! l ! l l l ! l l l l l l l / 1 1 1  
I I  Fuzzy Rules Contruc t i on by rading the sys tem from f i l es 
void ConstructFuz zySys tem ( CStr ing MFF i l eName , CString RBF i l eName , C S tring OutFi leName ) 
{ 
CS tring myS t ring ; 
CString nameString l , nameString2 ; 
double point l ,  point2 , point3 ; 
i f s tream InF i l e ( MFFileNarne , ios : : in ) ; 
ofs tream OutF i l e ( OutFi l eName , ios : : out ) ; 




new MF ; 
UTMF ; 
rnyS t r ing=ReadWord ( InFi le ) ; 
i f  ( myString ! = " " ) 
{ 
nameStringl =myString ;  
i f ( UTMF - > labe l : = "NULL " )  
{ 
MF * t empl ; 
temp l =  new MF ; 
UTMF- >next = temp l ;  
UTMF = UTMF->next ; 
myString=ReadWord ( InFi le ) ; 
nameString2 =myString ; 
myS tring=ReadWord ( InFi le ) ; 
i f  ( rnyString== " SHOULDER" ) 
{ 
e l s e  
{ 
InF i l e  >> point l ;  
InF i l e  >> point2 ; 
GTMF- > label =name S tring l ; 
CFuzzyShoulder temprnf (point l , point2 , narneString2 ) ;  
UTMF- >degree = 0 . 0 ; 
UTMF->FuzzySet = t empmf ; 
i f  ( rnyString= =  " TRIANGLE"  ) 
InF i l e  >> point l ; 
InF i l e  >> point2 ; 
InF i l e  >> point3 ; 
UTMF - >label =name S tringl ; 
CFuzzyTriangle 
ternprnf ( point l , point2 , po int3 , narneStr ing2 ) ;  
e l s e  
UTMF - >Fuz zySet temprnf ; 
OutFile << " Error in membership functions ' " << endl ; 
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} whi l e ( ! InF i l e . eo f ( } ) ;  
InFi l e . close ( } ;  
InF i l e . open ( RBFileName , i os : : in } ; 
UTFuz zyRule = new Fuz zyRule ; 
HeaderRul e  new Fuz zyRule ; 
HeaderRule = UTFuzzyRu l e ;  
Header_ i f  � new MF ; 
Header_then = new MF ; 
Header_ i f  = UTFuzzyRul e - > i fs ide ; 
Header_then = UTFuzzyRu l e - > thens ide ;  
int we_are_in_i f ;  
do { 
mySt�ing=ReadWord ( InFi l e } ;  
i f (myString ! = " " }  
{ 
i f (myString= = " IF " }  
{ 
UTFuzzyRule- > i fs ide=Header_i f ;  
UTFuzzyRu l e - >thenside=Header_then ; 
i f ( UTFuzzyRule- > i fs ide->labe l ! = " NULL " }  
{ 
FuzzyRul e  * templ ; 
t empl= new Fuz zyRu l e ;  
UTFuzzyRule->next = temp l ;  
UTFuzzyRul e  = UTFuzzyRu l e - >next ; 
Header_ i f  = UTFuzzyRule- > i f s ide ;  
Header_then = UTFuzzyRu l e - > thens ide ; 
myS tring=ReadWord ( InFi le l ; 
nameStringl =myString ; 
myS tring=ReadWord ( InF i l e l ;  
i f  ( myString ! = " IS " ) 
OutFile << " Er�or in rul e  base ' "  << endl ; 
myS tring=ReadWord ( InFi l e ) ;  




i f ( UTMF - > l abel ==nameStringl && UTMF-
>Fuz zySet . getName ( J = =nameStr ing2 ) 
> i f s i.de- >next ; 
i f ( UTFuzzyRule- > i f s ide- > .:.abel ! = " NULL " )  
{ 
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MF *temp l ; 
temp l =  new MF 
CTFuz z yRule-> f s ide->next = templ ; 
UTFuz zyRule-> f s ide = UTFuz zyRu l e -
>Fuzzyset ;  
e l se 
{ 
UTFuzzyRul e - > i f s i de-> �abel =UTMF - > labe l ; 
UTFuzzyRule- > i f s ide - > Fuz zySet=UTMF-
UTFuzzyRule-> i fs i de - >next =NULL ; 
break; 
UTMF=UTMF- >next ; 
whi l e ( UTMF ' =NULL ) ; 
we_are_in_if = l ;  
i f (rnyString== "AND " && we_are_in_ i f = =C. ) 
{ 
myS tring=ReadWord ( InFi le ) ; 
nameStringl=rnyS tring; 
myStr ing=ReadWord ( InFi l e )  ; 
i f  ( myString ! = " I S " )  
OutFile << " ErroY i n  rul e  base ' "  < <  endl ; 
myString=ReadWord ( InF i le ) ; 
narneStr ing2 =myS tring ; 
UTMF=HeaderMF ; 
do 
i f ( UTMF-> labe l = =nameStringl && UTMF-
>FuzzySet . getName ( ) ==nameString 2 ) 
>label ! = " NULL " )  
ternpl ; 





i f (UTFuzzyRu l e - > i f side-
MF * templ ; 
ternp l =  new MF ; 
UTFuzzyRule- > i f side - >next 
UTFu z zyRu l e - > i f s ide = 
UTFuz zyRule- > i f s ide-> label=UTMF-
UTFuzzyRule - > i f s i de - >FuzzySet=UTMF-
UTFuzzyRule- > i f s ide- >next=NUL� ; 
breaic ; 
UTMF=UTMF ->next ; 
whi l e ( UTMF ! =NULL ) ; 
i f  ( :nyS tring== " THEN" ) 
{ 
myStYing=ReadWord ( InF� l e ) ; 
nameString l =myS tring ;  
myString=ReadWord ( InFi le l ; 
i f ( :nyS tring ! = " I S " )  
Out F i l e  << " Error i n  rule base ! "  << 
myS tring=ReadWord ( InF� le ) ; 
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>FuzzySet . getName ( ) ==nameString2 ) 
>label ! = " NULL " )  
>next = temp l ;  
= UTFuzzyRu l e - > thenside->next ; 
> label =UTMF - > labe l ;  
>FuzzySet =UTMF- >FuzzySet ; 
>next=NULL ; 
base ! " < <  endl ; 
e l s e  
{ 
&& UTMF- >FuzzyS e t . getName ( ) = =nameString2 ) 
> thens ide - > l abel ! = "NULL " ) 
>thens ide- >next = temp l ; 
>thenside = UTFuz zyRule->thens ide- >next ; 
> labe l =UTMF - > labe l ;  
>FuzzySet=UTMF- > Fuz zySet ; 
nameString2 =myS t r ing ; 
UTMF=HeaderMF ; 
do 
i f ( UTMF-> labe l = =nameStringl && UTMF -
i f ( UTFuz zyRule-> thens ide-
MF � temp l ; 
temp l =  new MF ; 
UTFuzzyRu l e - >thenside-
UTFuzzyRu l e - > thenside 
UTFuzzyRul e - > thens ide-
UTFuz zyRul e - >thenside-
UTFuzzyRu l e - >thenside-
break; 
UTMF=UTMF- >next ; 
whi l e ( UTMF 1 =NULL ) ; 
we_are_in_i f = O ;  
�f (myString = = " AND " & &  we_are �n_i f = = O ) 
myStr ing=ReadWord ( InF i le ) ; 
name S tringl =myS t r ing ; 
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myString=ReadWord ( InFi l e ) ;  
i f ( rnyString ! = " IS " )  
OutFile << " Error in rul e  
myString=ReadWord ( InFi le i ; 




i f ( UTMF - > l abe l = =nameStringl 
i f ( UTFuz zyRule-
MF � temp l ;  
ternp l =  new MF ; 
CTFuzzyRule-
UTFuzzyRule-
UTFuz zyRu l e - > thens ide-
UTFuz zyRu le->thens ide-
UTFuzzyRu l e-> thens ide-
>next=NULL ; 
break; 
UTMF=UTMF->nex t ;  
whi l e ( UTMF ! =NULL ) ; 
whi l e ( ! InFi l e . eo f ( )  ) ;  
UTFuz zyRu l e - > i f s ide=Header_ i f ;  
UTFuzzyRu l e - > thensi de=Header_then ; 
UTFuz zyRule = HeaderRu l e ;  
OutF i l e .  close ( )  ; 
l / l l ! ! l / l / 1 ! / / / ! l l ! l ! l l l l l ! / 1 1 / 1 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 / 1 1 1 1 1 / / ! l ! l / l l l / l l / 1 ! 1 ! / l ! l l l l ! / 1 1 1 ! 
I I  Fuzzy Rules Eva luat ion 
void EvaluateFuz zyRules ( CS tring OutFi leName , Data * inputdata ) 
( 
double truncat i on ;  
I I  Create sampl e  da:a t o  test the inference engine 
MF *Outpu t , *HeaderOutput ;  
Output = :-�ew M"' · 
HeaderOutput new MF ; 
HeaderOutput = Outpu t ;  
UTFuzzyRule = HeaderRu l e ;  
o f stream OutF i l e ( Ou t F i l eName , i os : : app ) ;  
do 
( 
Header_ i f  = UTFuzzyRule - > i f s i de ;  
Header_then=UTFuzzyRul e - > thenside ; 
do 
double ternpl ; 
do 
{ 
i f ( L'TFuzzyRu l e - > i f s ide - > label = =  ( inputdata-> labe l ) 
{ 
temp l =UTFuz zyRu l e - > i f s i de-
>FuzzySet . f indTruth ( inputdata- >dat ) ;  
break ; 
) 
inputdata= inputdata->next ; 




inputdata=inputda ta- >Header ; 
i f ( templ< truncation)  trunca t i on = temp l ; 
UTFuz zyRule- > i fs ide=UTFuz zyRule- > i f s ide- >next ; 
whi l e ( UTFuzzyRule - > i f s i de ! =NULL ) ; 
CFuzzySet Solution ( " Solve " ) ;  
int f oundOutput = 0 ;  
Output = HeaderOutput ;  
do 
{ 
i f ( Output - > labe � ==UTFuzzyRu l e - > thenside-> labe l ) 
{ 
Solution = UTFuz zyRu l e - > thens ide- >Fuz zySet ; 
Solut ion = Solution . truncate ( truncat i on ) ; 
foundOutput= l ; 
break;  
Output = Output- >next ; 
whi l e ( Output ! =NULL ) ;  
i f ( foundOutput = = O )  
{ 
Output = HeaderOutput ;  




Output = Outpu t - >next ; 
whi l e ( Output- >next ! =N"JLL ) ;  
i f  ( Outpu t - >  label ! = " NULL " ) 
{ 
MF * temp l ; 
templ = new MF ; 
Outpu t ->next=temp l ;  
Output=Output->next ; 
Output-> label =UTFuzzyRule-> thenside - > labe l ; 
Output- >Fuz zySet =  UTFuz zyF.ule-> thens ide-




Output- >FuzzySet Output->Fuz zySet I I Solut �on ; 
UTFuzzyF.u l e - > thenside = UTFuzzyRule->thens ide- >next ; 
whi l e ( UTFu z zyRule- > thenside 1 =NULL ) ; 
UTFuz zyRule- > i f side=Header_i f ;  
UTFuzzyRule-> thens ide=Header_then ; 
UTFu z zyRule = UTFuzzyRule - >  next ; 
whi le ( UTFu z zyRule 1 =tfuLL ) ;  
ou::put Heade�Ou:pu t ;  
do 
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* I  
OutFi le < <  Output->label < <  " = " ; 
Out F i l e  << Output->FuzzySe t . defuz z i fy (  " centroi d "  ) << " " ;  
Output = Output->next ; 
whi le ( Output ' =NULL ) ; 
OutF i l e  << endl ; 
delete Outpu t ;  
OutFi le . c l ose ( )  ; 
I *  
WinExec ( " command . com " , SW_SHOW ) ; Use thi s  for the wavel e t  f i l tering s tuf f .  . .  
l l / l l / 1 ! 1 1 / ! l ! ! ! l l l / / l l l / ! l l ! l l l l ! ! l l ! ! l l ! ! l l / ! ! l / ! ! 1 ! ! ! 1 ! ! 1 ! ! 1 / ! l / l ! l l / / ! / / /  
I /  CFuzzyTes tlVi ew drawing 
void CFuzzyTes t lView : : OnDraw ( CDC* pDC ) 
( *  
* /  
CFuz zyTes t�Doc * pDoc 
ASSERT_VALID ( pDoc ) ; 
GetDocument ( ) ;  
I I  TODD : add draw code for native data here 
eRect rec t ;  
GetC l i entRec t ( &rect ) ;  
CFuz zyTriangle tri ( 0 , 1 0 , 2 0 ) ; 
tri . draw ( rect , pDC ) ; 
Cons tructFuzzySystem ( " c :  \ \ase\  \utk . mf " ,  " c :  \ \ as e \  \ utk . rb " , " c :  \ \ as e \  \ fu z zy . out " ) ; 
Data *data , * temp ; 
data 
temp 
new Data ; 
new Dat a ;  
data- >Header = data ; 
data->label = " CHl " ;  
da ta->dat=4 0 . 8 ; 
temp->Header=data- >Header ; 
temp-> labe l = " CH2 " ;  
temp- >dat= l 6 0 . 0 ;  
data->next=temp ; 
data=data- >next ; 
temp = new Data ; 
temp- >Header=data- >Heade r ;  
temp - > label = " CH3 " ;  
temp->dat=1 6 0 . 0 ;  
data- >next =temp ; 
data=data- >Header ; 
Eva luateFuz zyRules ( " c : \ \ase \ \ fuz zy . out " , data l ; 
Eva luateFuzzyRules ( " c :  \ \ase\ \ fu z zy .  out " ,  data ) ; 
1 ! 1 ! 1 1 1 ! 1 ! 1 / ! / ! / ! / l / 1 1 1 ! ! 1 1 / l i / 1 ! ! ! ! / / ! l i l / 1 ! ! 1 ! 1 ! 1 / / ! ! ! l / / / / ! ! 1 ! ( ! / l ! l l / l ! l l  
I I  CFuz zyTestlView print ing 
BOOL CFuz zyTestlVi ew : : OnPreparePr int i�g ( CPrint info* plnfo)  
II default preparation 
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return DoPreparePrinting ( pinfo ) ; 
void CFuz zyTest lVie.v : : OnBeginPrint ing ( CDC * / *pDC* / ,  CPrintinfo* / *pinfo * / )  
I I  TODO : add extra ini t i a l i za c ion bef ore printing 
void CFuz zyTes tlView : : OnEndPrinting ( CDC* / *pDC* I ,  CPrinti n f o *  / *pinfo * / )  
( 
I I  TODO : add c l eanup af ter print ing 
1 ! ! 1 1 / / ! 1 1 1 1 ! 1 1 1 / / ! ! l ! / / l ! / / ! f / / 1 / / l l l / ! 1 1 ! / ! ! l / 1 ! / / l ! ! / l l l l ! l l / l / l l / ! ! 1 1 ! 1 ! /  
I I  CFuzzyT e s t lView diagnos t i cs 
# i fde f _DEBUG 
void CFu z zyTestlView: : As sertVal i d ( ) cons t 
{ 
CView : : AssertVal id ( ) ; 
void CFuz zyTes tlView : : Dump ( CDurnpContext& de ) cons t 
{ 
CView : : Dump ( dc ) ; 
CFuzzyTestl Do c *  CFuzzyTestlView : : GetDocument ( )  / / non-debug ver s i on i s  inl ine 
{ 
ASSERT (m_pDocumen t - > IsKindOf ( RUNTIME_CwAS S ( CFuz zyTes t lDoc ) ) ) ;  
return ( CFuz zyTest lDoc * ) m_pDocument ; 
#endi f / / _DEBUG 
/ / ! 1 1 1 / ! l l ! l / ! l ! ! l l ! l / / 1 / ! / / l / / ! / 1 / / / / ! / l l / ! ! l l l ! l / ! l ! l ! l l / / / l / l l / l l / / / l / / / / !  
I I  CFuzzyTes t lView message handlers 
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APPENDIX D 
LISTING OF BACKPROPAGATION ARTIFICIAL NEURAL 
NETWORK SOFTWARE 
I *  
A l i  S .  Erbay 
ECE 5 7 1  Pattern Recognition 







Implementat ion of Fas t Back Propagat ion Algor i thm 
SunOS 4 . 1 . 2  
c 
* I  
#include < s tdio . h> 
# include <math . h> 
/ *  
weight = weight vector [ layer ] [ i ]  ( j ]  
weightchange = change in weight [ layer] [ i ]  [ j ]  
neuron = Output of FE [ layer : [ i ]  
errors = Error o f  Fe [ layer)  [ i ]  
input_data = input vector [ nurnber_o f_input ) 
output_data = des ired output vec tor [ nurnber_of_output ]  
scale_max = Maximum o f  I I O  data 
scale_min = Minimum of I I O data 
learning_coef f  = learning coe f f i c ient 
momentum = momentum term 
* I  
f l oat weight ( 2 ]  [ 2 0 0 ]  [ 2 0 0 ]  , weightchange [ 2 ]  [ 2 0 0 ]  [ 2 0 0 ]  , neuron [ 3 ]  [ 2 0 0 ;  , errors [ 2 ]  1 2 0 0 : ; 
f l oat i nput_data [ 2 00 ] , output_data [ 2 0 0 ] ; 
f l oat l earning_coe f f , moment�� ;  
f l oat s cale_max , scale_min ;  
ir.t nurnber_of_input , nurnber_of_hidden , nurnber_of_outpu t ;  
int total_nurnber_o f_iterations ; 
I *  
Ini t i a l i z e  weights 
* I  
void initiali ze_weights ( )  
{ 
int i ,  j ,  k ;  
for ( j =l ; j < =nurnber_of_hidden ; j -r + )  for ( i =O ; i < =nurnber_o f_inpu t ; i ++ ) 
{ 
weight [ O ] [ i ] [ j ] =  ( ( ( f l oa t )  random ( ) ) - ( ( f l oat ) pow ( 2 . 0 , 3 0 . 0 ) ) ) 1 ( ( f l oa t )  
pow ( 2 . 0 , 3 1 . 0 ) ) * 0 . 2 ;  
weightchange [ O ]  [ i ]  [ j ] =O . O ;  
} 
:or ( j =l ; j < =nurnber_of_output ; j + + )  for ( i = O ; i <=nurnber_of_hidden ; i + + )  
{ 
weight [ l ] [ i ] [ j ] =  ( ( ( f loa t )  random ( ) ) - ( ( f l oa t )  pow ( 2 . 0 , 3 0 . 0 ) ) ) / ( ( f loat ) 
pow ( 2 . 0 , 3 1 . 0 ) ) * 0 . 2 ;  
weightchange ' l l  [ i �  [ j ] = O . O ;  
} 
} 
I *  
Load we ights from f i l e  for reca l l  
* /  
void l oad_weight s ( weigh t f i l e J  
FILE *weight f i l e ;  
i nt , j ;  
for ( = l ; j < =nurnber_of_hidden ; :; ++ )  for l i =O ; i < = nurnber_of_input ; i + + )  f scanf l weigh c f i le , " %e 
" , &we ght [ 0 ]  [ i ]  [ j ]  ) ; 
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for ( j = l ; j < =number_of_output ; j •+ )  for ( i = O ; i < =number_of_hidden ; i + + )  f scanf ( weight f i l e ,  " %e 
" , &weight [ 1 ]  [ i ]  [ j ] )  ; 
} 
/ *  
Save weights a f ter training 
* I  
void save_weights ( weight f i l e )  
FILE *weight f i le ; 
{ 
int i , j ;  
for ( j = l ; j <=number_of_hidden ; j ++ )  for ( i = O ; i < =number_of_inpu t ; i + + )  fpr i n t f ( we ight :" i l e ,  " % e 
" , weigh t ( O ]  [ i ]  [ j ] ) ;  
for ( j =l ; j < =number_of_outpu t ; j + + )  for ( i =O ; i < =number_of_hidden ; i+ + )  fpr int f ( weightf i le , " %e 
" , weight [ l ]  [ i )  [ j  l ) ;  
/ *  
S igmoi d  funct ion 
* I  
f loat s i gmoid ( z )  
f l oat z ;  
{ 
return ( l . 0 /  ( 1 .  0 +  ( ( floa t ) exp ( - z ) ) ) ) ;  
) 
! *  
Read input & des i red output vec tor and present i t  to the first [ = inpu t ]  layer 
All output are scaled in this subrou t i ne 
* I  
present_inpu t ( da ta f i l e , i recal l )  
F ILE * da ta f i l e ;  
i n t  ireca l l ;  
{ 
int i ;  
i f ( feof ( datafi l e ) ) 
{ 
i f ( ireca l l ) exi t ( O ) ; else rewind ( dataf i l e ) ; 
) 
for ( i =l ; i< =number_o f_inpu t ; i ++ )  
{ 
fscanf ( da ta f i l e ,  " % f " , &ir.put_data [ i ] ) ; 
i f ( feof ( dataf i le ) ) 
{ 
i f ( irecal l )  exi t ( O ) ; 
rewind ( data f i le ) ; 
i = l ; 
fscanf ( data f i l e , " % f " ,  & input_data [ i J ) ; 
) 
neuron [ O ]  ( i ] = input_data ( i ] ; 
) 
i f  ( 1 irecal l )  
{ 
for ( i= l ; i< =number_of_outpu t ; i + + )  
{ 
f s canf ( data f i le , " % f " , &output_da ta [ i ] ) ;  




/ *  
Propagate the input unt i l  the last [ =outpu t }  layer 
* I  
void propagate_input ( )  
{ 
int i , j ;  
f loat s um ;  
for ( j = l ; j < =n��er_of_hidden ; j + + )  
{ 
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sum=O . O ;  
for ( i = O ; i<=number_o f_input ; i + + )  sum+=weight [ O ]  [ i ]  [ j ] *neuron [ O ]  [ i ] ; 
neuron [ l ]  [ j ] = s i gmoid ( sum) ; 
) 
for ( j = l ; j < =number_of_output ; j + + )  
{ 
sum= O . O ;  
for ( i = O ; i < = number_o f_hidden ; i + +  1 swn+=weight [ 1 ]  [ i ]  [ j ]  •neuron [ 1 ]  [ i J ; 
neuron [ 2 ]  [ j ]  = s i gmo id ( sum) ; 
} 
} 
I *  
Compute errors i n  each l ayer 
* I  
void compute_errors ( )  
( 
int i , j ;  
f loat sura ; 
f or ( j = l ; j <=number_of_output ; j + + )  
output_da ta [ j ] - neuron [ 2 ]  ( j ]  I ;  
f or ( j = l ; j <=number_of_hidden ; j + + )  
( 
errors [ 1 ]  [ j ] neuron [ ;; ] [ j ] * ( 1 . 0 - neuron [ 2 J [ j ] I * ( 
sum= O . O ;  
f or ( i = l ; i<=number_of_output ; i + + )  
errors [ 0 J [ j ]  =neuron [ 1 J [ j ]  * ( 1 .  0 
swn+ =errors [ 1 ]  [ i ]  *weight [ 1 J [ j ]  [ i ] ; 
- neuron [ l ]  [ j ] l  * surn ; 
} 
} 
! *  
* I  
Adj ust the weights 
voi d  adj us t_wei ghts ( )  
{ 
int i , j ;  
f or ( i = O ; i < =number_o f_hidden ; i+ + )  
( 
f or ( j =l ; j < =number_of_output ; j ++ )  
{ 
weightchange [ l ]  [ i ]  [ j ] = learning_coe f f * errors ( l ]  [ j ] *neuron ( l ]  [ i ]  + 
rnornentwn*weightchange [ l ]  [ i ]  [ j ] ;  
weight [ l ]  [ i ]  ( j ] + =we ightchange [ l ]  [ i ]  [ j ] ; 
} 
} 
f or ( i = O ; i <=number_o f_input ; i + + )  
( 
f or ( j = l ; j < =number_of_hidde� ; j + + )  
( 
weightchange [ O ]  [ i ]  [ j ] = learning_coe f f * errors [ O J  [ j ] *neuron [ O ]  [ i ]  + 
rnomentum*weightchange [ O ]  [ i ]  [ j : ;  
) 
} 
I *  
* I  
weight [ O ]  [ i ]  [ j ] +=we lghtchange [ D j [ i ]  [ j ] ;  
} 
Main program 
rnai n ( argc , argv) 
int argc ; 
char * argv [ J ; 
( 
FI�E *data f i l e , * s truc t f i l e , *weight f i l e ; 
in� i , j , k ; 
/ *  
Input f i l ename o f  Back Propagat i on k� s t ructure and I /0 
* /  
i f ( ( s truc t � i le= fopen ( argv [ l ]  , " r " )  1 == 0 1 
( 
printf ( " Fi l e  access error ::o::- % s \ n " , argv [ l ] l ;  
exit ( 0 ) ; 
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I *  
Input f i lename o f  dat a  
* I  
i f  ( ( datafile= fopen ( argv [ 2 ]  , " ::- " ) ) ==0 ) 
{ 
print f ( " F i l e  access error for % s \n " , argv [ 2 ]  ) ;  
exi t ( O ) ; 
I *  
Input f i lename o f  we i ght vectors i f  this i s  a rec a l l  
* I  
i f (argc>3 ) 
{ 
i f ( (we i ght f i l e = fopen ( argv [ 3 ] , " r " ) ) == O )  
{ 
pr int f ( " F i le access error for % s \n " , argv [ 3 ] ) ;  
exi t  ( 0  I ;  
} 
} 
I *  
O therwise create a f i le to save the we ights o f  the ANN 
* I  
e l se 
{ 
i f  ( ( we i gh t f i :i. e = fopen ( " we ight . bp " , " w+ " )  ) = = 0 ) 
{ 
print f ( " F i l e  access error for weight . bp \ n " ) ;  
exit ( O l ; 
} 
} 
I *  
Read ANN parameters 
* I  
f scan f ( s truct f i l e ,  " %d " , &number_o f_input ) ; 
f s canf ( s truct f i l e ,  " %d " , &number_o f_hidden ) ; 
fscar.f ( s truct f i l e ,  " %d "  , &number_of_output ) ; 
f scanf ( s truc t f i l e ,  " % f " , & l earning_coef f ) ; 
f s canf ( struc t f i l e ,  " % f  ·· , &momentum ) ; 
f scanf ( s truc t f i l e ,  " % f  % f " , &scal e_max , & s ca l e_min ) ;  
f scanf ( struc tf i l e , " %d " , &total_number_o f_i t erat i ons ) ;  
I *  
Set bias 
* I  
neuron [ O ]  [ O ] =neuron [ l ]  [ 0 ] = 1 . 0 ; 
I *  
Ini t i a l i z e  o r  load the weights 
* I  
i f ( argc> 3 ) load_we ights (we ightf i l e l ;  else ini t i a l i z e_weight s ( ) ; 
I *  
Training or reca l l  begins , 
I f  this is a reca l l ,  then an EOF wi l l  terminate the program 
* I  
for ( k= O ; k<total_nurrber_o :_i tera t i ons ; k+ + )  
{ 
I *  
Present input t o  input l ayer 
* I  
present_input ( da ta f i le , ( argc - 3 ) ) ;  
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/ *  
Propagate t o  the output layer 
* I  
propagate_input ( ) ; 
/ *  
I f  this i s  a recal l  print out the output layer i n  de-scaled form 
* /  
i f ( ( argc - 3 ) == 1 ) 
{ 
for ( i = l ;  i <=nurnber_of_output ;  i + + )  print f ( " % f  " ,  ( s cal e_max-scale_min )  I 0 .  6 *  ( neuron [ 2 ]  [ i ] -
0 .  2 J +scale_min J ; 
* I  
/ *  
* I  
printf ( " \n " ) ; 
} 
Otherwi s e  back-propagate and train 
else 
( 
compute_errors ( ) ; 
adj us t_weights ( ) ; 
} 
At the end of training ,  save the weights 
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